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For Five Succeeding Weeks
W

There will be Published in
this Column, Wise Old
Maxims.
with Some
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“

path to

Gen.
Eighteen Months Old Baby Had

Rash on Shoulder for Two
Years Causing Intense Suffering. Would Scab Over,
Break Open and Be Raw.
Several Doctors and Remedies Tried. Efforts Fruitless.

a

ach.”
i

Cured by CUTICURA.
shoulder
when she was about eighteen months old. It
was there about two years causing her intense
suffering. We had several different doctors,
tried everything that we could think of, and
that every one could suggest without effecting a cure. In spite of all we did it kept
spreading. One day it would scab over and
then crack open and a watery matter ooze
from it and the scabs would all fall off. It
would be raw for a time, then scab over again.
Someone recommended Cuticura Remedies.
We immediately procured a box of Cuticura
(ointment), a cake of Cuticura Soap, then
tried the Cuticura Resolvent, and before
the bottle was half gone we saw a marked
change, and by the time it was gone, she was
entirely cured without a scar being left. She
is now twelve years old, and has not had a
pimple or sign of blood trouble since.
Feb. 18, ’98. M1S3 LILLIE CHASE, Bristol, Yt.
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QUIT SOOi Consul General Lee Has Been Ordered To
Leave Havana Saturday.
Woodford Will Not
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COUNCIL LAST NIGHT,

Ministers Maintain Absolute Reserve
At To What Was Done.
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Gen. Correa Says He Still Has Hopes of
Peace
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Event
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War

ford Withdraws His Ultimatum Note.

April 7—9.30 p. m.—The outof the cabinet council is that the
ministers considered and replied to a message from Rome delivered late last eveMadrid,

ning and transacted the current business
ministerial departments.
One
of the
member of the cabinet Informed the representatives of the press that the aspeot

dress to

please thyself,
please others.”
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of affairs

The cabinet council terminated at halfNo official notes have been
pest eight.
and ail the ministers maintain
issued
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year
ones last until later in the season, we
would call attention to our Repairing
Department where first class work is
and at reasonable
done promptly
rates. Give us a call.
care
season

deli-1

absolute reserve, declining to give any
information.
IJ. S. Minister Woodford in a note sent
to the counoll, declared that when he sent
the confidential note yesterday he had not
President Mcdespatch
Kinley announcing thetpostponement of
presentation of the message to Congress

cester & McDowell,

well served.
58!) Congress St, Brown Block.
ifltflstp
It may be cooked I
EPECLAX, SOIICM,
in io minutes, 20 1
is better.
I f. CARPET WORTH BEATING
marl

Tc Wnrf li RAati nsr liiirlif.

Let

thy maidservant

and “as that changes the aspeot of affairs,
he withdraws the statements made in the
previous note.”
To the question whether U. S. Minister
Woodferd has demanded his passports a
negative reply is given, but the belief
is expressed here that he will soon quit
at the cabinet
Madrid.
fceuor Sagasta
council this evening, conferred with the
The
expects
Regent.
government
tjueen
a
despatch from Senor Polo y Eernabe
affairs
at
Washinggiving full details of
The
ton.
evening press is warlike in
tone, but reports no new facts.
El Pals publishes a sensational account
an
of
alleged attack upon the Spanish
legation in Washington, which is being
The paper is not
cried all over town.
regarded seriously, but the purpose of
foment feeling
to
the article is evidently
against the American legation here and
the civil governor of Madrid has called
the attention of the officials to the matter
with a view of stopping the sale of the
The town remains absolutely
paper.

quiet.“

to the possibility of a conflict with the United States, Gen. CJorrea,
minister of war, is represented as expressing a hope that it may still be averted,
“because it is known that President McKinley’s message to the American Congress will refer to neither independence

Referring

faithful, strong and homely.”

intervention.”

Gen. Correa adds: “In thus changing
his attitude,President McKinley responded, doubtless, to Spain’s determined conand had we not bowed our beads
duct,
at the time we suffered our first humiliation we should not find ourselves where
I am not of those who
we are today.
blindly shout ‘victory’ should there be a
elieve
rupture and hostilities; but I
4-lwv

..
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ORDERS FOR MACHIAS.
Boston.

April

7.—Just as the

Machias

Tho

Spanish cabinet

saw an

apparent

connection between the note of the pow-

a
getting under way this morning
ers, the Papal nuncio’3 action and Cariroin the receiving
signal was bo'sted
a boat be
dinal Rainpolla’s
confidential telegram
ship Wabash requesting that
Commander Merry de- late last
ashore.
sent
and thereupon decided
evening
to
the
lieutenants
of
tho
one

tvas

jpatched

yard landing where ho was handed to send an official reply to His Holiness,
with which
package of sealed orders,
This action
supplementing the previous complimen-

aavv
r

is
returned to his vessel.
jonsidered important as it may change
tno destination of the vessel.
The orders were not opened un.il the
well out to sea and their
Machias was
-ontents of course remain a mystry.
ne

Mass.,
Race Pjint life saving

April
crew

tary reply.
It is believed here now that the power’s
note

explains the fact of President Mcpostponement of his message

Kinley’s

MACHIAS SIGHTED.

Provincetown,

7.—The

until

reported given

this afternoon that the gunboat Machias,
supposed to be on her way from Boston
to Key West, lay to off the point for three
hours this afternoon while her crow were
The gunboat had
drilled at the guns.
not sailed at dark.

To Meet

Monday',
out

rather

than the pretext

to enable Americans to with-

draw from Cuba prior to hostilities.

FIFTEEN MEN-OF-WAR TO SAIL.

via Paris, April 7.—Fifteen
men-of-war will leave Cadiz
immediately for Cape Verdo islands and
CONSULATE DESERTED.
have started to reinseveral battalions
Tampa, Fla., April 7.—The Spanish foore the garrison at the Balerio islands

Madrid,

Spanish

consulate here is deserted. Senor Pedro in the Mediteranean.
The provincial military in the Canary
Solis departed for Washington today by
Islands will he placed on a war footing.
order of his government.

Spain,

nary cabinet council has been summoned
The session has
to meet immediately.
created most pessimistic impressions. The
ministers refuse to furnish any explanation.
The excitement in Spain has

the United States
to whioh the President re-

between

have offered all their vessels us privateers
a number of ship captains have called
upon the naval commander at Barcelona

between tne

The offers of
from France.
the
money from the provinces towards
fund to inoreaso the strength of the navy
the
are said to be encouraging
government.
It, is said that Biscav alone has
offered over 250,000,000 pesetas.
The Horsldo's leading article will applaud tii3 government’s conduct in replying to General Woodford “whose proceedings are considered txtraordinary blarnnble.
The Heraldo’s information points to
the fact that war is inevitable bnt it still
attaches great importance to the action of
the ministers of the powers at Washington.

uni.ea

States and the island.
Third, and almost equally important
of press advices
was the ominous tone
from Madrid where tho war fever seemed
to have dominated, instead of the concessions, the opening of prison doors, and
of peace and
the other manifestations
good will which Holy Thursday was exthe more depected to bring forth and action
that
finite announcement of
would bring peace to Cuba.
The heavy guard about Minister Woodfords house, the Imperative character of
his note, tho war utterance of Minister
Correa and tho turbulence at the Spanish
capital, left little hope that peace counsels would prevail. No negotiations are
proceeding at Madrid on the part of this
government, but tho powers of Europe,
it is understood, are doing their utmost
the Spanish government to
to persuade
On the highest
yield and avert war.
be stated that no instrucit
can
authority
tions have been given as yet to Minister
Woodford contemplating his withdrawal,
the only step in that direction being the
determination that Gen. Lee shall leave
Havana on Saturday.
The note of the European'powers presented to the President today has not, in
the opinion of members in the administration, changed the situation in the
What
degree.
slightest
pressure was
brought to bear to secure even this mildthat
further
ly expressed hope
negotiations would result in the maintenance
is not known, but it is confiof peace,
dently believed that it is the result of persistent appeals on the part of Spain for
some
expression in favor of peace between the two countries.
The note is not
regarded in any sense as a protest against
course this government has pursued
the
thus far, or is likely to adopt to secure
a
stable government in Cuba. Some of
tho g overnments represented in the note
arc known to be in full accord with this
government in its purposes with respect
Cubun question, therefore any
to thJ
theory that the noto was intended ns a
remonstrance is not regarded ns tenable.
The reply of this government which had
previously been read and approved by
members of the cabinet, is not considered
as
indicating any change in the fixed
purposo of the President to intervene at
once in Cuba, nor is it believed that it
of a majority of
was
the expectation
the foreign representatives present that
the United States would change its policy
or regard the joint note ns ether than an
expression in behalf of peace and without special significance. So far as known
administration circles no further rein
presentations on this subject are expected.
No offer of mediation on the part of any
European power had been received and
there is high authority for the statement
that none would be accepted If proferred.
lias been the fixed policy of the
This
government from the first and there is no
prospect of a change in this regard. At
the embassies and legations the presentation of the joint note of the powers was
regarded as the event of the day. An
ambassador from one of the great powers
of continental Europe, stated that it was
without a parallel lo history; that it was
the first and only time that tho six great
nations of Europe, representing in the
aggregate uit- power oi civilization, nau
united in this solemen manner to secure the peace of the world.
Calls at the
various embassies and legations late in
the day showed that the response of the
favorable
President had created a most
impression in foreign quarters. The
President’s
answer was looked upon to
some extent as a counter appeal to the
for their co-operation in
great
powers
the cause of humanity against the intolerable condition of affairs In Cuba. In
some diplomatic quarters there was disposition to read between the lines and
to give it a suggestive character beyond
the mild phrases adopted. This was not
however.
the generally uccepted view,
The favorable manner of its reception was
looked upon as a wise move at this critical
juncture, for, without rejecting as
an
intrusion these foreign suggestions,
they were so received as to give the greater promise of sympathy rather than the
opposition from the most powerful joint
influence in the world.
At the Capitol the situation was ardently discussed among individuals and
came.up in public debate in both houses.
Senator Morgan of Alabama in discusscivil
ing an amendment to the sundry
he was ready to
appropriation bill, said
of
war.
vote for a declaration
In the House a significant declaration
was that of Gen. Grosvenor, who declared
he believed war was inevitable. In fnct
the speech by Gen. Grosvenor in answer
ugainst the administration
to charges
by Mr. Lentz of Ohio, was an important
contribution to the news of the day.
The importance of Gen. Lee’s telegrams
was considered
by members not to have
been over-estimated, and the impression
that the President was amply justified in

PRESIDENT.

Democratic Politicians Held Up To
Scorn By Speaker

FOE ALLEGING CORRUPT MOTIVES
mi

iVvct

ruiPi’

Vicious Assault Made
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rYrrTTTTrr

FOUND NO FRIENDS.

filVEJi FREE HIM.

London, April 8. —Tho Madrid
the Standard says:

LEAVING HAVANA.
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of Coigress Adjoaro United Stales Coascls Have
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Papal

European

that

policy .for Spain

surprised

all the continental gov-

that tho best

ernments wero of opinion

Away.

governments

mediation the Spanish court

and government were somewhat
to discover

“On

would bo to assent to an

armistice in order to gain time to prepare
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Washington,

April 7.—The

Kingston* Ja.,
■

adjourn-

April

7. —The agents of

the steamer Brookline have advices

from

for

a

by

some

settlement

of the

Cuban

understanding with

question
President

McKinley afterward.
Spain, perceived
Monday Santiago ds Cuba that tho steamer sailed
that nobody was disposed to- encourage
until
a
free
hand
President
the
will give
at six o'clock this
evening with the her to
adopt a war policy or to expect
that time and was undoubtedly brought United States Consul Mr. Pulaski F.
European support if a conflict did break
The situation is
about for that purpose.
□yatt and others, and is due at Port Ailout._
Tho Boston Fruit Co.’s
undoubtedly very delicate indeed at this tino tomorrow.
AMBASSADORS CALLED ON SPAIN.
time, and nothing seems yet to have oc- steamer Beverly is preparing to sail from
London, April 7.—A special despatch
curred to promise a peaceful outcome. By Cienfuegos with the United States consul,
from Madrid says that the ambassadors
Monday, also, it is expeoted that Ameri- Mr. Owen MeCarr, and other Americans
of France,
Germany, Russia and Italy
cans will have been brought
Both vessels
away from for Boston via Key West.
waited togther this evening upon Senor
Cuba. Our war preparations will also be were chartered in great haste by United
Gallon the foreign minister and presentquite well completed by that time, so it States Consul Dent of
Kingston, who
ed a joint note in the interests of peace.
is not unreasonable to expect a crisis, the
Port Antonio.
The adjournment of went by special train to
first of next week.
Senor Gullon, replying, declared, acthe House for three days was a wise and The local bank opened out of hours to
cording to the despatch that tho members
will
skilful manoeuvre and
give con- supply gold.
wero unanimous
ment of the House todny

gressional

calm at

is very necessary.
ing here has not

a

until

time when calmness
The intensity of feel-

Spanish

of the

The British

consuls

at

Santiago de

cabinet

by Mr. Lentz Upon

Administration tho Cansa of tho

Alleged

Outbreak—He

exspeolnlly

finality

intercourse

FENCE OF

Similar
asking for Letters of Marque.
requests have been requested from abroad

This
would leave Havana on Saturday.
step, it is known, will he regarded by
Spain as akin to an overt act preceding
war, as it will terminate the medium of
official

OHIO MAN’S BRILLIANT DE-

and

reached by:the United,States government,, was the authoritative statement that Consul General Lee
the

_

are
reached the boiling point hut there
no” demonstrations recorded
anywhere
yet. All the steamship firms of Valencia

plied with unmistakable plainness asetp
the duty and unselfish1 endeavors of'this
government to terminate the insufferably
conditions in Cuba. Another, and perhaps the most significant actual stapj.

showing

Immediately.

Madrid, April 7 5 p. m.—An extraordi

hero of the six great
powof Europe called at the White House
and
presented to President McKinley a
joint note expressing hope for a peaceful

adjustment

come

“

must concede
including an end to

and
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and

Preferable to Humiliation—Gen. Wood-
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SPAIN NOW EXCITED.
Extraordinary Cabinet Council Summoned

presentatives
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Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug and Chem.
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G£y* How to Cure Every Humor," mailed free.

Wheat Germ

Madrid

Congress.

States and that peace will soon be estababsolute
based upon
lished in Cuba,
the
great
justice with protection for
American interests in that island and the
honor
of
of
the
maintenance
Spain.”

der on the part of Spain. The President’s
message which be had intended to send
to Congress
yesterday has not been
changed in any particular and embodies
the unanimous views of the cabinet without the slightest variance or exception.
Auy movement to avert war cow must
from

So General Grosvenor Tells

received

has

The American minister

I nothing but courtesy from the people oi
never had the slightest
| Madrid. Ho has to
his own
personal
apprehension as
He it
of his family.
or
that
security
rumor;
all
and
for
despite
working
peace,
to the contrary, he stiil hopes peace will
United
ho kept between Spain and the

American demands,
Spain's dominion in Cuba.
Three features stand out plainly in the
developments of today. At noon the re-

when all else fails.

Old friends are Best

"—There

■

come

11

I

ts no
to the purposes of
this government with respect to the situation in Cuba. War, in the opinion of
the
administration is inevitable, excopt
in the unlooked for event of a surren

Washington,
April
longer any doubt as

MEETING OF THE CABINET

nmnllltPtiVini'iimi inA milA Aft,ponf Pitti/Tbi Ritqoi

VSNT, greatest of humor

Long in Madrid.

Remain

rash come on her

Torturing. Disfiguring Eczema, and every species
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Dispatch Was
Democrat*

a

to

that

the Lee

Fake—Grosvenor Calls

Witness the

Falsity

of

His Statement.

Washington,

April 7.—There

was

a

of great excitement in the House
late this afternoon during the consideration of tha bill for the re-organization of
tlie army. It was oaused by Mr. Lentz,
scene

Ohio Democrat who made a vicious
assault on the administration charging
that tlie policy of delay was in the interest
He alof stock jobbing in Wall street.
leged that Wail street was in tho possesan

the message
sion of information that
would not go in long before it was known
at the Capitol and profited heavily by
the advance in stook which resulted.
He charged that there was no warrant
for .the alarming statements about
the
situation in Havana, which were made as
a

justification for the delay of the

mes-

Mr. Lentz's speech created a prosage.
found sensation and was met with an emphatic reply from General Grosvenor, now
generally regarded as the administration's
spokesman on the floor of the House. Mr.
Grosvenor not only indignantly denied
that there was justification for the reports but held Mr. Lentz up to scorn for
alleging corrupt motives against tha
President.
Mr. Lentz disclaimed this,
but the irate friend of tho President gave
He
was
him no mercy.
thoroughly
aroused and laid about him with a veritable bludgeon, charging that tho Democrats were seeking
pclitical advantage
John J. Mcand paying his respeots to
Cook and others. Before ho concluded ha
the opinion that war was as
certain as that we would live until next
week unless it was averted by Spain.
The debate on the army bill today deMr.
veloped more and more opposition.
Hull tried to save the bill by agreeing to
strike out all its provisions save tho three

expressed

considering that Spain had reached
battalion formation feature, but It
represent “the limit of international
policy in tho
ISO to Cl.
in

was iu
will
and Cienfuegos
Cnba
subsided, and unless
The
tho end recommitted
of
the
something unexpected happens soon Spain American interests during the absence
demands
and
direction of conceding
House adjourned until Monday.
consuls.
must back down or fight.
United
States
tive
the respe
allowing the pretensions of the United
Washington, April 7.—Little evidence
States.
of excitement existed when the House
withholding his message became a convic- Hampshire, Alabama and Texas, are
tion.
preliminary stops for the forThe publio galleries were
taking
met at noon.
THE WEATHER.
The
fact was emphasized by the ad- mation of a naval militia.
crowded but yawning gaps showed in tha
was
issued
a
until
of
both
An
order
houses.
estnnnsnmg
Monday
journment
res.-rveu gauenes.
The opinion in the Senate and House new naval rating, that of chief alectric_

is that

war

nritiinktiln

must come.

nf

Even the most

t,ha nnnsArvn.fi

va

BnnnFnrt;

have given up hope of a peaceful settleA great
ment;.
de»I of consideration
was given by senators .and
to the form of

action.'

representatives

On this point tlierojis a'wide'divergenee
of opinion, but it has assumed two distinct propositions.
One is the recognition of the indedence of the island, coupled with armed
intervention to drive out the Spaniards
and the other armed intervention with a
declaration that Cuba should be free, the
desire on the part of those favoring this
latter plan being to avoid recognizing
the insurgents and their government or
any government, until after the Unitod
States has control of the island. The latter plan is said to be that of the President and efforts are beiug made to have
so that
there may be no diit adoptod,
vision between the executive and legislative branches of the government. Piar is
expressed that there may be a long deSenate if some compromise
bate iu the
is r.ot agreed upon before the committee on foreign relations makes its report.
Both foreign committees' were in session during the day extending their inquiries as to conditions in Cuba. Mr.
Quesada of the Cuban junta gave the
liouse committee the reasons why the
recognition of independence was desired
by the Cubans.
The military branch of tho government
steadily continue the work of preparation
for possible emergencies, this work,however, being now principally confined to
completing matters heretofore begun. No
new schemes have as yet been entered upon.
Tho most important action taken by
the navy department today was the selection of commanding officers for the
vessels recently purchased from tho MorThese are the magnificent
gan lino.
El Rio, El
ocean
steamers Eli
Sud,
N horte and El Sole,
and the officers to
whom they have been assigned are Commander \V. H. Brownson, now abroad engaged In the purchase of ships and supplies; Commander Charles H. Davis,Commander Charles J. Train and Commander Win. H. Emory.
Orders to the offiNo new
cers
will be issued tomorrow.
ships were purchased today, but the department has directed the board to select
two vessels
for distributing ships ami
cue collier.
The navy
department was today informed that the states of Maine, New

ian and electricians of tho first and second classes, the pay being $50, $40 and
$35 per month, respectively.
war
In tho
depart ment matters have
assumed a normal condition, everything
lor any conditions
in
readiuess
being
which may arise.
Reports received show that up to this
time there has been recruited 000 men of
the 1000 needed to fill the two artillery
regiments recently authorized by Congress. Secretary Alger has made an additional allotment of $150,000 for the use
of the ordnance bureau, the money to be
spent for ammunition and projectiles.

Members seemed to have settled down
to the conviction that they would have to
wait with what patience they conld the
the
developments until Monday when
message it is said, is to go to Congress.
The Chaplain in his invocation prayod

fervently for peace.
rn.lj

1.

——r.onnl

fnrprnct

for!

for
and
Friday:
vicinity
weather, raising temperature, wes-

Boston
Fair

Mr. Hull, chairman of tho
military
affairs committee, realizing the opposition
to certain features of the army re-organization bill, stated before the consideration of that bill was resumed that at the

terly widds.
proper time he would move to strike out
Washington, April 7.—Forecast for everything except tho first two sections
Evidently Made for Purpose of Compos- Friday for Xew England and Eastern providing for the three battalion formaNew York: Fair, northwesterly winds.
tion, The section providing for the exing People of Madrid,
5.50
m.—United
pansion of the regular army in time of
7,
p.
April
Madrid,
STATEMENT

BY

WOODFORD.

States Minister Woodford has issued the
following statement to the Spanish press:
“The Madrid newspapers of this morning are filled with statements concerning
tho American minister which are so inaccurate that he asks tho court-sy of the
press to correct,them. Ho does this in the
interest of friendship and peace.
“The
proprieties of his diplomatic

position forbid his making any statement
with rogard to his diplomatic action with
tho Spanish government, but last September tiie Spanish foreign office
received
written permission to publish the text of
which
he
any official correspondence
should have at any time with the Spanish
government and this permission is effecThe Spanish government is
tive today.
at liberty to publish every word he has
ever addressed to the foreign office by
letter, memorandum or statement.
“The second secretary of the American
legation has sailed for Xew York to reHe
sume the practice of his profession.
has resigned from the diplomatic service.
minister’s
wifo
left with
The American
her niece for Paris Wednesday night. She
is in poor health and tho excitement of
the past fortnight has compelled her to
The daughter of
seek absence and rest.
the American minister remains and will
He has
remain with him in Madrid.
not given up his residence where he exas
ho
shall
so
remain
iong
pects to reside
accredited to the Spauish court.

Local Weather Kepafl.

Portland,

Me.,

weather bureau otlico records
weather are as follows:
S
Bter

a.

m.

32.

as

to

the

Barometer £9.90S: ThermomDew Point 24; Humidity 08;

Wind XW; Velocity 0; weather, cloudy.
Barometer 29.802; ThermomS p. m.
eter'.48: Dew Point 28; Humidity 00;
Wind XW : Velocity 0; clear.
Mean daily thermometer 30; maximum
45; minimum thermomthermometer
3ter 27:,maximum velocity wind,10, XW;
total precipitation 0.
Weather Observation.

The agricultural department weather
taken
bureau for yesterday, April 7,
it S p, in., meridian time, the observation for each section being given in the
vrder: Temperature, direction of wind,
itato of weather:
Boston 50 degrees. XW, clear; Xew
PhilYork, 38 degress, X. W., clear;
adelphia, 42 degrees, X., clear: Washington, 40 degrees, XW, clear; Albany,
10 degrees,
W., clear;
Buffalo, 88
clear; Detroit, 44
degrees, X. W.,
XW.,
clear; Chicago, 8S dedegrees,
crees, E. clear; St. Pan). 52, degrees,
deSK., p. cloudy; Huron, Dak.. 48
rain:
Bismarck.
48
rives.
S.,
52
degrees, W, cloudy; Jacksonville,

degrees,E, clear.

to 104,000 would be
Debate then proceeded
Mr. Sulze",
Democrat

war

April 0.—The local

stricken

out.

of New York,
who supported the bill as it was proposed
to modify it, made a vigorous pro-Cuban
If Cuban independence were
speech.
recognized, he declared, Cuba would soon
be free. Ho declared that tho majority in

Congress

and tho President

little

under-

stood tho intense feeling of indignation
among the people over tho Maine and the
delay of calling Spain to account
“Oh for ono day of Andrew Jackson in
“He
the White House,” tfe concluded.
would say ‘onward the fleet, forward the
whole line and let thejbattle cry be Cuba
must be free.”
Mr. Lewis, Democrat of
Washington,
vigorously assailed the bill. He not only
charged mat it was part of a programme
to increase the regular army in time of
peace, but lie declared that the three battalion formation had proved a failure and
had boon so characterized
by the commander-in-chief of the British army.
Mr. Lentz, Democrat of Ohio, in the
course of remarks in opposition to the bill
declared that there would be no war. that
ihe “Peace party” which was speculating
Ida
in stocks and bonds would prevail.
said there was an irrc-conciliablo disparity
between the reasons given for the delay of
and the dethe President’s message
spatches 1 am Havana. Tho message had
bes n r.ostponed because Lee could not get
Americans out of Havana, yet tho press

of the independence of Cuba
United States, and they will be
had not by the
und that General Lee said ha
He denounced the tele- destroyed by a policy that drives Spain
been rec&lltsfl.
interests of the Amorigrams he and other members were receiv- out of Cuba in the
ing. urging them to stand by the Presi- oan people. (Applause.)
“If John J.AloCook could get the Unitby
dent and said thoy were dictated
ed States to recognize the independence
flnanoial greed.
Cuba and light to establish, at a cost
of
Mr. Lentz referred to the note presented
the holders
by the powers. He read from it the words of a thousand million dollars,
realize
these bogus bonds would
about the hope for peaoe in tho settlement of
the
other side.
us
take
Let
of the existing “differences with Spain.” 1400,000,000.
this
trouble
broke
before
I
told
was
with
just
“We have no differences
Spain,”
assassinated out that a party lu New York sold short
266
“We have
he cried.
an extent that If the oondition of
aocount to
Americans whom Spain must
prior to the breaking out
things
for.” (Applause in the galleries.)
“we hud this of this Cuban trouble had prevailed, it
“Yesterday,” he said,
House tilled! the galleries overflowed and would have ruined him, although he is
the Capitol grounds were covered with very wealthy. I have been told that any
would cause war bemovement that
people, all expecting the President’s mesBut tween Spain and the United States has
sage, which might lead to war.
been promoted by that gentleman because
finally iu the afternoon came word that a the
moment
war Is declared the short
telegram had been received from Consul
that
side
of the market will put a million
General Lee In Havana Indicating
he wunted time and the message was de- dollars into his pocket. Now would the
us
Now I don’t be- gentleman tell
(several members of
layed on that acoount.
statement the Democratic side: ‘Who is it?’
lieve anybody had authority,
us how anybody
offioial
Grosvenor—“Tell
or
Mr.
any
from the administration
benafltted by preventing war? I
the rumor that prevailed can be
That justified
stock broker; anybody who
A telegram by the Asso- mean any
here yesterday.
ciated Press yesterday said that all was holds stocks. How can that happen when
General
Lee
are
that
going up or down as each batprices
quiet in Havana and
told a correspondent that he had not been tle progresses and as eaoh ship has to surX a stock gambler there
render. Were
requested to leave The other newspapers,
have would be no oocasion more gratifying to
notably the New York Journal,
war
between the United
statements
than
If
these
my greed
similar dispatches.
aio true there was nothing to justify the .States and another country.
“Every manufacturer of the United
statement sent to the Capitol yesterday. I
States wants an end pnt to this war besa> there will be no war.”
en
use he wants things to get back again
he
that
charged
Congress
Continuing,
to where they were before this agitation
was being overwhelmed by the telegrams
the United
The
treasury of
“dictated by commercial greed” all of began.
which he declared emanated principally States wants to put an end to this uncerrevenues of the governthe
because
street.
and
Lombard
street
tainty
from Wall
It is the old question of the almighty ment are being destroyed by this exciteIt is the fall of stocks ment. Therefore, it is that the President,
dollar, said he.
best
these gentlemen who control the adminis- backed by his cabinet and by the
the Sentration fear more than war.
They care judgment of this House and of
as possible
nothing for 266 assassinated Americans ate is proceeding as rapidlyA
charge no
who went down in Havana harbor, but to put aD end to this war.
the
than
one
serious
99
more
cents plus
gentleman has prethey care everything for
the bead of many a
I say my friend, that we owe an ferred has brought
cent.
A charge more inblock.
apology to Judas Isoalrot. I say he ought man to the
to be brought back and deified, If Judas famous than that could not be borne by
lived in this age he would uot have gone urn men in this eountrv. Ho seeks to
it appear that the President has
to the potters field and hanged himself. make
1,
Lnnn nnvit
the
TTvilfoil
used the power that Congress has given
States Senate in due time, such a specu- to him to operate upon the stook markets
Prove that and you
lator as he was. (Laughter and applause of this country.
would have a vacancy in the Presidency
on the Democratic side.)
Mr. Lentz read from the New York as
quick as you can establish it. The
Journal statements to the effect that the oharges have no truth.”
stock
Lentz—“I have already said to you
Mr.
jobdelay in the message pleased
bers and they had advance information. that I deny that I said anything of the
He read from the various stock reports to kind.
administration
Mr. Grosvenor—‘‘The
show that stocks went up all along the
line when the news was received that the set the story afloat in the interest of stock
are your exact words.
Those
to
not
yesterspeculation.
Copgress
go
message Swonld
In conclusion, he referred to the You made a charge that ought to conday.
note of the powers to the government and demn the President to impeachment ana
I have telt that it was
Mr.
Lentz’s remarks imprisonment.
its
response.
the hoDor and inbrought Mr. Grosvenor of Ohio, generally a terribleofassault upon
we did on
Spain J what
regarded as the administratioh’s spokes- tergrity
on the hand
man to his feet, with an indignant reply yesterday, but there was put
to
of
insult
statements
made
choice
he
the
Spain, solemnly
in course of whioh
delivered by the President, an intimation
which caused a great sensation.
from Ohio,
(Mr. to the whole world that there was dan•‘The gentleman
representaLentz) said he, “has predicated a long ger of murder to American
or
there was put on the
speech here upon a statement of faots tives in Cuba
itself.
no
the
that
daclared
other
side
He
danger
himself.
made by
“Suppose the message had gone to Conmessage came from General Lee yesterand suppose that last
day, that ft was a fake report, given out gress yesterday
to
President
the
night tho blood of that distinguished
for a corrupt purpose by
stook market.
Every and chivalrous gentleman from Virginia
the
influence
Cuba. What
tho soil of
had soaked
partiole of this statement ie withont question absolutely false. (Applause on the would have been the verdict of the Amethe
administration.”
distinthe
rican people against
Republican side.) I call upon
“If there is a man in the House so far
(Mr.
guished gentleman from Kentuckyaffairs
of
the
member
foreign
forgetful of his dignity as an American
a
Berfy)
committee to say whether I tell the truth citizens as to intimate that the President
that such a despatoh has been guilty of juggling a thing like
or not when I say
it.
was received from General Lee and read that, I will not answer
That is
“I did not suppose that in this Congress
There is the answer.
by him.
make an
I
should
the character of the sort of assaults that it was neoessary that
the Presiare being made on American honor and explanation in order to defend
Not only dent from an insinuation like that. I am
the integrity of the President.
did the despatch come yesterday but It glad that the purpose of the opposition is
1 am delighted
came in the day before and appealed to now clearly disclosed.
the President of the United States. I read that because of a little change in the prothe telegram and there are twenty men gramme a change made unaor stress of
oircumstances that would have controlled
on this floor that read the telegram, both
Democrats and Republicans. It was read any civilized nation I am delighted that
relations
the gentleman from Ohio lias given us
to the members of the foreign
committee of the Senate and every one of notice that every occurrence is to be.taken
them without qualification coincided with advantage of for party purposes.
“Here comes a matter which the whole
the policy of the president not to send
I say world will say governed the administrathe message in here at that tjme.
again that on yesterday a most urgent tion's it ought to have been governed,
be notified tonight
protest came from General Lee. Is General and the world will
Leo at one end of the ticker.
(Laughter that the President has been assailed by a
on
the
men
How
ever
floor, his motives,
.1 the Republican side.)
representative
became eduoated to the idea that all men impunged, his integrity censured, his
whole action charged as being instigated
nre corrupt 1 leave to your imagination.”
Mr. Lentz—If you knew this day before by a criminal purpose and this in a body
House
and
boasts that it is going to stand by
let
the
that
did
you
yesterday why
Gentlemen this war
galleries' fill up with people and rfb here the administration.
and say nothing about it while Wall will be fought under the banner of the
or
it
will
administration
street was speculating npon it?
Republican
We may differ
not never be fought at all.
Mr. Grosvenor—Wall street was
to be|inaugurated and
speculating on it. That story is as false about how it ought
But when the time comes the
The President intended to honestly.
as the other.
disregard Lee’s telegram of Tuesday, and commander-in-ohief of the army of the
had his message signed and sealed and United States will command the column
ready to be transmitted to both houses that will crush the power of Spain or it
and yesterday morning when the final never will be crushed.
“It is not yet two years since it was
protest in the name of humanity came it
as read before the committee of the two
proclaimed by the groat Democratic
houses and without
dissenting vote lawyers of Congress that there was no
the indethy advised the President against send- power in Congress to recognize
The gentleman pendence of a foreign country, but that
here.
ing his message
made a garbled statement. He stated that suoh recognition lay exclusively under
of
the
the representatives of the great powers in the constitution in the bands
President President.
But, however, that may be.
this oity today called on the
bethe
President
I
have
the
stateis
to
war
when
deolared,
and asked him
delay.
ment here in my hand and there is not comes at once vested with the power to
comthe
What the oonclude treaties, and he is
ono word said about
delay.
gentleman did not read is the response in mander-1 n-cbief of our army.”
Mr.Grosvenor
end
more
an
without
have
no
President
“I
doubt,”
which the
put
going to war
qualification to all suggestions of delay concluded, “that we are
The gentleman is ar
than I have that we will live until next
or interference.
I may be misthat
raigning the President of the United week. I pray to God
But I believe that we will go to
States; hs is sending a message to the taken.
substantially of
enemy showing them that here in this war on a declaration
r,nnan ia a
man
who will charee
the Congress.
My influence will be given to
President of the United States with a
corrupt purpose, with a corrupt intention, judgement when we can avert It, and If
with attempting to stop the progress of peace shall prevail it mast come from the
There is action of another country than our own.
the great march of patriotism.
in all the
no word of delay
language Our position is taken and wTe cannot rein
this
connection.
But let the policy of this governbeen
used
has
cede.
which
“I call the attention of the gentleman ment be such that when the toosin of war
shall have sounded all the civilized world
and of tne House,”
‘America is right’
(Great
Mr. Grosvenor continued, “to the state- will "say:
made that this was another applause.)
he
ment
After Mr. Grosvenor concluded his restock jobbing performance and that here
was another
purpose of dela^ in this de- marks, Mr. Bailey took the floor in a brief
the speech in which he quoted several utterclaration from the ambassadors of
great powers so that Wail street would ances of Mr. Grosvenor to show that the
shifted
his
I hold in my hand the Buckeye
statesman had
run
upward.
statement that
immediately upon the position. He first quoted from one of Mr.
of
a
week
in
statement
In
the city Grosvenor’s speeches
ago
publication of this
of New York, the market became very which he dec lared that the administration
ran
clear down upon every would, when the time for action
came,
weak and
favor Independence and armed intervenone of the leading articles in the market
in
said
interhe
an
a
later
to
senator.
“It is very easy
charge
tion, two days
The senator (meaning Mr. Hanna) has view independence without armed interIntervention
made a statement which I challenge any vention and now he said
man to deny, that never in his life did he without independence.
on the
merriment
caused
of
stock
in
Wall
Grosvenor
worth
Mr.
buy a dollar’s
Democratic side when he said the statestreet or anywhere else.
Mr. McMillan—“Can he say the same ments quoted were substantially in the
Then turning his attenthing about votes?” (Laughter and ap- same direction.
tion to some of Mr. Grosvenor’s remarks,
plause on the Democratio side.)
Mr. Lentz—“I mentioned no senator Mr. Bailey indignantly repelled the idea
His name that if war came it was to be a Republifloor of this House
tho
on
was
mentioned in one of the articles I can war.
“It would be a war of the people of the
load.
Mr. Grosvenor—“Did yon Intend it to United States against Spanish tyranny
on the island of Cuba,” said he amid
mean Mark Hanna?”
Mr. Lentz—“What makes you think I tumultuous applause- After some further
Mr. Hull’s motion to
on the bill
Mark
debate
Hanna?” (Laughter.)
meant
Mr. Grosvenor-i-” You mentioned Mark strike out all but the first two sections of
Hanna and the record will show it.”
Mr. Lentz—“I will charge you with the
responsibility of accusing Mr. Hanna. I
have not. I described a certain individu- Beware ot Oiutmeota for Catarrh That
al.”
Contain Mercury,
Mr. Grosvenor—“Ob, ;but the gentleman did use the name.”
as mercury will surely
destroy the sense of
Mr. Lentz—“I deny it.”
smell and completly derange the whole sys“Well there is the record, replied Gen. tem when entering it through the mucous

despatches said all

TT

quiet in Havana

cognition

__1

rrosvenor.

is

was

surfaces.

Such articles

Continuing, be said: “The gentleman used except
greatly worried about bonds, and he
id the name of John J. McCook in one physicians,

should

never

be

prescriptions from reputable
as the damage they will do is
the good you can possibly derive
on

ten fold to
Who is John J. McCook? from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufacraids.
do iie and iho gentleman from Ohio tured by F. J. Cheney
Co., Toledo, O.,
a
d with reference to this? I will show contains no mercury, and is taken inter>u
that they are parties in a groat oon- nally, acting directly upon the blood and
surfaces of the system. In buying
one
wittingly so, the other I mucous
sp racy,
get the genJohn J. McCook Iiall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you
trust, ignorantly so.
uine. Jt is taken internally and is made in
is the
legal reuresentative of the Cuban Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testijunta of Now York, behind whioh stands monials free.
fomr
hundred millions more or less of
Sold by Druggists, price 75c per bottle.
Hall's Family Pills are. the bes*.
bond* that cbd be validated by the reins

<v

The bill was then
the bill was carried.
recommitted 150 to 61.
At 5.50 p.m. the House adjourned until
..

Monday.

The

WAR TALK IN SENATESundry Civil Bill Again Under Consideration,

IT FAILED TO
MATERIALIZE.
Miuister

M’KINLEY

Woodford Confidently Expected
a

Settlement.
London, April 7,—\ despatch

Madrid, via

Bayonne,

New

York, April

7—The report that the
line had intimated
its willingness to sell the Normannia, the
to
Columbia and the Fuerst Bismarck
the government was authoritatively confirmed here today.
The auxiliary naval
board has received instructions to inspect
the steamers upon their arrival here.
It was also said today that the vessels
of the Atlantic Transport company had
been offered to the government.
It was announced today that the following officers of the rank of commander had
been n^med to command the four Morgan
the
line steamers, recently bought by
government: Commander W. H. Brownand
Train
C.
W.
J.
H.
U.
Emery,
son,
W. Davie.

Hamburg-American

France, which

wav

Cuban

Their

problem.

to

procedure wa>
States, thougt

House, presented an uddress to President
McKinley in the blue parlor, received
bis reply andjtbeu proceeded to the State
Department where with solemn punctiliousness they were received by Assistant
Secretary Bay in the diplomatic room.
They were accompanied by their secreand ministers
*UThe ambassadors
line of notion at
a

a

liatl

the British embassy Tuesday afternoor
Early toiler)
was stated yesterday.
as
there were evidences of great activity al
while
anti
establishments,
the foreign
oh
the customary offioial secrecy was
made
tc
served, yet no further effort was
or the fact that the am
or deny
question
bassadors and ministers had agreed upot
The additional
of action.
a concert form
fact was made known for the first time
had oommuni
Pauncefote
Julian
that Sir
oatod with the State Department authori
1
ties last evening on this subjeot and while
no
the full details of the movement may
Unitec
the
then have been presented,
o
States government was made aware
lurthei
what was being dono, and of the
the
of
fact that an officiul presentation
subjeot would be made at noon today
wa:
This government al6u undoubtedly
]
made acquainted with the address to be
it
preparer
delivered and in the light of
of

■

*1'ho fanf,

d-o

rinvulnnft.i fnr tht) UTS'

ment.

Arriving at the White House they
ushered in to the Blue room and there
were received
by President McKinley,
After a sooial exohange and mutual w el
wishes the ambassadors, ministers und
charges, speaking through Sir Juliar
Paunoefoto, elelivered to the President an
address to which he responded.
Sir Julian Pauncelote said:
“Mr. President—We have been commie
sioned by the great powers of Europe
today, 10 ap
whom wo represent here
proaoh Your Excellency with a messag(
at
the presem
of friendship aDd peace
critical juncture in the relations hetweer
the United States and Spain, and to conin thi
vey to you the sentiments expressed
collective note which I have the honor t<
hands.
place in your
“The
undersigned representatives o;
were

France,
Germany, Austria, Hungary,
Great Britain, Italy and Russia, duly au

thorized in that behalf, address In the
name of their respective governments, r
pressing appeal to the feelings of humanity and moderation of the President anc
of the American peoplo in their exiatinj
differences with Spain.
They earnestly
hope that further negotiations will leac
to an agreement which, while securing
the maintenance of peace, will afford al!
necessary guarantees for the re-establishThe powers do
ment of order in Cuba.
anc
not doubt that the humanitarian
purely disinterested charactor of thi:
will
belfullyjrecognized anc
representation
appreciated dv the Amerioan nation.”
President McKinley replied as follows:
“The government of the United States
good will which hat
recognizes the
prompted the friendly communications oi
the representatives of Germany, Austria,

Hungary, Eranoe, Great

Britain,

Italy

and Russia, as set forth in the address of
hope
your excellencies, and shares the
therein sxpressed that the outcome of the
he
maintenance
Cuba
situation In
may
of peace between the United States and
tho
necessary guaran
affording
by
Spain
tees for the re-estabiishment of order in
so terminating the chronic
the island,
disturbance there whioh so deeply injures
the interest and menaces the tranquility
of the American nation, by tho charactor
and consequence of the struggle thus kept
besides
shooklng its
up at our doors,
sentiment of humanity. The government
of tho United States
appreciates the
Humanitarian and disinterested character
of the communication now made on beand for its
half of the powers named,
part, is confident that equal appreciation
and unearnest
for
its
own
will he shown
selfish endeavors to fulfil a duty to humanity by ending a situation, the indefihas become
nite prolongation of which
insufferable.
The party then withdrew to the State
Department and repaired in a body to r.he
diplomatic room, where they held ft conference with Judge Day, Assistant Secretary of State; Secretary Sherman having
arrival.
gone home to lunch before their
This conference took a wider range and
address
dewent considerably outside the
livered to the President.
Shortly after the Judge left the State
Department, deollning to say more than
of the
to refer inquirers to the address
nmHaunarlm«a

anti tho wonlw n-p tV»o

Prnsl.

dent.
The action of the powers in presenting
the note to President McKinley, was to
have been taken yesterday, but was deferred by delay at St. Petersburg. It was
not until five o'clock yesterday afternoon
that the Russian government telegraphed
its charge instructions similar to those already given to the other representatives.
At seven o'olock last night a conference
was held and a joint
note
signed, it
having been prepared at themeeting at the
British embassy the night before.
The
note bears the signature of the representaof
the
six
Tho
tives
powers.
original note
in French was presented, and in doing
Sir Julian Paunoefote stilted to the
so,
President that it was given to him in this
language with the signatures, as French
is the diplomatic language of the world.
The President’s answer wasoabled immediately to London, Paris and all the other
The declaration of
European capitols.
tho President that in the interest of humanity this warfare must stop and a
direct appeal to thorn to exert their influence In tho name of
humanity found
sympathetic reflection in the sentiments
of all the ambassadors and other represen-

tatives.

PATRIOTIC OFFER.

A

April 7.—The secretary of
the navy has received a letter signed by
and crew of the Arneofficers
the captain,
steamer St. Louis, offering
line
rican
their servioes to the government in case
the vessel is pressed into servioe in case of
Washington,

war.

CONSTANT RUB-RUB-RUB
on the washboard wears
the clothes—and
out
the woman.

TOPEKA RECEIVES ARMS.

FELS &
Of

grocers.

Kichards

If

'very

They

have

a

hand In the matter.

Is

It

serious.

Unwise To Neglect
Diarrhoea,

This Disease Is Catarrh of

the Bowels.
Diarrhoea BeIt Cures Catarrh.

Pe-ru-na Cures
cause

mand.

jutant general as to tho manner in which
the offer might be made.
In reply to his letter of inquiry Mr.
Jones received the following letter from

be declared.
Rockland and Bath now wish monitors
if they are obtained it is expected
and
that the state militia department will

DST wliat is
needed to euro
diarrhoea is PeWhen
ru-na.
catarrh has
reached tho
bowels it manifests itself as

Capt. C. G. Morton of the United States Gen. Richards:
Augusta, April 4, 1898.
regular, service, was at the adjutant genMr. Ralph K. Jones, Orono, Maine:
eral’s
office today working with Gen.
Sir:—In the absence of Gov. Powers, I
Richards in the perfecting of the mili- have the honor to
acknowledge the receipt
tary

arrangements.

THE EXODUS FROM HAVANA.
7.—A cablegram
from Consul-General
Lee reoeiveu this
morning announces that kOO Americans
have taken their departure from the isi
and and that all is quiet in Havana.
After a conference with the President,
Representative Grosvenor stated today
that there would he no change of any
importance at least in the message intended for submission yesterday, unless
there is a change of facts which was not
at ail likely.

Washington,

April

“US WIDOWS

MUST

STAND

TO-

GETHER."

London, April 7.—It is reported that
the Queen Regent of Spain has again appealed to Queen Victoria, direct, asking

the latter to exert her influence to avert
touchingly recallwar, and, it is added,
ing that both Victoria and herself are
widows, and thus deprived of advisors.

diarrhoea

of your communication of the 29th lilt. I
beg to inform yon that I cannot as yet
give you definite information on tho subTho number
ject of which you inquiro.
and character of tile tfcop
required,
should the present strained conditions between this country and Spain result In
will develop; when tho
crisis is
war,
reached.
I thank you in the name of the State
for the patriotic tender of services implied
in your letter, and beg to state that
I
have ordered it placed on the files of this
office for future reference.

_i_u

ACTION.

Fort Monreo, Va., April 7.—The Flying
squadron is ready for action and complete
i all details except the possible addition

ar-

trnuhlfifl for

iinrl

cured.”

Druggists everywhere sell

Pe-ru-na.

****************
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Good Livers..

|

Like

i Minute Tapioca
It makes Delicious
Ansi Healthful Dessert;.

sacking

Ask your grocer for

Beware of imitations.

!

neighborhood.

I

|

|

«Minute Tapioca."

RECRUITS AT BOOTHBAY.
;
■

|

is put up by the WHITMAN
GROCERY CO., Orange, Mass., also
X
manufacturers of the celebrated
The

7.—United
States
Boothbay, April
Boatswain P. M. Smith arrived today
from the Portsmouth Navy Yard to join
Two
tho recruiting station here.
him to join as recruits
came with

a,

time with chronic diarrhoea, which
caused great sickness in the stomach,
and
pains between the hip and the back tho
of
an ever-increasing weakness
In a
I took Pe-ru-na.
whole system.
week I felt relieved. Now I can do
work that I never could do before.
Pe-ru-na cured me so that I stayed

IN CHINA.

genui ne

|

over 30 Dainty
Desserts,(frec)bymail. Asklorit. UCISIIIIC*

Ourli^tle Booklet,

1

I

£

men

and
four men have already enlisted, three of
them ordinary and one able-bodied sea

men.
of a dispatch boat and a hospital boat.
The battleship Texas arrived today.
EX-SENATOR EDMUNDS’S VIEWS.
“The Texas,” said Captain Phillips, to
the Associated Press reporter, “is ready
I am sorry that we are drifting into a
for sea at an hour's notice and ready to
have no
for which we
war
justifiable
to
the
I
rumors
contrary,
fight and all
the reason. So far as the Maine incident is
believe she will show herself to be
for a
worthiest ship on the ocean.”
concerned it furnishes no ground
All the ships are practically cleared for declaration of war on our
part, because,
action.
by the report of our own board of inquiry,
BELLICOSE SPIRIT AT KEY WEST. there is no
imputation of Spanish responKey West, April 7.—Conditions here sibility. The President’s actions have
have undergone a deolded change within been wise and sound. He has reported
the last twelve hours in consequence of
of our court to Spain, and
Washington advices of General Lee’s ap. the findings
preaching departure and the firm attitude now it is cur honorable business to wait
the disap- and see what
of the administration from
Spain has to say.
pointment and chagfin that followed yesIn respect to the Cuban question, so far
from
Madrid.
The
advltes
terday’s paciflc
latest news has aroused the bellicose spirit as any facts arc stated, no ground is furnto a greater degree than ever.
ished for our beginning a war, for. with*gThe Mallory line steamer Comal has in the time that has elapsed, the fact that
arrived from New York with a cargo of
the Spanish government has
dreadfully
provisions and 800 cases of ammunition
for the fleet which have been in process ill-treated the reconcentrados would not
the
She
day.
of transfer throughout
yet justify a nation in going to war with
brought also several six pounders whioh her. Instances have occurred ever and
The
will be mounted on the Mangrove.
over again of similar evils in the opera;
latter is expected from Havana tonight or
will tions of governments, when other governtomorrow, and in event of war,
ments felt that they had no right forcibly
probably serve as a despatch boat.
In this particular instance,
to interfere.
LONDON PESSIMISTIC.
moreover, everybody ought to see that,
if we went to war on the score of the ill
London, April 8.—The morning papers’ treatment of the reconcentrados, the effect
editorials on the Cuban situation are all would be to
them of the
assishoping that tance that wedeprive
pessimistio, at the most only enable
with
are now giving them
some
the delay until Monday will
folthe consent of Spain, and would be
peaceful Influence to work.
of them
lowed by the great majority
MILLION FROM.OHIO.
starving to death; for no sane man can
suppose that we can get into possessionfof
Ohio, April 7.—Senator Cuba in time to extend relief to them.
Columbus,
Riley's bill appropriating $1,000,000 to Therefore, it seems.to me that the unkind
place Ohio on a war footiDg passed the est thing we can do to these poor sufferers
law.
Honse this evening and is now a
this
is to stop giving them aid, and at
anti trust bill was also
The Valentino
present time begin to fight for them, to
made a law
of
life
and
losses
of
the
limb,
say nothing
and consequent misery inflicted on our
of the
own people, and to
nothing
say
BOUGHT.
NOT
BOATS
TORPEDO
climatic conditions that, in case of war
New York, April 7.—An Evening Sun now brought on by the United
States,
would, in all probability, destroy more
special from Washiggton says:
The statement from Rome that the human lives of our own citizens both in
armored cruiser Garibaldi has been sold Cuba and the United States from yellow
a year of active hostilities.
to Spain, tho armored cruiser Varese fever than
and
The interference with our trade
sold to Argentia, and three torpedo
material Interests in Cuba, consequent
boats sold to the United Strtes by Italy, on the disturbed condition of the island,
is oolifirmed at the navy department, as
When such a
injurious.
is, of course,
far as it applies to the Garibaldi and the state of things shall have been continued
clear that the CuV arose.
so long as to make it
The torpedo boats were offered to the bans have established their independence
11 ii .-1. n anvflPTiniftllt ('.'VHH111
of 1!I.'1 i Ti
United States, but the tender was declined, as the vessels will not be finished tuining itself, then our duties will change
but every government has the right,withfor several months.
This government will not purchase out interference from other governments,
to
restore order in its own territories, alships that cannot be brought to the
of that restorathe
United States within a very short time, thoughas weprolongation
time of the
found in the
tion,
as the danger of hostilities is too great
into
run
Civil war, may
years and years,
to
American
ship
pro- without the
to allow a single
right of any other governceed across the ocean.
And
ment to interfere on that account.
were
of
the
Varese
and
Garibaldi
The
supposing our navy is able to contend
wore declined,
but
this
the
to
country,
with
fered
Spanish navy, that
successfully
on the ground that they conld not be would not blear the seas of Spanish comcomcompleted under four months. Spain merce-destroyers, and our growing
and destroyed
has had an option on tho Garibaldi for merce would lie,interrupted
but
if
we
had
a
other
flags,
about four weeks. She is a powerful ad- and sent to
it would be
just cause for war, of course
dition to the Spanish navy.
our duty to undertake it, no matter how
GEN. LEW WALLACE LOOKS FOR heavily the consequences might bear upon
our commercial affairs.
WAR.
There is, therefore, no ground, that I
States
see, upon which the United
Crawfordsville, Ind., April 7.—Gen. can
woud bo justified either in
beginning a
Lew Wallace believes that war is practithe
or
in
independence
recognizing
will be of war
cally inevitable, and that it than
of Cuba, and there is no
ground upon
peo- which
much greater longtli and scope
would be justified in comSpain
here
on the
address
an
In
even
if we did
ple imagine.
mencing a war against us,
of Cuba,
Cuban question, Gen. Wallace declared recognize the independence
for mediation.
injurious to the
wroug and practically
its Cubans, as it would be,
VVith all
our
He reviewed the trouble from
in
whioh I think I
warmth of patriotism,
origin and said:
I
think
as
we
has
been
citizen,
share
as
any
course
folly
“President McKinley’s
It represents should look the case squarely in the faco
wise and statemanlike.
emotions to lead us
the loftiest type of patriotism and of and not allow our error of
into the
beginning a
fearlessness for it requires both to st^nil war or grievous
giving just provocation for it,—
while
as he has stood, for the right,
Interview in Philadelphia Press.
around him have raged the impatient
WHEJI TRAVELING
people anil scheming politicians.
“Ten days ago we were not prepared
Whether
on pleasure bent or business,
for
war, |and, had congress at that
time forced the issue, the result might take on every trip a bottle of Syrup of
have been most disastrous.”
Figs, as it acts most pleasantly and ef-

DISCUSSED IN SENATE.

always

long

London, April 8.—-According to a
special despatch from Shanghai, advices
have been received therefrom Chung Kin,
province of Sechuin on a tributary of the
Yang Tse Kiaug, stating that the region
favorable around
able hour on the strength of
the city is in a state of open repeace rumors.
bellion; the local authorities are powerarYucatan,
line
steamer
Ward
The
less to arrest the men
who
reoontly
rived this evening and will leave for the murdered the American missionary and a
United States tomorrow with about 80 mob is
a French mission in
the

READY FOR

Pe-ru-na

attention.

Pc-ru-na has cured
catarrh.
of
diarrhoea
cases
of
thousands
that is the result of catarrh. One of
of
comes
the many we have heard
from diaries Betts, of Burr Oak,
cures

Very respectfully,
JOHN T. RICHARDS,
Adjutant General.
It had been planned by a student committee to call a mass meeting
of the
students on Wednesday evening for the
purpose of getting an expression from the
entire body in regard to enlistment.
A REBELLION

dy-

intestines should be given the most

prompt

MANY HOLDING BACK.
April 7. —The Mascotte, left
this afternoon with 74 passengers. Many
the last availpersons are holding back to

passengers.
Despite the fact that the day is cloudy
to
thousands of poeple have devoted it
visiting the various churches and monuArmas
and
ments. Tonight the Plaza de
Central Park are crowded with people of
military
all classes and in both
plaoes
bands are playing sacred music.

or

sentery. Catarrh having attacked the mucous
membrane of the

Havana,

rangement in the Senate is to discuss the

Toneka,

Goueral

Can Go To The War.

war

Washington, April 7.—The present

saves

Have Asked

While the actual tender to the governor
of the state has not been made a letter
was written sometime ago to Gov. Powers,
through Adjutant General Richards, asking for information in regard to the matter and requesting the opinion of the ud-

WILL BE

London, April 7.—Eighty four packages
if quick firing guns, etc., arrived
at
today from Havre,
Southampton
and
a
to
ivere transported by
special tug
Weymouth, where they were embarked on

Boulton

and do efficient service at once. Measures
have been taken to have an ample supply of ammunition in case other troops
There is talk that a wellare called out.
known military gentleman will organize
another regiment without delay should

meeting

time this morning that Russia had joinec
the other powers, Mr. De Wollant, charge
d'atfairs pending the arrival of the neve
Russian ambassador, Count Cassini, act
ing for Russia.
Tho diplomatic officials congregated ai
the British embassy shortly before noor
and then proceedeel with their secretaries
to the White House and State Depart

March to

Consult the Governor.

Bangor, April 7. —Oyer one hundred,
April 7.—Much activity is
noticed today in and about the adjutant possibly 150of the students of the Univergeneral’s office. Gen. Richards has been sity of Maine, will volunteer to tho dein consultation with a prominent state fense of the national government should
official and
this afternoon started for the present complications result in a war
Houlton to consult with the Governor on with Spain.
Uniformed, armed and fairly well
matters pertaining to military preparations, Col. Pbilbrook accompanying him equipped, drilled in a manner second to
no other organization in tho state, they
as far as Bangor.
Nothing is being left undone.to place are well prepared to enter at once into
the national guard
upon an emergency the service of the country to be engaged
be mobilized promptly in aotual conflict should the occasion deIt can
basis.

unique in the United
familiur one in Europear
a
courts. They called in body at the White

agreed upon

a

MISCELLANEOUS.

RE^DY-

Augusta,

doubtless

New York, April 7.—The New Jersey
laval reserves, who will man the monitor
VIontauk, which is being fitted out at
League island navy yard, have been notiied that the vessel will not leave the drylock for a couple of days.

United States cruiser

Gen, Richards Begins

N

tives of the six great powers of Europe
Great Britain, France, Germany, Kussia
Austria ami Italy, gave offioial form a
conferences ir
noon today to their recent
solution of tin
the interest of a peaceful

MONTAUK NOT READY.

formerly the Diogenes.

Desire

•Washington, April 7.-The represent*

was

yesterday evening before the cubiDet
council, and which shows that General
Woodford, the other diplomats and the
palace fully believed a settlement of the

Hoard the

That Wo

STATE COLLEGE STUDENTS

UP TO HIS EARS IN WORK-

from

sent

lie

Substance It Is

POWERS-

THE

Interference.

April 7.—Some 6harp
talk was indulged in by the Senate
today. When consideration of the sundry Cuban orisis had at last been arrived at
civil appropriation bill was resumed, the and would be
aocepted by the cabinet,
was the amendment
question pending
says:
for
of Mr. Pettus of Alabama, providing
“This has been an exciting riav in
such
lhe Queen Regent apimprovement, of the harbor at Mo- political circles.
bile as would enable war vessels to obtain pears to have gained the day over the
of
section
the
cabinet and has
coal and other supplies there. Mr. Alli- bellicose a
settlement, which those who
agreed to
son of
Iowa, in charge of the bill, made have advised her. admit will mean the
a
point of order against the amendment. ultimate freedom of Cuba or a governThis
called out a hitter speech by Mr. ment satisfactory to the insurgents.
“Ko one who has not heard the inside
Morgan/if Alabama, who charged the ap- history of the negotiations can realize the
with
discriminatpropriation committee
difHcnltles and evasion General Woodford
ing against proper measures threatened has had to contend with. It was 4 a. m.
the General received the telegram
to assist in dissolving their committee. when
from President McKinley approving the
Ho followed with an argument showing
plan of settlement, end, after an interthe
necessity of the improvement pro- view with the Austrian ambassador,
was
posed, holding that it would open to the Count Deyrn who
acting as the
government in time of war the coal fields Queen’s intermediary the last obstacle
of the South and enable it successfully was
apparently removed and the puhi cato
fight the treasonable monopoly that tion of the proclamation of Friday was
had been formed to control the coal supThen came the
regarded as a certainty.
ply of the country in the event of war. news of violent dissensions in the cabinet
The amendment was lost.
but it was followed by a positive stateAt a o’clock the bill had not been com- ment from the
palace circles that the
pleted and was laid aside, the Senate de- Queen had taken the bit in her teeth and
to
of
the
afternoon
the
remainder
voting
the ministry if
was prepared to change
eulogies of the late Senator James Z. necessary. After that came the aunoum eGeorge of Mississippi.
ment that the dissensions were healod
that the cabinet was intact and that the
Washington, April 7.—Comparatively settlement would be carried at tonight’s
little interest.vras manifested by the peo- council.
“Publio feeling as expressod in the cafes
ple In the proceedings in the Senate. and streets was very violent against the
the Vice-President’s gavel fell at
When
X ilu ViJ
CHIU
KVVXUJ on
noon, the galleries were scarcely lialf- denunciations of the Pope and Queen ReThis feeling
gent were on every tongue.
fllled.
the military
was evidently fomented by
Mr. Allison moved that when the Senof
batch
and
a
and
promotions
large
party
ate adjourn today It be to meet on Mon- decorations for the army and navy is anrinxr novf nnrl f.hp rvjnfcinn wn.c AcrroArl
nounced which adds to their zeal.
‘"The
non-official press has had
Consideration of the sundry civil bill the war Spanish
fever for the last few days and it
the
was then resumed,
question pending would bo difficult to cause it to
back
being upon an amendment offered by down. Even some of the Catholio circles
Mr. Pettus, of Alabama, to appropriate prophesied indignation throughout Jthe
length and breadth of the country and
1200,000 for the improvement of Mobile outbreaks as well if Spain yielded.
that
order
in
harbor
warships mignt
“The guns of the Carlists have
been
owing to the Pope’s
reach the wharves to ooal and to receive somewhat spiked
inititatlve
but
the
bad
have
Republicans
other supplies. It had been pressed by a free hand with the additional
antias an emergenoy
the Alabama senator
clerical ory.
“The Pais today announces the formawar measure.
tion
of its office of a new Republican club
his
of
amendMr. Pettus in support
the Ruiz Zorrille for the amalgamation
ment, said it had received the approval of all the anti-monarohial parties.
of the secretary of war.
Mr.'Allison, in charge of the bill, made
TO BRING COLORED TROOPS EAST.
a point of order against the amendment,
St. Paul. Minn., April 7.—The contract
although he expressed his entire sympa- for
transportation of the colored troops
for
the
measures
naall
with
proper
thy
from Montana to Chickamauga
Park,
to
been
unhad
He
given
tional defense.
Tenn., near Chattanooga, was awarded
The
be
will
moved not
troops
derstand, he said, that if this amendment today.
later than Monday,
probably
Sunday.
were adopted other similar amendments,
The 2oth regiment is scattered
among
all based on the idea of national defense, several forts In Montana.
The Northern
This wouid open the
would be offered.
Paciflo and the Great Northern will bring
entire field of river and harbor improve- the troops to St. Paul.
The Chicago
ments.
the route to
Great Western will be
this appropriation the committee
To
Chicago. From that point the troops will
was opposed,
although every member go over the following lines: Cbioago and
would go to any length in support of the Eastern Illinois;
Evansville and Terro
national defense.
Haute; Louisville and Nashville; NashMr. Morgan made sharp attack upon
and
ville, Chattanooga and St. Louis,
committee charging
the appropriations
Chattanooga, Rome and Southern. There
committee exercised too great will be three or
that the
four
special
possibly
It nsurped power that did not trains.
powsr.
The first class sleepers will be
legally belong to it.
The enlisted men
used for the officers.
‘‘I want to say to the. chairman of the will
The horses,
occupy 15 tourist cars.
committee (Mr. Allison,)*for whom I have
supcamp outfits cannon, commissary
always had the greatest respeot, and plies will be loaded Into first class box
whose conduct of the affairs of the com- cars.
mittee I have admired for many years, I
want to
say that ho would better look WILL ALL BE OUT BY SATURDAY.
out or the Senate will dissolve that comWashington, April 7.—A telegram remittee and distribute its business among
ceived at the State Department late this
the various committees of the Senate and
reafternoon from Consul General Lee
I will be one to help do it."
ported everything quiet in Havana. Gen.
“As for the threat implied by the Senthat
all
Americans
it
thinks
Lee
probable
ator from Alabama," interjected Mr. Althe island
in Cuba who desire to leave
lison, hotly, “if I know myself I do not will bo able to do so unless something unorave the work that Is now imposed me
to prevent, them
If the senator wants to expected should happen
by the Senate.
when ho will depart himself
dissovle the committee it may do so with- by Saturday,
for the United States.
out delay.
Mr. Morgan said that already we heard MISS BARTON ADVISED TO LEAVE.
of a great coal combine that is to control
New York, April 7.—Stephen Barton,
coal to be supplied to the
the price of
of the Central Cuban
Relief
government at southern ports. He hoped chairman said today that he had recommittee,
the report was not true, but he realized,
Miss Clara Barhe said, the opportunity for suoh a trea- ceived a cablegram from
sonable spoliation of the government. ton, President of the National Red Cross
who
is
at
present in Cuba, saying
out some of the advantages sooiety,
He pointed
she had been advised by Consul Genof
opening the ooal fields of the South that
eral Lee to leave the island at once as it
by the improvement suggested In th6
be unwise for her or any other
pending amendment. The government would
Miss
would thus be enabled to obtain its ooal American to stay later than Friday.
of the condition of
in any quantities witb reasonable rates Barton said nothing
affairs in Cuba.
near the soeno of aotion in oase of hostilities as to prevent theltoo ready ingress of
GOOD REASONS FOR DELAY.
foreign hostile ships. “It is better not,”
Washington, April 7.—It was pointed
the secretary’s despatch read, “to open
the navy department today that
any deep harhors that would admit war- out at
ships. It would.be simply one more place an advantage will aoorue to the United
a
short postponement of the
States by
to guard.”
since it will assure the
this telegram the ohair overruled radical action,
On
recently purchased warships,
Mr. Allison’s point of Order and submit- safety of
ordnance material now
ted the question to the Senate whether the delivery of
the departure from what
afloat and
the amendment should be considered.
neutral
be
would
taken
on
this
ports of several other
An aye and nay vote was
proposition and resulted in the negative, vessels recently aoquireu ior inn navy.
The New Orleans and her convoy, the
19—33. The vote had the effeot of ruling
are oxpccted to reach
San Franclsoo,
the amendment out of order.
York Saturday or Sunday next. They
Mr.
New
Carter
Aq amendment proposed by
of Montana, providing that it should not ire proceeding leisurely and it has been
be necessary for disbursing offioers and lalculated that it would take them about
heads of departments to submit to the 14 days to make the trip. It Is underthat they carry valuable cargoes,
auditor official telegrams and that a cer- stood
tificate of the account with the telegraph Including ammunition and general orstores.
rnmnniiipH frnm the nrnoer officer should dnance
Consequently the naval
officials will be relieved when they arrive
be acoepted by the auditor, was adopted.
destination.
at
their
in
time
of
that
Carter
Mr.
explained
It is also expected that the cruiser Tomany confidential telewar, especially,
the Diogenes and the torgrams were sent and received by the gov- peka, formerly
Somers and Manly, will have
ernment—telegrams that ought not in pedo boats the
United States from Euroany cirourastnnees be submitted to this cleared for
scrutiny of the olerks in the auditor’s pean and English ports before Monday
have
to
put themselves out of
offices who had nothing to do with their next and
the danger of detention In case of a decontents.
claration of war.
offered
an
Mr. Gray of Delaware,
amendment providing for an appropriWOODFORD'S LETTER.
ation of *305,848 for continuing the imMadrid,
April 7.—11.15 a. in.—Inquiprovement of the harbor at Wilmington, ries show that
Gen. Woodford yesterday
Del., and It was agreed to.
would accept the proposed
Mr.; Forakgr of Ohio, seoured the adop- believed Spain
orders to that effect
and
that
tion of an amendment providing that of irmistice,
immediately promulgated in
tho sum of *800,000 appropriated for the would he
Other diplomats
Gazacte.
the Offioial
improvement of the harbor at Cleveland, ilso
expected a satisfactory solution of
Ohio, *8000 should be used for the repair
when the
moment
at
the
but
the
crisis,
and extension of the levee of the Muswas
cabinet council
commencing the
kingum river at Zanesville, Ohio.
Senor GulAt 3 o’clock the bill was laid aside and minister for foreign affairs,
received the following letter from
of Mississippi, presented lon.
Mr. Walthall,
ministers:
States
the
United
his late colresolutions < n the death of
“Having fruitlessly awaited since noon
Those
league, Senator James S. George.
of the Spanish
who paid tributes to the memory of the resterday for the deoision
to announce
senator were Mr. Walthall of Mississippi, rovernment, it is my duty
I will still wait until midMr. Proctor of Vermont, Mr. Turpie of to you that
to kindly communiIndiana, Mr. Bate ot Tennessee, Mr. Tel- jight. I beg of you
of Colorado, Mr. Gray of Delaware, :ate this decision before midnight, and
ler
decision may be oouched in
Mr. Platt of Connecticut, and Mr. Money that this
which may prevent the said conterms
of Mississippi.
I should greatly regret,
At 4 o’clock as a further mark of re- :eq uences that
inevitable If things
whioh I believe
spect the Senate adjourned until Mon- iut
»
their
in
present state.
soptinue
day.
The letter was sent as a private commulication, for it commenced “My dear
CHANCE TO BUY BIG SHIPS.
’riend.”
Washington,

war

In

TO

REPORTERS IN BOSTON AGAIN.
April 7.—Inspector Wolff arBoston,
in
rived tonight from Bangor having
Almiron
Perkins, wanted here
custody
on an indictment warrant charging him
with forgery and uttering alleged fraduBernal Oslent checks in five counts.
borne, alias Grant who was serving a six
with Perkins in the
month’s sentence
Bangor jail was not brought back to Bos
ton, but was allowed to depart.
COMES TOO LATE.

Berlin, April S.—The Madrid correspondent of the Cologne Gazette says:
papers of the

“The

American consu-

late have already been entrusted to the
At midcare of tho British consulate.
night the Pope made fresh confidential

representatives to the Spanish government and a special cabinet council was
But the reply was to tho
then held,
effect that the Pope’s intervention had
come too late, as a decision had already

been arrived at.

GIFT FOB PRINCETON.
N. J., April 7.—Ex-Senator
Trenton,
Little of this city, has given
Henry W.
$100,000 for the erection of a dormitory
at Princeton University.
BRUIN ON A

COWCATCHER.

Not long ago as a railroad train was
passing through Wilder’s Cut, tear 01cut>
Run, Pa., the engineer was astonished to
black bear coming around a sharp
The cut is so narrow that thero
is hardly room for a man to stand aside
pass without
and allow an engine to
striking him.
the enthan
more
amazed
Bruin was
ha
gineer. Instead of stepping aside,
and awaited
his haunches
reared
on
less
'lhe locomotive was running
events
than twenty miles an hour, for the place
is a dangerous one. Upon seeing the
steam and
bear the engineer shut off
applied the brakes, but the distance was
'Lhe
aocident.
too short to escape an
oowcatcher slid under the hind legs ofjthe
brute and lifted him off the ground.
Thinking all trouble was over, the engineer put on steam once more, while the
fireman climbed out of tho cab window
and stole along the guard rail to find out
see

a

curve.

1

L

J

t-kn

Lni.n

Un

nt.. a

there, clasping the cowcatoher, the lower
part of his body just grazing the ground
and his ■'head almost reaching tho bottom
of the headlight. He seemed to understand that the onlv thing he could do was
the
to hold fast, and be did so during
run to the next station, ten miles distant.
was
at
the
The station agent
standing
depot door as the train approached. The
bear on the cowsight of a full-grown
catcher fairly took away his breath.
the
as
engine came to a stand2 As soon
and
still Bruin slipped from his perch
This took
freedom.
made a break for
him straight towards the
agent, who
it
dashed through the door, slammed
the
rear
door, and
shut, leaped through
went up the street at a furious rate, call
bear I Somebody get
ingout: “Bear!
a

gnu!”

Soon the town was in a turmoil, a yelling crowd following in hot pursuit of the
bear, some of the boys pelting him with
stones.
Suddenly a big shepherd dog
after
bounced out of a yard and dashed
the bear. Bruin paused but a minute or
rash
the
dog
two, but when he passed on
the proceedhad no future interest in
ings.
At the street corner a lawyer carrying
a double-barrelled gun came face to face
with the bear, but the latter turned down
the nearest alley.
The crowd increased and encircled the
imfrightened animal, makingat escape Bruin
bay,
possible. Finding himself
on
backed up against the barn, roaring
his
haunches. The lawyer sent two
the
bullets into the hear, whereupon
wounded animal charged the crowd. One
urchin fell, was trampled upon, and had
The lawyer slipped another
a leg broken.
sent the
snot
bullet into his gun and
through Bruin’s head and finished him.
Bv this time the engineer and fireman
recalled the fact that a trainload of passthe
station, and
engers were waitiug at
hurried back and resumed their official
duties after a bear-hunt of about twenty
..

fectually on the kidneys, liver and
bowels, preventing fevers, headaches minutes.—Boston Transcript.

and other forms of sickness. For sale in
ONE DAY
Cuban resolution in executive session as 50 cent bottles
TO CURE A COLD IN
by all leading druggists.
it is believed there will be considerable
both,
All
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
the
Manufactured
California
by
Fig
CO., PHILADELPHIA. differences of opinion as to the form of
druggists refund the money if it fails to cure.
B.
each
L.
on
has
The
tablet.
Q.
Sic.
the resolution,
genuine
Syrup Co. only.

Matanzas

The Kew Medical Discovery Tested.

Killed,

Farmer

Hospitals

Various Forms of

This has been the question which has
puzzled physicians and dyspeptics alike,
until the question was solved three years
ego by the appearance of a new dyspepsia
cure in the medical world known as Stuit was
art's£]byspepsia Tablets, which cure
lor
claimed was a certain, reliable
every form of stomach trouble.
not
would
accept
Physicians, however,
suah statements without first giving tne
new remedy many tests and carefully observinz results.
For three years the remedy has been
the
thoroughly tested in every seciion of
and satisfaccountry and with surprising
tot#

TAcnlfc.

.Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets can be honestly claimed to be a specific, a radical
lasting cure for indigestion in the vari-

forms of acid dyspepsia or sour stomaoh, gas or wind on stomach, too much
bile, undue fullness; or pressure after eating and similar symptoms resulting from
disordered digestion. Stuart’s Dyspepsia
Tablets were not placed before the public
until this three years’ trial left no doubt
as to their value, and they have recently
been placed in the trade and can bo found
on
sale at all druggists at the nominal
price of 50 cents per package.
No extravagant claims are made for the
remedy. It will not cure rheumatism,
pneumonia, typhoid fever nor anything
but just what it is claimed to cure, and
that is every form of stomach trouble.
No dieting is necessary, good wholesomo
food and plenty of it, and yon may rest
assured that Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets
will digest it.;
Druggists claim for it that it is a pleasure
to recommend it to dyspeptics, because it gives such universal satisfaction.
Little book on stomach diseases sent
free by addressing tetuart Co., Marshall,
Mich.
ous

TO THE
Chance

A

for

NORTH
a

Young

POLE.
Doctor

Who

Doesn’t Care to Go.

Here is a chance for a yonng doctor who
doesn’t want to go to the North pole—tor
return
the sake of glory—to go there in
for Feveral thousand dollars in the monoy
of the republic. It is a letter written by
l ieutenant R. E. Peary to Dr. Hill of

A Patent

The distinguished women, Magdalena
Pena Rertonda, a political prisoner since
last Sunday, is now occupying a cell at
for
the Cass de Recojidas, the prison
fallen women.
du
Mazio
Bouobet,
The Cuban officer,
March SO,
writes from the field that on
alter the Spanish battalion of Otumba
Viera
and
had been defeated at Caiman
by tlie forces of Col. Collazo, the Otumba
at
Cuban hospital
soldiers raided a
Pimenta, near Batabano, and killed the
number
a
pick and wounded among them
The women were treated in a
of women.
...A., AAmnWiiw
manner
hv the Spanish

Medicine Manufacturer Guilty

Methowill be a concert at the
by
evening
Wednesday
next
dist church
B. the Aeolian Male quartette of Lewiston,
Lancaster, Pa., April 7.—David
readof
the
Conestoga assisted by Mr. Menander Dennett,
Landis, president
the
one
of
and
leading
National bank,
of the East
last regular meeting
citizens of this city was shot and killed
Was held
season
the
a
End
whist club for
this morning by Ralph W. Wirehack,
home of Mr.
manufacturer.
on Wednesday evening at the
medicine
patent
u‘e
street.
The tragedy resulted from an effort of and
Mrs. Will Babb, Main
inme
Miss
rented
who
awarded
first prizes were
Landis to dispossess Wirebeck,
o
with the Bacon, and Mr. C. C. Bailey, whi e t
a house from Landis last year
Thero

^The

Mis.
if the boobies were
presented to
privilege of renewing the lease
Mrs.
Landis, however, Murch and Mr. Albert Chandler.
house was not sold.
on points for
and
u'l
c
before
1,
January
Charles
the
sold the house
Fogg leads
a ran
notified Wirebeck who maintained that the season, she having attained
a comThe olub vo.ted to tender
he had the privilege of re-rer.ting and of 150.
meto vacate.
Wednesday
Proceedings
refused
whist
plimentary
party
positively
but he
to dispossess him,
of the West
were began
20
to
the
members
sending bis ning, April
by
bad jirepared himself
of Mr.
End whist club at the residence
family away and nailing up the doors a.nd
Two constables attempted to Joseph Warren, Cumberland street.
windows.
The meeting of the Ammoncogin club,
eject him, but Wirebeck took refuge in
He ronnested that the conthe garret.
held on
Wednesday with Mrs. Grace
was
His
for
Landis.
send
request
stables
Brackett street, was well attended
came o»er
Landis
Mr.
Haley,
with.
complied
Mrs. Clara Payne
to the house, and, accompanied by the and much enjoyed.
He had
two constables, started up stairs.
read an interesting paper on Benjamin
not ascended more than two or three steps
rendered
whenja renort was h eard and Lnndis fell Franklin. Mrs. Ida E. Quinby
the several selections from * the “Autobioback into Constable Graef’s arms,
whole top of his head having been blown graphy of Benjamin Franklin,” and Mrs.
off. Graef’s face and the upper part of
s
from “Poor Richard
his tody was covered with the brains of L. M. Griggs read
Mrs.
the dead man.
Nothing was seen of Almanac.” After an intermission
He had removed the door to .Julia Graham read a brief selection from
Wirebeck.
boards over |rhe
the garret and nailed
Tho roll call was an“Peter Folger.”
opening, and was.en trenched behind the
with
questions from Franklin.
barricade. The house was surrounded by swered
be
officers nnd a wildly excited crowd.
The next meeting of the club Will
About 12.30 p. in., Wirebeck on> the adMain
held with Mrs. Katherine Eastman,
vice of his counsel gave himself up. On
Law
“What is street.
Subject, “Parliamentary
the way to jail Wirebeck said:
It is too cold and Current Events.
all this crowd doing here?
for camp meeting.”
DEATH OF CAPT. ISAAC'F. QUINBY
The murdered man was
largely connected with business ventures in this city
At about 2 o’clock Thursday morning,
and dealt in grain and operated the millCapt. Isaao F. Quinby, an aged and

soldiers.
Another hospital was raided by tlie
Otumba soldiers at Alfaro, near Melena
ing business on an extensive scale.
del Sur. Here three young women memWirebeck has long been regarded as exCuban families,
arlstocratio
of
bers
and tremely eccentrio.
Edr.vlgis Garcia, Serafina Hernandez
the
The gas nine which he placed in
the
Paulina Valdes, were victims of
house yesterday was used for barricading
soldiers’ brutality and macbeted. Their
arpurposes and was most ingeniously
bodies were then reduced to ashes. Jj
Pour men who left the city of Santa ranged.
Clara shortly after the publication of Gen.
THE BRAM TRIAL.
Blanco’s edict releasing the reconcentrarios, were killed on the outskirts of the
Who Have
city by Spanish soldiers, who took the Examination of Witnesses
bodies to Santa Clara and said the men
Visited Herbert Fuller.
had been killed by the rebels.
The Spanish forces suffered great losses
in the second light at El Caiman in this
Boston, April 7.—The examination of
Their colonel, Mereno, was
province.
witnesses who have visited the Herbert
Adame
was
Ruiz
Lieut.
and
badly
killed
Fuller since she has been iu Boston and
wounded.
taken part in the experiments in regard
MERELY A FORMALITY.
of a man standing at
to the

jiossibility

Sole

The

of

the

Powers

Was

Nothing

More Serious.

the wheel and seeing objects in he chart
susroom by the light from a lantern
pended from the ceiling of the forward
Bram
were continued in the
cabin,

Boston, April 7.—The Globe’s Washing- murder trial today.
ton correspondent says: The note preCaptain Henry Billings of Hyde Park,
sented by the representatives of the for- who took
up his story which was intereign powers to the President this morning rupted by adjournment yesterday, Robert
is
and
has no international significance,
J.
Blackie of Hyde Park, and John
merely a formality. It is in accordance Crawford of the Randolph Savings bank
statement
already published of Randolph, were called and told stories
with the
of the
of the polioy which would he pursued substantially the same as those
see
previous witnsses that they could not
by the European powers.
of
the
did
night of the
It is|in no sense an offer [of mediation. as Brown said he
It
offices.
murders.
It is not even a tender of good
Joseph T. Peterson, a builder of Salem
is simply the expression on the part of
the powers of the hope that peace may and George B, Farrington, also of Salem
continued their testimony alter which
be preserved.
It is purely a diplomatic formaiity. It Mr. French offered in evidenca the testi_

man.

I am writing you in regard to a surgeon for my next expedition, and am going to try to tell you what I want. W’hen
may be
you have finished reading you
tempted to say that I must leave : tho
earth in order to find such a paragon.
man I
Nevertheless I believe that the
want can be found.

Piiysioal Requirements—Youth (about
25), strength, health, and absolute soundness, blonde complexion, wiry physique,
sanguine temperament.

Mental
Requirements—Cheerfulness,
reliance, not afraid of work of any kind,
self amusement, bdU an infor
capacity
c
est in zoology, botany, or some similar
b .mch of science.
>

Professional
Requirements—A good
practical knowledge of medicine and
of a
surgery, such as would be exceotod
supplehigh grade medical graduate,
mented with two or three years of hos-

pital

or

goneral practice.

The tpye of mnn I have in view is the
intelligent, ambitions farmer’s son, who
has been obliged to make his own way,
who knows what work is, and who regards his profession as his means of obtaining a living, and .who owes his profession il education entirely to his own
energy and ambition.
The man who is eager to go because it
is a polar expedition, and he will see his
be a hero,
name in all the papers, and
that I do not
etc., eto., is just the man
want. I would rather have one who, as
far as his personal inclinations were coneirned, did not want to go, hut to .whom
would
v .e money was an object and who
yoc give his loyalty and best energies in
return for it.
from
It is to be distinctly understood
absolutely
the first that there will be
nothing in the work for my surgeon except till falary, which will be generous,
and whatever reputation he can
gain
from his special sclentilic investigations,
credit.
for which he will receive full
There will bo no writing for the
papers,
for
him.
no
of
lecturing
publishing
books,
le
What he can look forward to will
his return at the end
of three or four
has
incurred
he
which
time
years, during
no expense, to iind several
thousand dol
lie can
lurs awaiting him, with which
a
buy good practice, marry if he wishes,
settle down and have his work bring him
all the practice ha can attend to.
While he will be engaged lecause c.f his
professional abilities, and will be the surof the expedition, the demands neon
on
g
i.iin in that line will probably bo less than
in any other, and his actual duties Willie more nearly those of an assistant, or
foreman, and I shall expect him to he
ready to turn his hand to anything, and
relieve mo from the beginning of many
emails ol t e work bvcT as chocking the del.very of supplies, issuing stores, making

meteorological records, taking charge of
hunting Dirties, pieparing meat, making

sledges, keeping the log, cooking, driving
dogs, etc., etc. work which in many in

will require him to take off his
in
the
coat, roll up his sleeves and pitch
the same
samo as one of the sailors, and
as I do myself.
If you can put me on track of such a
much obliged and
man I shall be v. ry
will make an early appointm-nt with lum
no that wo may come to a full understand
stances

ing.
escaped
One or two other things that
me; I want a man who neither drinks,
r.or uses tobacco, and who w ;uId, have
more or less of a patriotic
pride in the
work.

Very sincerely,

/
R. E. PEARY.
Monmouth. Illinois. Mucrh 18, ISS3.

POSTMASTER

Washington,

THE SAGAMORE LAUNCHED.

April

7.—In

17rmmmittee

fn-oinn

his death was due to heart trouble. Capt.
Quinby was born in Falmouth, Me., now
Westbrook, May 26, 1818, and has resided
in the same town throughout his long
Mr. Quinby was eduand useful life.
cated in the common sohools and learned
the carpenter’s trade with his father and
followed his trade for 10 years. Ha was
tho son of

Joseph Quinby, Jr., who

was

the House
todav. ill.

inces.

In

the

former

province

!

ms’s ¥®iir

9lges!S®a?j
If you

In

are

;

to be

»

the stomach
must be made
right. When digestion fails, every

well,

tissue and fluid of
the body suffers.
Rheumatism and
heart troubles, kidney and liver affections and nervous

prostration

are

,

owing
lie was afflicted
swamp fever, with which
Fort St.
at
Phillips, compelling him

,

DEATH

,

Charlestown, W. V., April 7.—Margaret Mather, the actress, died hero at 0

T

>

only possible

when the stomach falters. All
sound
can be cured by restoring

i

Puritans
Harare's Cere
always makes the stomach
seems
right. It cures when cure
hopeless, and it
Cures from Head to Foot.
_

j
L
j
>

I
i

of Prof.
[»
jpnrita&aistbcpiTzc formula
30
for

■

%

ever
Bixi Crosby, M.D.,
years head of Dartmouth Med. College
J'——----—-Start towardshealth at once. Complete
Puritan a treatment costs but $r. bach
package contains Pills, Tablets and a
Get it of vour
bottle of Puritana.
druggist, or write PURITANA COMPOUND
CO-, Concord, N.

H._

i

OF

p. m.

Detroit,

Mich., April

At the funeral of the late Deacon Newwas a beautiful floral design incomb
arranged to represent a rail-

geniously

7.—Margaret

road.

was

known,

Margerot Finlayson.

!_MISCEELANEOnS.__

ning,

Over

inspected Friday eve15, by Inspector General

April

Newcomb of
Mr. James
Teresa

Sfomucii
a
tine
and
ica
I onic.
Buy it and be con-

to be

are

Eastport.
McCartney and daughters,
and Mary of Pawtucket, R. F,
the city yesterday in attendance

were in
upon the funeral services of the

late Mrs.

38,400

CERTAIN,

I3oxos sold in Concord
in 1807.

For Sleeplessness, Nervous
igcaduciie, Neuralgia, Sciat-

Rifles,

Guard,

vinced.

GREAT

REDUCTIONS,

Quinn.
The

students of the

parochial

school

25 to 50 Per

entertainment Wednesday
evening, April 13th, at the parochial
school
assembly hall. The programme
will include
the presentation of two
and the other in
dramas, one in
to hold

are

an

Cent

-ON-

English

the French
There aro also
language.
to be recitations in English and French.
Ex-Chief Engineer of the Fire Department. Dr. Charles H. Leighton, left yes-

terday for

a

2ND

brief trip to Boston.

most pleasant home wedding occurred at Westbrook, on Brown street.
Wednesday evening, April 6th, in the
presenco of relatives and friends of tho

lO

A

Dermont F.

contracting parties. Mr.
Getchell and
Miss Amanda G. Holmes,
were the
ones whom their friends saw
made one. Rev.
Wm. G. Mann, pastor
of Warren
ohurch, was the officiating
and Mrs. Getchell,jboth
minister.
Mr.
came to
Westbrook from Maohias, and
have been in Westbrook about three years.
Both have been in the employ of the S.
D. Warran paper
company, and £ have
made many lriends, not only among their
associates at the mill, but also among
in

tbn

Days-

We have sold wheals for years and ara
still selling tho same lines.
IVMV! Because they are reliable.

Solid guarantee.
Carriages arc arranged upon our third lloor, and consist Highest quality.
$50 and $75
Remington,
of Extension Top Cutunder Carriages, Extension, Canopy Top
Forest City,
5*50
and
Open Surreys, Goddards, Standing Top and Fall Top
$40
Falmouth,
Phaetons, Bracket Front Corning, and Piano Box Top Buggies
$35
Cortland,
$30
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)
Open Buggies, Wagons, etc.
Some have been used but little ; arc in prime condition. Many
Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
We must and General Sporting Goods.
are from the best shops of Portland and New England.
have the room, and make the sacrifice, for immediate sale and
delivery, at a reduction of from 25 to 50 per ccut from former
prices.
Lists furnished or mailed, upon application.
These

noon

flltll ril

r\V\

T

itlTD

fl93 MIDBEE STREET.
mart'sdtf

It

CITY of PORTLAND, ME.

street, and will have the best wishes of
many friends for their future

GO TO WORK

happiness.

Assessors’ Notice.

MONDAY.

Saco, April 7,—There are few new developments in the strike situation today. The outlook for a speedy settlement of the York Cloth Mill strike,
however, is more promising than yesterday and labor leaders predict that on
Jlondav operatives will return to work.
Agent Page returned from Boston tonight and the committee will call upon
him tomorrow with a petition containing

SANGUINE

MR. KEWALL.

says that he has an order for a feur
masted steel ship to be built in the firm's
yard as soon as the ship now building is
Mr. fjewall says that ho does
launched.
If there
not believe there will bo a war.
is the ship ordered will not bo built.

of the City of Portland
notice to all persons liable to
taxation in said city, that they will be in
session every secular day, from the first to
inclusive, at their
the fifteentn day of
room in
City Hall, Horn nine to twelve
o’clock in the forenoon and from two to
four o’clock in the afternoon,for the purpose
of receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable in said city.

The Assessors

hereby give

April,

$ ♦ « ® **<*>♦❖♦ *4 «►«■ *«•*❖»$*

!

A
Bk

Administrators, Executors, Trustees, Etc.
And all persons are hereby notified to
make and bring to said Assessors true and
perfect lists of all their polls andasestates,
guardreal or personal, or held by them
ian, executor, administrator and trustee or
other-wise, on the first day of April, 1S98, and

,««♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦£

be

prepared topnake

CARPETS. !

Estates

of such
will be

of NEW PATTERNS is replete with the latest
the
acceptable productions from
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature of
SPECIAL and PR8VAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

\

\

g—**

P~~

Lewiston, April 7.—Andrew .T. Luke of
Lewiston, was killed by tho 3.07 Grand
Maine
Trank traiu near the overhead
Central bridge in Auburn this afternoon.
He was walking on the track ami a curve
obscured the train. Luke was a G. A. R.
man, E3 years of age and leaves a wife
and one son.

Distributed.

And when estates of persons deceased
have been divided during the past year, or
have changed hands from any cause, the
executor, administrator or other persons interested, aie hereby warned to give notice

U

ROur
PI

oath to the truth of the

same.

assortment

and in default of sucli notice

change,

held under the law to pay Hie tax
assessed all hough sucli estate has been
and paid over.
distributed
wholly
Persons Doomed.
And any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be Doomed to a tax according *o the laws of the State and be
bailed of the right to make application to
the Assessors or County Commissioners for
anv abatement of liis taxes, unless he shows
that he was unable to offer such.lists within
the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the
Assessors’ cilice on application.
r^*Jn no case wh**re the Assessors have
been put to the disagreeable necessity of
making a doom will iho possession of government bonds or deposits in the savings
banks be allowed as a plea in mitigation ot
sucli doom.

WALTER L. LEFAVOR, )
HORACE A. IIALLETT, [ Assessors.
A RIAL M. SMITH.
)

MAN KILLED IN LEWISTON.

T
r?

NEW CROP

selections
effects
not
to procure new, artistic
found elsewhere in Portland.
will show the

d!5t

m arSl

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.

•

UPRISING OP PORTO RICANS.

same care in

Barbados Molasses,

long expected on jthe island of Porto Rico, has taken" place.
Everywhere the natives are taking arms
against Spanish rule, and the entire is-

ARRIVAL.

FIRST

New York, April 7.—The uprising of

insurgents,

00.

ARMS

e. DAVIS

I,

They will begin

the people of the town.
__

CARRIAGES : Reliable" Wheels!

HAND
For

GETCHELL-HOLMES.

so

One engagement
land is in a ferment.
has already taken place between tho insurgents and Spanish forces, in which a
score of lives were lost.
This, in brief, was the news brought
by the Quebec lino steamer Pontabeile,
which arrived there yesterday from St.
Thomas.
Particulars of the uprising and all it
portends at this crisis were' not known
in Sr. Thomas at the time the Pontabeile
left that port, but enough was kuowu
to prove that the insurgents have begun
operations in earnest in Porto Kico.

W. T. KIL60RN COMPANY,
24

Free St.

Choice
grocery
Barbadoes molasses
} ex. Schr. Minnie”

237 Puncheons,
35 '< ierces,
40 Bbis.

)

SALE BY

-FOR

——

mar2Idtf

IMPORTERS.

dlw

apr5

! EVERY.. .1
MAN
TO HIS TRADE,
..

STOBIES OF BELIEF.

.

Two Letters to Mrs. Pinkham.
Mrs. John Williams, Engiishtown,
N. J., writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I cannot begin to tell you how I suffered before
taking your remedies. I was so weak
that I eouldliardly walk across the floor
without falling. I had womb trouble
and such a bearing-down feeling ; als6
suffered with my back and limbs, pain
in womb, inflammation of the bladder,
piles and indigestion. Befox-e I had
taken one bottle of Lydia E. Pinkliam's
better, and after

taking

coma

|

“

|

make the

havs customers

to ns with copy and say

Put it in attractive form and

price reasonable."

g
©

|
*

<T>

In such cases the work ia always
satisfactory and brings awoeilent

^

ft

result*.

V>

THE THURSTON PRINT,

|

A business

g

|

PORTLAND, ME.

dyspepsia
ply

of Toledo, 0., asserts that in his case
inheritance. He obtained his first sup-

man

was an

of

jRipans Tabules

Bi’mSng Coals tor Domestic Use.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and

in

because he could not then find them

from Chicago
Toledo. Now the druggists there all have them. 'He carries one of the little packages with him all the time, and
if he has that distressed feeling after a hearty meal, or a
“
headache, he takes a Tabule.
My wife also uses them,
he writes, “and if my boy feels sick he asks for one.’

forge

—

/

V
(

■■

in

■

l.ykem

Valley Franklin,

English and American Caimel.

taken several bot__,
tles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
UNOINFEU OFFICE. K7 Congress St..
R. ENOINEEK OFFICE. 5?7 Congress
Compound, and used thx-ee pack- IT
>
14. Ism-.—Sealed pro<U
«t... Portland. Me.. Feb. 21. 18;>.'.~scaled US.l’orflami, Me.. Feb.
and
can say
Sanative
of
Wash,
in XXocklainl harbor. Me.,
ages
proposals for lediro excavation in llockland posal* tor dredging
1 do not think harbor. Me., will be received here until in >l„ will lie roetivcd here v.ntit 12 A].. April e, IP'S,
I am perfectly cured.
information furthen publicly opened. In- ami i'neii nnbUeiy opened.
I could have lived long if Mrs. I'ink- April i>. law,and
11. I
liOXXE, Maj.,
R. L.. nished ou nxipileatltn.
formation mrnishei on application.
mar
440,11,11 ai>7,3
nnru-10 11-12 api-8
Eugrs.
kam's medicine had not helped me.” HOX1E, Maj., Eiigr
now

use.

Genuine

thing.

have

We fraquently

®

|i

two and one-

half bottles and half a box of your
Liver Pills I was cured. Tf more would
take your medicine they would not
have to suffer so much.”
Mrs. Joseph Peterson, 513 East St.,
Pa., wx-ites:
Warren,
Cloudman,
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I have sufHarriman, A. B. Stevens, E. H. Smith,
fered with womb trouble over fifteen
H. F. Morris.
I bad inflammation, enlargeyears.
A meeting of Cloudman Relief Corps
in ment, and displacement of the womb.
work
for
afternoon
was held yesterday
I had the backache constantly, also
for the
preparing the children’s costumes
I bad
headache, and was so dizzy.
served
was
coming May festival. Supper
heart trouble, it seemed as though my
G o'clock and the regular business
at
heart was in my throat at times chokmeeting of the corps followed.
and
West
of
the
ing me. 1 could not walk around
The Lend-a-Hand sooiety
heart
then
for
I
lie
could
not
my
down,
by
End Congregational church, assisted
would heat so fast X would feel as
of the church, served
sevoral gentlemen
I had to
I was smothering.
church
in
the
though
parlors
dinner
a
turkey
in order to breathe.
sit
in
bed
inAn
nights
o’clock.
up
8
G
to
last evening from
I was so weak I conld not do anyteresting programmo of musical numbers
“I

<*>

|

Vegetable Compound I felt a great deal

B. Stevens, XI. F. Morris, L. T. Harriman and
E. II. Smith as aides. At inand cake was
ice
cream
termission
offered for sale by the Ladies’ Aid. The
committee in
chargo of arrangements
ohairman; L. F.
was
A. C.

on the state,
She was born
iu 1802.
Her father John Finlayson is
still living in Detroit.
Margaret passed
her childhood among squalid surroundings not in any way tending to divert her
After she
attention toward the stage.
left home a half grown girl, she engaged
the
iu
Russell
dish-washer
ar
home.
Having a chance some m nths later t >
barn
a
she
availed
storming troupe,
join
herself of it, with the result that in 1880,
while in New York she attracted the attention of Manager John JITill who persuaded her to take a course in a training
After two years of study of the
school.
part of Juliet she made her debut in that
out. The proceeds
character at McVm’.ar’s theatre, Chicago, was afterwards carried
Miss Mather has been twice are to be devoted to the ladies’ circle.
in 18S2.
married, her iirst husband being Emil
A
special meeting of Star of Libert?
She council, Daughters of Liberty, was hold
Haberkorn, an orchestra leader.
was divorced from him and shortly after
In the evening a
afternoon.
she married Gustav Pabst, the Milwau- yesterday
of Martha
of
the
members
kee brewer, from whom she was also delegation
council of Portland, paid
divorced. Her latest venture was a inag- Washington
and
fraternal visit. A supper
Uticent production of Cyinbeiine.
them a

Mather as 6be
was

digestion.

«

Hodsdon.

MISCKIXAtiKOrS.__

SAFE AND

Bath, April 7.—Mr. Arthur Sewall of
After regaining his the
to return home.
shipbuilding firm of A. Sewall & Co.,
health to a certain degree he engaged in who has just returned from Washington,

the Methodist parlors on Wednesday evening. Ice cream and cake were served
and a general good time enjoyed.
Mr. Charles Anderson, janitor of the

|

The meeting of the Parliamentary Law
class will be held this
evening at 8 o’clock
with Mrs. E. A. Richardson, 46 Haskell
street.
The
Cleaves
Co. M, National

It is understood that he has expressed
after the outbreak of the war, he
recruited a company of 103 men. He re- a willingness to open the gates Monday
enmorning and will so state to the strike
signed his position as treasurer and
listed as a private in the 13th Maine regi- leaders at tomorrow’s conference.
ment of stats volunteers, the regiment of
Tomorrow a mass meeting will be held
colonel.
which the late Neal How was
the faction” and it is believed that
by
Mr. Quinby was a member of Co. E, and
will vote unanimously to give up
they
afterwards was commissioned as captain. the labor battle aud select a committee
was unable to servo his three years’
Ho
to wait upon the agent,
to a severe attack of
enlistment

'the emblem was contributed by
railroad man, Mr. George
without recognizing the well-known
should intort one
the independence of the republic, he S3irt Aker3.
it would be a virtual declaration oi war
name of the East End Dramatic
The
against the insurgents as well as the club has been changed to the Westbr ok
Spanish.
Mr. Quesada denied emphatically that Dramatic club.
The members of Wade camp, No. 19,
the Cuban republic has issuod $50,000,1X10
of bonds. Only $1,000,000 of bonds had Sons of Veterans, held their third annual
boon issued and less than $100,000
ever
last evening in Cumberland hall.
of these had been sold. Mr. Quesada will ball
dance was conducted with Mr. S.
appeal before the committee again tomor- The
row.
Clark Morton as floor director, and Capt.
E, E. Fairbanks, A. C. Cloudman, A.

MARGARET MATHER.

MISCF.IXANEOPS._t

dur-

soon

he said

yard
there were £50.000 people who acknowlof a largo number of guests from Ports- edged allegiance to the Republican govhour hundred thousand dolernment.
mouth and this city.
lars he said, had been collected in taxes.
The capitol of the republic, he stated,
—w—m
r
n
n
) I,
m
dislodged, hut it was in
|f had been twice
If the United States
order.
working

enjoyed

born in
Falmouth, Me., in 1791. His
father died in 1838. Capt. Quinby from
tho age of 21 commenced an active interHo was elected by the 650 names of loom craftsmen who are
in politics.
est
county in willing to go back to work when the
of
Cumberland
Republicans
In 1861, mill doors are opened.
treasurer.
I860-61 as county

Bath, April 7.—The steamer Sagamore, Quesada was asked as to the government
of the republic of Cuba which the United
States is asked to recognize and members
library, who has been ill for
pay he gave a full and satisfactory state- Memorial
ment. Ho described the territory in pos- several
weeks, is improving, but is not
the
government
session of tbe insurgents,
His
to attend to his duties.
as yet
in Puerto Principe and Santiago prov- able
_.Hlnn
io
hoinrr
fillorl Itxr Ail*

huilt by the New England Shipbuilding
company for Hon. Frank Jones of Portsmouth, for service between Portsmouth
was
and Newcastle and along the shore
successfully lannched this afternoon from
of the company in the presence
the

A PPG IN TED.

Washington, Anri! 7.—Fourth class
Daniel
poKinos'er appointed for Maine:
vV. Buckley, Green Lake.

citizen, died after a brief
but severe illness at his home in Westbrook. He has been a sufferer for years
with malaria, but tho immediate eauso of

tmieh resnectert

mony of Brown at the last trial.
business. Mr. Quinby durCaptain Rufus U. F. Candage, inspector the real estate
of shipping, residing in Brooklyn, who ing his business career acquired considerfollowed the sea for more than twenty-live able
propeity.both in land and buildings.
years, seventeen years of that time as
Ho has served in tho capacity of a trustee
master, testified that the vessel would
been
keep her course for fifteen minutes or of the State Reform school, having
lio had
tached to this note. It does not indicate more with the wheel lashed.
by Gov. Uarcelon. In 1844 he
appointed
in any sense that the so-called concert of often left the wheel himself and know the was married to Catherine G., daughter
vessel would keep her course. He based in
Europe has decided to try to save Spain.
his
on
experience; of Ephraim Brown of Parsonsfield, Me.,
the contrary, the wording of the his opinion first,
On
unofficand
the
second on his observation and third upon who died about two years,ago. By this
personal
note, as well as
ial statements made by some of the diplo- his knowledge of manoevuriug vessels at union tha’*e were two children now livmats. show that the proceedings today sea.
Mrs. Mary Quinby, wife of Charles
were intended to let the world.understand
Stenographer Burt oame into the court, ing,
Mrs. Ella
that it was puiely a formal matter. Had room at this time and was put upon the E. Quinby cf this city, and
the powers any intention uf even attempt- stand. Mr. Burr compared hia notes with Hawkes, wife of Henry H. B. Hawkes.
ing to intervene, mediate or tender tin ir the transcription and that portion of the There uro several grandchildren also that
good offices, the note of their representa- testimonv of Charles Brown given at the
was a memat this capitol would have been last trial where he said that while stand- survive him. Capt. Quinby
tives
couched in an entirely different way.
ing erect and with both hands upon the ber of Temple lodge, No. 86. F. & A. M.
the contrary, the language em- wheel he saw Bram kill Captain Mash, He
On
joined tho Odd Fellows when about
ployed shows that Europe has made the was read and Introduced as evidence.John 21
but the lodge disbanded in later
years,
occasion
to
the
called.
which
witness
next
Captain
move
The
last
appears
and for some reason he never recall for, and has now decided that Spain T. Wood cf Halifax, N. S., testified that years,
Annapolis military united with the order. He also took an
and the United States must settle their he graduated from
differences between themselves
academy and later was instructor in sea- active interest in the G. A. R.
The
For a period
are
efforts
of
institution.
the
as
m
that
far
So
diplomacy
manship
afterconcerned at this capitol, they have of six months during the civil war he was funeral services will occur Sunday
ceased.
commander of the cruiser Tallahassee and noon from his late residence. Burial at
The state department has not received had since acted as master of many sailing
Saccarappa cemetery.
Gen.
tofrom
Woodford
In answer to the hypothetical
vessels.
any despatches
funeral services of the late Mrs.
The
An*
rr’Vio
aif.iiAr.inn remains axnafciv ns
woulu continue
vessel
said
the
he
question
long as the con- Margaret Quinn, wife of John Quinn,
on her course just as
it did last night.
There is nothing to indicate that Spain ditions remained unchanged.
were held yesterday afternoon from St.
make.
fresh propositions to
has any
The direot examination was interrupted
Hvneintho’s church. Burial at St. HyaTho Spanish minister has given no inti- by adjournment at 6 o’clock.
cinthe's cemetery.
mations to the department of the future
MR. QUESADA STATES HIS VIEWS.
course of his government.
The E pworth league held a social at
been done

Is in line with what has before
Waterville and is ns follows:
The powers know
in a similar crisis.
thrown
Hill:
Dr.
Having just
My Dear
offer of mediation will be acthat no
Man
of
the
“Old
off my publisher, the
cepted by this government, and therefore are far too wise to press their good
Sea,’’ who has been clinging to my back offices
upon the administration.
f r the past several months, I feel like a
Vo undue
importance should be atnew

musical entertainment was
ing the evening.

WESTBROOK.

PRESIDENT.

of Murder.

Raided, Women Maltreated.

Havana, April 6, via Key West, April
Results of the Test
a
7.—Thomas Brito,
wealthy farmer of
DyspepsiaMatanzas, has been foully assassinated by
while the Spanish police. Brito had sheltered a
Chronic indigestion or dyspepsia,
for some wounded Cuban officer at his country
a very
common trouble, has
nursing
time been looked upon by able physicians residence, and after carefully
that no time him had made arrangements to bring the
ca a serious thing, and
at office to Havana and send hint to
New
sfcauld be lost in treating it properly
hare York. Brito’s
plans were discovered, and
the start, because recent researches
fatal and In- he was nrrested and placed in communishown that the most serious,
in sim- cado at police headquarters here.
curable diseases have their origin
A report was sent out Monday that
or indigestion.
tut this
Brito had committed suicide,
ple dyspepsia
of indiges- was false.
Several other prisoners say
Diabetes is simply one form
Rrito
saw
food not be- that on Sunday night they
tion, the sugar and starchy
handcuffed and taken out by four soldiers
the digestive organs.
and that he never returned alive.
ing assimilated by
officer, has
In°Bright’s disease too albumen is not Ricardo Barbera, a Cuban
mysteriously disappeared from Da Cabana
properly assimilated.
in
hold
prison pen
was
he
where
While consumption and dyspepsia are fortress,his trial by a military court.
duriDg
with ten
twin diseases, and it is beyond question
Dr. Rodriguez Ojea, who,
was arrested
that dyspepsia makes a fertile soil for the other residents of this city,
to Spain by
Sunday eveniDg, will be sent
soads of consumption.
his detention
the drst mail steamship,
a
has
been
o
find
t
trouble
so
well
But the
being the castle of Montjuich,
remedy that could be depended upon to known all over the world as the place
Canovas to torture the Spanish
cure dyspepsia, as it is notoriously obsti- selected by
anarchists.
nate and difficult to cure.
In
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KILLED

MORE SPANISH [ATROCITIES.

SOLVED-

THE PROBLEM

-—I

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

TELEPHONE

...

100-3

OFFICE:

7b Gouuneroiai El 7b Exchange Sis.
apr3

SI.WiFtf

o

r*

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $C per year; $3 for six
months; $1.60 a quarter; DO cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
tate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published
every Thursday,$2 per year; ?1 for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial subscription of six weok3.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

so clear, direct, and minute a way
that there shall be no possibility of misconception, and has illustrated the book

tion in

that Bath was the first city to take action
In this line. Gen. Hyde is not the man
to claim credit for himself
or his
city
that he has reason to believe belongs else-

with

chapter-headings

and

tail-pieces

progressing successfully
Adjutant
General Richards appeared on the scene
and practically notified the
men who
were at

the head of it that

ceedlng

they

Im

THE“FLUSH OF JUNE.”

were

pro
law, if

A Book That Once Read Will Not

Be For-

v
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“Dandruff
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Sold
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police

force

@ifort Powder
to

relieve tender feet.
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Iv Chicago,

be removed by shampooing the head

"$156,666“

at

—
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^

STANDISH WATER &

ONE NIGHT

WEDNESDAY,

ONLY.

APRIL 13

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

“TH_E_ PULSE

This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the

H

I^Q

above bonds

MRS. JOHN

by Portland Water Co.

BAKERY.

H. M. PAYSON &C0.,
Bankers.
32 Exchange St.,

Portland. Me.

fet2Sdtf

BONDS.

Ea§ter.
lOc
KOe
»5c

Maine Central R.

4s.

R.,
Co.,

* Oc and upwards.
Frail Cuke,
Pound Cake, Citron Cake, marble Cake, Currant Cake, Layer Portland Water
Cake, White mountain Cake and CAKE.
Napoleons, 3c each. (Pastry filled with cream and iced.)
12c per dozen Merrimack
Sponge Drops, iced.
Eclairs, Cream Bolls, eic.
10c each
chicken Pies, Apple Pies, mince Ties,
13c
English Plum Pudding,
Good
10c
dozen fincA.
for
Friday,
Hot Cross Buns

4s.

Denver Oity
Railroad Company

N. Hm

EVERYTHING OF THE BEST.

As

WINDOW AS TOO GO BY.

Prices

on

application.

SWAN & lARRETT,

At the request of the holders of a large
amount of the above bonds, the undersigned
have consented to act as a committee for the
protection of the interests of the bondholders,
and hereby request the deposit of said bonds
With the CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY OF
NEW YORK, 34 WALL STREET, NEW
YORK CITY, under the terms of a bondholders’ agreement, copies of whloh can be ob-

tained from the Trust Company on and after
March 28,1898.
Negotiable certificates will be issued for
bonds deposited.
F. F. OLCOTT,
Chairman.
WM. L. BULL,
CHAS. H. MKKKIMAN,
DAVID S. RAKER,
ARTHUR K. HUNT,
Committee.

Telephone 120-3.

STATEMENT

COURSE

m.

TICKETS BO CENTS,
TICKETS 75 CENTS.

OF

F.

0.

BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers.

Constable’s Sah cf Merchants' Protec'hn
Coupon Co. Stock
_A_T AUCTION,
WEDNESDAY, April 13th, at 10 o'clock a.
ONm., at store of F. 0. Bailey & Company, No.
46 Exobange St., I shall sell at auction thestocx
of goods consisting of lamps, stands, musical

inairumonts, tables, clocks, rugs, hail stand,
silver plated ware, one showcase and many other articles.
WILLIAM J. DYER.
Constable of Fortland.
apr7dtd

-OF-

PORTLAND,

Close of

MAINE,

Incorporated 1824.
C API TAX

CONDITION

PORTLAND
TRUST COMPANY
Business,

AND

SURPXUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

LEADERS FOR 19 TEARS.
DON’T

FAIL TO
LOOK THEN OVER.

EAGrLBS

$35.00 AND $50.00.
Interest Paid on
TIME x DEPOSITS. N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
\
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free Sf.
Draft* drawn
National Provincial
_

on

March

MSKELUJONES.

new

$1,297,169.72

Capital Stock. $ 100,000.00
100,000.00
Surplus.

Undivided Profits, less expenses
800.81
and taxes paid.“
323,498.38
Sinking Funds ror Corporations....
Estates in Trust.
12,636.14
760,334.39
Deposits.

ALL DEPARTMENTS.
Fine Woolens

for Custom Cloth-

ing. Ready-made Overcoats Suits and
Trousers, and a complete assortment c !

81,297,169.72

Men’s Furnishing Goods of the Bes t
«,rade. Our Readv-made Clothing ii
of out' own make, and is fln<-ly
tailored and eorrrct in fit and style.
We extend a cordial invitation to

WM. G. DAVIS, President
H. BUTLER, Secretary.

Bank.

STEPHEN R. SMALL President
MARSHALL ft GOWNS,
„ff

Salesroom AC Exchange Street.

Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

FINE JOB

PRINTING

A SPECIALTY.

All orders bl mail or telephone promptly
attended to.
sept23eoatf

JiLN 33

TRUST

COMPANY,
Union Mutual Building,

MANUFACTURERS OF

FRED E. RICHARDS, President.

——..

Portland Trust Co.

AWNINGS,
Flags,
Tents and

MAIND.

PORTLAND,

U. S. FLAG & DECORATING CO

Tents

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’ EXCHANGE,
D7 1-3 Exchange St,, Portland

SQ.

FOREIGN DRAFTS.

_

ALI.Ktt

JOB

UNION SAFE DEPOSIT

:LETTERS OF CREDIT,

hi..til

Book, Card
AND-

BAILEY & CO.
Anetioneers and Commission Mcrehiil
C. W.

MARKS,

Cashier-

F. O.

F. O. BAIL EX
marb4

WM. M.

MOULTON,

BANKERS,

Men’s Furnishers,

MONUMENT
Sptleodtf

&

WOODBURY

[IASKELL & JONES,
and

marSSdtf

our

patrons and the pntlc to look over what
wo are offering to the trade this season.

Clothiers

Correspondency sellctted from Individuals, Corporations,
Banks and others
desiring to open account*, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business
of any description through this

feb7dtt

LIABILITIES.

and

of England, London, In large or
•mall amounts, for ials at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable

Bank

terms.

Loans and Discounts. 8 369,204.20
202.400.00
Government Bonds.
267,218.00
Municipal and other Bonds........
294.281.96
Funds
Investments.
Sinking
12,381.14
Trust Investments.
and
tn
Banks.
on
hand
151,684.42
Cash

Spring J)lothing.
We aro now prepared to show
seasonable goods in

1898.

31st,
RESOURCES.

OPENING OF

apredlw

AUCTION SALES.

Casco National Bank

-OF THE-

at the

SINGLE

Church, Apr.i 12th

from Rudyard Kipling A j*ll

apr5dlw,fc*

dtt

d3t

onr7

Robert Browning

selections from

In the Second Advent
at 4.30 p.m. and
19th, at 4.30 p.

Alliance

A. BEL.LOW8

ADRIAN H. JOLINE, Counsel.
J. N. WALLACE. Secretary, 54 Wall St., N. V.

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Jy27

532 Congress St.

|

4s.

Biddeford,

13c a package
Fould’s White Germ meal,
Pillsbury’s Vitos, the ideal wheat food for breakfast,
13c, 2 for 23c

THROW A GLANCE

4s.

will read

1st MORTGAGE BONDS.

County,

INTO OUR

By Invitation of the First Parish

GUARANTEED
-FOR SALE BY-

and iced)
Orange Squares, (sponge cake with orange filling
Wine Cake, (a nioe plain light cake)
Delicious Cake, (a plain cake iced)

|

FINANCIAL.

M V

|I

°F^NIEW__YQRKV^

are

11

Good Things for

FOR FREE CUBA.” [ $ Spanish Treachery Truthfully l^e^ieted ^ |
°f
Cuban War°:Pbi<y,,<>-1
.**!* <’re“t_ THE LAST STROKE.
Equipment Unequalled. Company Unsurpasned.
8. Evervladv
PIUCES-Evening, 25-35-SO-TBc. Matinee, 25-35-60e. Seats on sale Satorday.
and
attending
occupying a 30c seat at the Wed. Mat will receive a souvenir spoon or the MAINE.

yy

first,

THEATRE
12-13.
Spe^£Sx5x^te^,Dee

A Reflex ot' the Cuban Rebellion. Scenic

I/I

CALDERWOOD'S

Ska,’uAI,APR.

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER GENI

the n. k. fairbank company.
Louis. New York. Boston, Philadelphia- Pittsburgh. Baltimore. If JH

11

JEFFillSOSi

DUE 1928.

you/**e li£Xi-0»i2Sf

AMUSEMENTS.

A MUSE SCENTS.

Era|

frequently

In three convenient sizes for the toilet, bath and laundry.
Send ns your name, address and one Fairy
below, and we will mail
“F&try Tales,” second series, larger and handsomer than the
and containing new stories and illustrations.

—1

Hammocks.

FRANK E. ALLEN, Treasurer. M. F. KING, Manager of Vaults.

HAS REMOVED TO

and Canopies to iet. Bunting and Flag Decorations
for all occasions. Estimates freely given.

No. 89 Exchange St.,

3 Tremont Row, Boston; 203 Middle St., Portlands
Tl£iiB PHONIC 872-5.
niariseodim

A trustworthy Institution never promotes its own growth and
prosperity by seeking to injure or discredit a responsible compe-

titor.
The abundant patronage enjoyed by this company is attributable to the fact that its vaults are of the most modern construclire or burglary; its coupon
™
Surplus. 100,000 tion, affording absolute safety against
rooms
are large and convenand
waiting
100,000 rooms, committee rooms
bought of us is guaranteed to be tlie best that can be obtained for Stockholders’ Liability.
well
ventilated.
the amount paid.
ient, never dark and always
8TEWJWAY, HARDMAN, OABLER, PEASE,
BRAIJMULLEtt.
NORRIS At HYDE, Transposing
Keyboard.
boxes for the safe keeping of securities and
Parties
desiring
invested
and
THE AERIOE Self Playing PIANOS and THE rEOEIAN.
Surplus
Easy Capital
terms of payment.
We carry a fu.l line of Music, Musical Instruvaluable articles are cordially invited to visit and examine the
Bonds.
in
Government
wholly
and
examine
the
ments and .Musical Merchandise. Call
celebrated
system and appointments of a really perfectly constructed
Rrauphuer & Meyer Mandolins and Guitars.
(Portland Savings Bank

Building.)
Capital....$100,000

EVERY PIANO

..

Investment

I

M. STEINERT & SONS GO., c;“
eodtf
nee, belonging to an American mission,
been attacked by rioters and some
las
persons of the mission have been murUnited States consul has
iered. The
demanded from the Taoli, first, that the
loldiers shall be disbanded; second, that
he murderers shall be put to death and
;he ringleaders be arrested; that 500 tales
je
paid as compensation for the chapel
lestroyed, and. ionrth, that full protecdon he given to the missionaries when

;hey

1

**'**«±^‘«A,*lr,*'*'±?*>***k
<

I

1

i

Has no equal in diseases of the(
»Kidneys aLd Urinary Organs. Have
Have1
you neglected your Kidneys?

,

nervous sys-| I
*
you overworked your
Item and caused trouble with your |

Have

.Kidneys and Bladder?

I

pains
J

return.

Several skirmishes are reported to have
between the gonoccurred in Formosa
and rebels.
The result of the
iarmos
election
shows that
Japanese general
the opposition nor the governneither
ment parties will have a working majority in the next Diet without the adherence
if neutrals.
It is stated that the United States government intends to establish a oonsuiate
it Vladivostok.

SAFE

William’s Kidney Pills

^

in

the

uuuv*

you*

side, back,
groins (\I
loins,
TT„r.a
floVvIlir

Ll„j,ln„d

«««

n

-•

qn.

or

pass urine ? William’s Kidney \
*
Pills will impart new life to the dis- #
1
I eased organs, tone up the system J
make a new man of you. By \
#
mail 60 cents per box.
I Williams Mfo. Co.. Props., Cleveland, O. »
) sire

#and

a

DEPOSIT'AULTS.

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
and silver ware.
The security

offered is the best in

and the location is the most central and convenient in Portland.

Maine,

Tho utmost privacy is afforded by separate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consolidated company is such that all financial
business can be transacted under the
same

For sale at H. P. S. Goold's drug Store.

Securities

MODERN SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT.

Specialty.

517 CONGRESS ST.

TELEPHONE 318-S.

j

Lieut. Gunn, Hartford, says the whole

can

The Soap cf ihe Century.
everywhere

pifhP P®
EkEi BO

111

A FAST DAY PROCLAMATION.

.x

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS-

Pure—White—Floating.

PEESS.

—

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

SlDandruff Removed Tw
I FAI RY SOAP I

tho text.
to which serve as a commentary on
where. His awarding of precedence
volume
Bath in this case simply arises from not The washes of oolor given in the
the
to
being informed as to the facts. The first will prove to be of great value
movement to form a naval brigade in the amateur as well as the artist. (Boston:
& Shepard;
Portland:
Loring,
state was started in Portland, and it was Lee
Short & Harmon.
Price, $1.26.)
when

without
warrant of
gotten.
not
in defiance of law.
Gen.
Richards, so far as he based his
opposition
Books of poetry pour from
printing
upon the law, relied upon Chapter 116 of
the most
presses in profusion, and for
the
Rates.
militia
act
Advertising
whioh provides that no
part are tolerably done. Nearly every
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for jna organization not enrolled in the milieducated person—and some who
properly
week; $4.00 for one month. Three Insertions tia, unless licensed by the Governor, shall are not—deem It duty these days to “turn
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day ad- bo permitted to bear arms. This is said
In
as the gentry did
a copy of verse,
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
simply by way of Bhowing that the credit Elizabethan times. It is an accomplishHalf square advertisements $1.00 for ono Gen.
Hyde olairns for Bath really belongs ment now, as drawing was fifty years ago.
week or $3.60 for one month.
to Portland.
■'
The few who refrain, the reoaloltrnnts—
A square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
It seems that the eagle eye of Adjutant called “kiokers” in that homely English
Special Notices, on first page, one-third addi- Gen. Richards was more successful in whioh outlives fashions of speech—are
tional.
laws tbat prevented the organiza- voted into the minority as prosaic. With
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per finding
untion
of
a
brigade of naval militia than them I must reckon myself. Though
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
those that permitted it, though the latter able to draw a metrical line, many with
$1.60 per square.
deaf ear and unattuned tongue have been
Heading Notices in nonpareil type and classed were there and in just as large type. Mr.
of
English
with other paid notices. 16 cents per line each Anson M. Goddard, of Augusta, seems to bred in the great traditions
insertion.
have had no great difficulty in finding poetry, and know good verse when heard,
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type, this statute:
as they listen to the birds in morning who
26 cents per lino each insertion.
When the Goveror and Council deem it break their slumber. To these dumb
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- necessary to
protect the coast* from in- people sometimes come verses that singtisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for vasion, they may procure, equip, officer melodies not to be
forgotten.
40 words or le3S, no display. Displayed adver- and man such armed vessels as they think
It is extravagant to
say that Mrs.
tisemsnts under these headlines, and all adver- expeuient, to orutse along the coast of the
“Flush of
Marcia Bradbury Jordan’s
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged suite, for the purpose of protecting the
inhabitants thereof; ami fix the relative June” will mount to the clouds and
at regular rates.
rank and compensation of the
officers, dwell with those who live forever; but it
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
and the number and compensation of the
that some
for first Insertion, and 00 cents per square for seamen
may in moderation be said
employed.
ea; U subsequent Insertion.
lines that they
The Governor has already committed lines will pursue men,
Address all communications relating to subthemselves and sing to their
himself on the question of the danger to will hum to
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
the book is a singing book,
children—for
the
seacoast
in
a
in
Boston in
speech
PuBLisniNtJ Co., 87 Exchange Street,
from cover to cover like
and
rustles
which he took a very gloomy view of our
Portland, Me.
from leafy trees In nesting
defenceless condition. .That point is robins darting
time.
T /In nn$ /lonvr
fVlQ VOFCa
Cn
/fill flf
tueieiure teiueu, ana
me
only question
is whether he will exercise the authority oolor and melody, occasionally conveys
poets nor that
which this statute confers upon him of echoes of old fashioned
sometimes a stumble Is made in metre.
and
the
naval
recognizing
APRIL
8.
commissioning
FRIDAY,
These things have happened to every verbrigades organized at Portland and Bath. sifier since Alexander Pope, the infallible.
His adjutunt general has intimated sev- Bnt on the whole I believe the book the
STATE OF MAINE.
wholesome, printed
eral time that he and the Governor were best, and the most
this year. Its tone toward the little folks
both anxious to find a way to legalize about to take our
places Is altogether adthe Portland brigade. Here seems to be mirable.
book
1 would like to quote from the
In deference to the practice of the early set- the
way, straight and narrow.
particularly from ‘‘Cherry Blossom” and
tlers of New England, and following a preceIndeed
I
Garrison.
to
apostrophe
The concluding paragraph of President the
dent that has obtained ever since Maine was
would like to repeat each line in print, as
admitted into the Union of States, and also MoKinley’s reply
to the ambassadors of I do to
myself. But there is no need of
with the advice arid consent of the Executive the
in the
powers, who called upon him to ex- that. All lines can be found
out by the
Council, I do appoint THURSDAY, the 28th press the hope that peace would be
daintiest volume yet put
prefamous Roycroft press.
,,ay of April, in the year of our Lord one
served, was very significant. He said:
ALFRED YORK.
thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, as a
“The government of the United States
day of
TRIAL OF ALFRED JONESFASTING AND PRAYER.
appreciates the humanitarian and disIt is fitting that this time-honored custom interested character of the communicashould still be respected, and I earnestly re- tion now made on behalf of the
Accused of Murderpowers New Hampshire Boy
quest all the people of our State to properly ob- named, and for its part is confident that
Ing His Mother#
serve the day in their homes and churches, and
equal appreciation will be shown for its
to refrain from all unnecessary labor, rememown earnest and unselfish endeavors to
Dover, N. H-, April 7.—The prosecution
bering. reverently, the source from which so
fulfill a duty to humanity by ending a in the trial of Alfred W. Jones for the
many favors have come to us.
the
indefinite
GIVEN at the Executive Chamber, in Au- situation
prolongation alleged murder of his mother, rested his
f usta. this twenty-fourth day of March, in of Which has become insufferable.
The case after taking testimony this morning
hunme year of our Lord oue thousand eight
has been described of Professor Wood of Harvard.
dred and ninety-eight, and of the Inde- President’s purpose
pendence of the United States of America almost as clearly as it could have been in
Professor Wood stated that he examined
the oue hundred and twenty-second.
the stomach and intestines of Sally W.
the delayed
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
message. He has made up
Jones. The result of his analysis showed
Ey the Governor.
his mind, with the co-operation of Con- the
presence of seven and one half grains
BYRON BOYD, Secretary of State.
He stated that the
gress, to end a “situation, the indefinite of white arsenic.
which has become in- woman might have come to her death by
There is very little in the outlook that prolongation of
said
and
on
cross-examination
rat poison,
sufferable.*’
The situation here alluded
is peaceful.
that the presence of the arsenic might be
to is of course the war in Cuba and the accounted for from the fact that the fluid
The allegation that Senators have teeD starvation
consequent upon it; and the in preparing the body for burial."He said,
bribed with Cuban bonds is too foolish to
however, that the manner of death as depurpose expressed in regard to it can only scribed
by the physicians who have testitalk about.
bo accomplished
unless Spain
backs fied was consistent with
the theory of
Hence the President’s poisoning by arsenic
oreating diseased
will not down, by force.
Probably the United States
meats.
effeot a notification to the
Cuban reply is in
submit its policy in Cuba to the
John Kivel of this city, counsel for the
world that
war is
coning unless the defense, made the opening argument for
junta, which has taken up its abode in
recedes
from
its
his client, saying that it was proposed to
Spanish government
New York, for revision.
show that Alfred W. Jones had neither
present position.
nor opportunity to cause
means,
motive,
It looks as if we had got into a position
the death of his mother by poisoning.
when we must fight or expose ourselves
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Dr. John H. Parker of Farmington was
to the ridicule of tho world, unless Spain
called and said he was at Sally’s house
The
will was made, and that it
Painter in
Oil.
A Practical the day the
backs down.
Treatise on the Theory and Process of Oil was satisfactory to her as sho diotated it.
The next witness was Ida Cooir, who
The President's Private Secretary dePainting. By Burleigh Parkhnrst, pupil lived near the Jones residenoe in Milton.
nies that ho wrote the letter which has
of William Sartain, of Bouguereau
and She said she wus called into the
house
xu
vtixiwx
aiiuuutcu
w ujui
vuxxucuu
Tony-Fleury and of Aimee Morot former- quite often during the day by Mrs. Jones,
so she oould go to sleep,
because she said
gress was characterized as little more than ly lecturer on art in Dickinson
College, she was afraid
to sleep nights on account
a mob.
author of “Sketching from Nature,” etc. of William Jones’s actions and threats.
large number of witthe ad- Fully illustrated and containing colored Then followed a
President McKinley’s reply to
nesses from Portsmouth and Attleboro,
dress of the representatives of the powers plates showing specimens of oil colors. A
to
show
the
Mass.,
incompetancy of Dr.
was a very courteous and polite notifica- book which, though primarily intended Virtue’s testimony.
the amateur
Mrs. Henrietta Darsey,
tion to them that the United States pro- to be of praotical use to
daughter of
painter, will be found to be also of value Mrs. Jones, testified that her mother told
posd to settle the Cuban question itself.
her at Places Crossing that the accident
and interest to the student of
pictures. was the second time her husband had
wants a share of uie
now Japan
And
guiue tu trie tried to kill her.
pailiter win min it a
ishe said that after the
As she slew the iion her title to
China.
principles and processes of the craft of accident and the will had been made, her
of
the
mother
told
carcass
would
seem
her
William said
he
a
to
be
that
part
painting, written by one who has pracgive her a dose that would fix her
perfect. It doesn’t follow, however, that tised them, and in the spirit of a teacher, would
unless she altered the will and made It in
she will get any. It depends on whether without
being abstruse, it will give the his favor.
the Europeans powers want it all them- reasons for
Several witnesses were called to show
things as well as the things
that Alfred never had any poison In his
selves.
themselves.
Mrs.
possession, as alleged by the state.
He who would paint a picture and he Jenkins of Somersworth, testified
that
It is quite evident froth the yarn pub>he
all
sold
the
her
husband
of
must
medicines
would
one
know
the
who
judge
lished in the Madrid journal, El Pais
left
to the late Dr. Prescott and that Alabont an assault on the Spanish legation same things,—the one practically and the fred never had a
particle of it.
Alfred W. Jones, the alleged murderer,
at Washington, that the Spanish censor other theoretically,—and both will And
Li
1_
J.L..
1
in
this
thorwhat
need
they
book,clearly,
does not
scrutinize reports that come
made specific denial* of
\nd
the
stateforth.
and
set
(Bospractically
into Madrid half so carefully as those oughly,
ments made against him in
connection
ton : Leo & Shepard; Portland: Loring, with his
that go out.
mother’s will
Including the
Short & Harmon. Price, $1.25.)
ilaim that the will was made in his favor.
Ele said the
Whether the only reason for delaying
relations had always been
the message of the President was the faot
Water-Color Painting. By Grace Bar- pleasant between his mother and himself
ind also between his father and himself,
that it might put the lives of Americans ton Allen, with illustrations
and cover until after the death of his mother. He
still in Cuba in jeopardy may be ques- design by the author,
also containing ienied purchasing posion of Dr. Virtue
tioned, but that in itself was a sufficient jolored plates showing washes of modern in Exeter and also denied having been in
Exeter for several years. He said the will
reason.
It would have been an extremely water colors. This volume, which is a
if his mother
provided that after the
rash act for the President to send his praotloal text-book on the art of painting ieath of hij father the
property should be
message with that possibility staring him in water colors, Is intended forjthe use of livided equally between the children.
In
his
dosing
testimony A lfred said he
in the faoe, and if a massacre
had fol- imateurs, and of those water-color teachpad reason to suspeot both his father and
lowed he would have been held responsible srs who are not yet sufficiently
accushis
lister, Mrs. Prescott of poisoning
for it. The impatience of Congress is en- ;omed as instructors to realize how much nother, from conversation he overheard
m
the
death.
afternoon
of
his
mother's
titled to weigh very little beside danger to ;he average pupil does not know. Taking
Court then adjourned until nine o’clock
the lives of several hundred
absolute ignorance on the
American ’or granted
-omorrow morning, when Attorney Gencitizens, and President McKinley was pait of the reader, it explains, as far as , iral Eastman will make the argument for
amply justified in taking the course he nay be done in print,the technicalities of ] ha state and Attorney Crowley f6r Jones,
t is thought the case will go to the jury
,his branch of art in simple and inteilidid.
j >y noon.
(ible language, treating of colors and
Whether there was any truth in the
RIOTS IN THE FAR EAST.
naterlals, as well as of flower, landscape,
rumors that gained circulation on yesterind flgure painting in polychrome and
Vancouver, B, C., April 7.—From the
day that Spain had manifested a more nonochrome. The
author, who has had atest reports from Hong Kong it is
earned that there have been very excityielding disposition, and In consequenoe
ixperience with both public olasses and ng times in the Philippines, Spanish
there was a ohanoe for the renewal of neirivate pupils, aims to convey informa- 1 roops being surrounded and massacred.
gotiations with hope of a favorable issue,
The Boilna staff of the eastern extension telegraph were recently beseiged for
may be doubted. But if there was Spain
rolapsed yesterday into an unyielding
; ive days on account of Spanish soldiers
aking refuge there.
mood which gave little hope of renewing
Fropn a Spanish gunboat marines were
: andea and the station was opened after
negotiations with any prospect of success.
lard fighting
The truth probably is that however much
between the detachment
ind the rebels.
the Sagasta government would like to
Two
the British oruiser
afterwari
days
uses
yield, it must remain firm in its refusal of
About the sama time
Edgar arrived.
.bandon sovereignty
our demand that it
len. Monet and one thousand men arived overiand. Gen. Monet said he had
over Cuba, or inour ;he risk of a
revolulve engagements
between Bolina ami
tion at home.
The Spanish people
are
ji ngayen.
not ready to give up Cuba and prefer a
The insurgents suffered heavy losses
ind the Spanish losses were one lieutenforeign war to Its voluntary relinquish;
mt and one soldier.
ment. This faot hes to be reokoned with
The garrison and priests of neighboring
by the ministry.
ullages had been killed, only six soldSample Box Free.
25 and 50c. per box.
ers managing to escape.
Gen. Hyde in his address at the Bath
At all Dniemsts
Comfort Powder Co.
Telegrams received at Shanghai report
and Toilet dealers.
Hartford, Conn.
< hat a chapel in Chung ,King-Kinsu nrovmeeting to form a naval brigade claimed
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This company’s Board of Directors is
well known business men:

RICHARDS,
DOW,
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND,
FRED E.
FRED N.

LYMAN M. COUSENS,
EDWARD B. WINSLOW,
FRED’K E. BOOTHBY.
J. FRANK LANG,
HERBERT L. SHEPHERD,
BION W

ILSON,

composed

of the follow-

PERC1VAL BONNET.
HENRY P. COX,
FREDERICK ROB1E,
PAYSON TUCKER,
WILLIAM W. MASON,
ARTHUR L. BATES,
RUSSELL D. WOODMAN,
EDWARD C. REYNOLDS,
JOSEPH C. HOLMAN,
THEODORE C. WOODBURY,

AUGUSTUS R, WRIGHT,
PHILIP G. BROWN.
apr4
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MUSSC AND DRAMA*

M.

Feabody's

Mr. Clarence

THE LAST

STROKE.

Last
Cuban melodrama “The
Stroke” will he seen at the Jefferson theaeventre next Tuesday and Wednesday
matiings and a special souvenir bargain
direct
The play comes
nee Wednesday.
at the
from a very successful engagement
as a well
Boston theatre. It is described
drama
written and skillfully constructed
and much
with numerous strong scenes
which was
all of
picturesque scenery,
Jacob Litt
Manager
by
specially got up
here. Tbe story is
and will be brought
and adventure.
one of love
The

BARRIE.
Lecture

at

As-

sembly Hall.

new

romantic
American living in
Vance, a young
wife
from his
is
separated
Florida,
of Valdez, an agent
through the scheming
a

government who had
the Spanish
Vance
known and loved her previously.
is tied to a pillar of his home and the
house sat on fire. He is saved by friends
but his wife has disappeared, having been
later
abducted by Valdez. Two years
he appears in the island of Cuba as a volof

under General Gomez.
meanwhilo thinking that he is
unteer

His wife,
dead, has

become a sister of mercy and is engaged
Valdez reapin nursing the wounded.
pears on the scene and now holds a commission in the Cuban army though still a
His plans to destroy Vance
spy.
and win back the woman fill tbs next
three nets and provide a series ot Ecenos
and tableaux which, it is claimed, give
the beholder an excellent idea ot the manIn
ner in which warfare is conducted
Cuba. Finally the iniquity of the Spanish
are
his
wile
and
spy is discovered, Vance
reunited and there is the usual happy termination. The lines ring with patriotism
which is very apropos at this time. The
characters are said to be well drawn and
in able hands.

Spanish

CONCERT AT CHESTNUT STREET.
very enjoyable concert was given at
the Chestnut street church last evening
for the benefit of the musical director
and organist of the church, Mr. George
There was a large attenF. JSanglier.
dance and the audienoe were not at all
A

slow in making their pleasure known.
the great features of the eveOne of
ning was the singing of tho male chorus
voices that had been instructed by
Mr. Sanglier. They had a fine body of
tone, of excellent quality and they shaped
their musio with much taste and skill.
of £5

Abt’s “Ave
first number,
In their
Maria,” with solos by Dr. Nickerson and
Harry S. Files, they excited an enthusiastic encore whioh, however, they failed to
They were also effective In
respond to.
“Father's

Lullaby.”

Owing to the Illness of Miss Lizzie M.
Brown, those soprano solos were assumed by Miss Ida Tarbox, and she was
particularly happy in the “Angel's Serenade,” with violin obligato admirably
played by Mr. W. T. Cousins. Mr. Frank
L. Gray’s tenor solo was sung with so

Mr. Clarence Peabody delivered an essay on J. M. Barrie at Assembly hall last
3vening to a large and interested audiThe

lecturer referred first to a
characteristic bit of humor with which
Barrie commences his latest book, Margahis
ret Ogilvy, in which he chronicles
birth and certain other events of house3nce.

bold economy.
whose advent

He

said that the youth

POETLAND, April 8,

build,
short and slight and delicate of
with eyes deep set under his black brows.
The lecturer spoke of several inoidents of
Barrie’s trip to America, which were rewho
lated to him by Portland friends
the acquaintance of the eminent
made

a-SWOget

look down the homely vista of Its
juiet streets, and from the traditionary
hum of ancient hand looms weave pathos
The
and humor, tragedy and romance.

life,

Swan A- Barrett

tho

Successful

of the busy factory community of today, bat as it was in the first of
and
the century, before great, factories
modern enterprises had begun to elbow
iut of the way the quaint landmarks of
if it not

as

Our
can

Bidders.

In that part of
its early Industrial life.
where Barrie was born, in the
Scotland
tear 1860, education is never neglected,
so, although his father had a large family
to support, the boy was sent to sohoul at
Dumfries and afterwards to the Universiunder
;y of Edinburg. At the university
;he guidance of the lamented Prof. Mason
IB devoted himself to the study of English
literature, and after he graduated ho ac:epted a position as a writer of leaders on

,he Nottingham Journal, which he held
“When a
His novel
’or about a year.
Man’s Single” treats somewhat of newsbeoome
paper life, with which Barrie had
familiar during his

Nottingham experi-

ence.

Meanwhile a happy thought had struck
liim. that there was a quaintness about
his native town of which he might avail
With the
himself for literary material.
whose father
assistance of his mother,
of the
had been a prominent member
Auld Licbt
community, and whose
memory was stored with an abundance of
Barrie
dialect and aneodote,
began to
These he
his Scottish stories.

produce

meeting yesterday

elected for

Corresponding Secretary—Kev. Asa
and
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large force of
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We make
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fitting
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shaped
of
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of
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today

uncom-
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Gloves

is

monly

complete,

though

Osman

think

we

have other makes too
it is vnur nwn indl-

and

Trustees—Rev. A. H. Wright, Rev. F.
C. Rogers, Rev. .1. C. Perkins, Rev. J.
G. Merrill, Rev. Lewis Malvern, Rev. J.
Rev. Win. M. Kimruell,
L. Jenkins,
Rev. W. S. Ayres. J.
Kev. W. F. Berry,
Percival
Bonney, W. W.
P. Baxter,
Brown, A. L. Burbank, J. J. Gerrish,
M. Came
Samuel
0. F. Morse of Boston,
of Alfred, Rev. J. G. Williamson of AuBev. H. L. Griffin of Bangor, Rev.
E. R. Burpee, Moses BidB. Ilsley,
dings, A. B. Taylor, Bangor; Galen C.
H. L. Chapman,
Bath; Rev.
Moses,
Brunswiok; Rev. Charles Whittier, President A. W. Harris, Orono; Rev. C. L.
Gould, Dexter; Rev.Martyn Summerbell,
Prof. A. W. Anthony, Lewiston; Frank
Dinelev, Auburn; Rev. G. A.Lockwood,
Kennebunk; Rev. I. H. W. Wharff, Ells
worth; Rev. E. P. Wilson, Deering; A.
W. Burler, Rockland; Charles I. Bailey,
Winthrop; J. W. Ameck, Freeport; E. P.
Samson, Saco; A. Cutter Sibley, Belfast:
H. N. Bolster, South Paris; Rev. C. V.
Hanson, Skowhegan.
The following minute was adopted and
ordered to be entered on the records of
the society:

better,

we

vidual
are

are

that

preference

we

most anxious to suit.

At

a

dollar

we

show

line of colored

splendid
Gloves including all the
dress
goods
popular
at
two
shades,
clasps wrist
a

gusta,

or

Then the twenty different
are arranged in

SALE OF

a way that they print
face; the twenty sets of
features mingled into one

such
one

that one having a
to
resemblance
curious
each of the twenty.

potraii,

EASTER NECKTIES
„•

COMPOSITE
That is a
PHOTOGRAPH.
You’ve seen twenty suecessiveancestors bequeath

•

c

Vary Oh

a

RINES BROTHERS CO.
In connection with a sale of Men’s Furnishings
today and Saturday we shall sell a large lot of
new Easter Neckties very cheap as follows;
Lot of Men’s

new

medium and dark

Teck Ties anil 4-in-liands in light,

colors,

at

only

twentieth.
That’s Composite heredity.
makes of Men’s
Another case in point. Ten different
in the country,
ten
Dres3 Shirts. The best and selectest
Then
every best
examined.
were taken and critically
was put into one
Shirts
point of each of these high grade
known to Shirt makers was
every good Shirt feature

Shirt,
**

That’s
was left out.
bad, or uncertain feature
COMPOSITE SHIRT-MAKINC.
Shirt and it was
The result was an absolutely perfect
the
had
we
re-naming of
If
named “THE SENATOR.”
it “THE COMPOSITE
call
would
we
Shirt
this
£ very

1 SC

SENATOR SHIRT.”

EACH.

THOUSANDS,

At

$1.25

a

great

the

including

clasps

c EACH.

In the death of the late Hon. Mark P.
“Auld Lioht
F o w n e s
in
afterwards published
Emery, the Bible Society of Maine mourns
In
Idylls” and “A Window in Thrums.”
the loss of Its vice-president and one of
and
very
members.
the first book the subject is treated from its most beloved and useful
Tot of very choice Full Band Bows and String Ties in
value
he
was
coma
man
and
rauoh
Mr. Emery’s worth as
expression that
at
the outside; In the second the writer has
very much in
have been heartily and
medium, light aud dark colors, at only
a citizen,
pelled to accept an encore, and sang “I installed himself in the midst of the as
widelv reoognized. His connection with
all colors
favor
Mr. Coombs’s large
Love but Thee.”
people's life and has painted a picture of the Bible society is of long standing
baritone voice seemed specially adapted to them in which the minutest detail find and has been marked by the lidelity and
or
with
and
with whioh he has met every
Wagner’s “Sweet Evening Star.” The a place.
The book is marked here and punctuality
love
His
and
his
time
call
money.
upon
two
Mr. Cousins added
black stitched
violin obligato
by
there with strains of quiet humor but its of the Scriptures his interest in the work
Little of the society and his uniform gentleness
“The
greatly to the effect, and Mr. Coombs also key note is pathos.
In
at wrist.
had to grant an encore.
Christian courtesy have endeared
Minister,” which followed “The Window and
We honor his
all our hearts.
him to
of
assortment
Miss Blanche H. Adams of Boston gave in
The
an attempt at
makes
Barrie
Thrums,”
memory and shall always hold his virtues
a
group of short selections for her first a Thrums novel. The plot Is fanciful but in affectionate remembrance
of course includes
number, being particularly satisfactory lasclnating; perhaps his pen felt a reacThe trustees voted to atteud the funeral
in the humorous numbers. She also gave tion from the homely life of this people
broadest range of
the
of Mr. Emery In a body.
lucuiusvu,
BUCliOa
uuui
be Y OlDl
and yearned to reach out into a more roextremes.
both
J
TP
niMninrs
RaViVlio f.hn
-=A.wr =
A. Given played the Wieniawski
A DESERVED COMPLIMENT.
Fred
the andante religioso of
mazurka and
of
a
introduction
scientific
is the first
In his recent lecture
These are to be had with
upon
Egyptian
Thome’s, with fine display of technique,
powerful strain to contend with the foods, the distinguished Elisha B. Worfour buttons
two
while Mr. Sanglier’s organ solos covered Thrums motif.
A critic might philoso- rell took occasion to pay a brief tribute to
a variety of
subjeots, and were rendered
imthe
most
and
between
valued
the
of
New
ono
struggle
England’s
or seven hooks at wrist.
Mr. Hum- phize upon
taste and skill.
with ranch
Thrums’life and the charaoter of best known products. After describing
movable
were a
Lot of regular 50c IVegligee Shirts with collar and
accompaniments
piano
phrey’s
suede
button
Four
cuffs attached (brand new) tit 39c each.
strong feature. The grand chorus from the Egyptian, irresponsible and untamed, the physiological benefit of pure water, he
Thrums In incidentally explained that the Londonthe Huguenots, played by Mr. Sanglier, hut without law or purpose.
Gloves in all colors.
called forth an enthusiastic encore and
the
the person of the little minister, staunch derry Lithia Water contained just
Lot of Men’s regular $1.00 fancy Colored Bosom
he played the Lost Chord in response.
For
it
to
necessi
of
Puritanioal
the
to
adapt
Shirts with white bodies (link cuffs included) at 68c each
in faith and the practice
proper elements
This too was enthusiastically received.
life, gains the victory and quells the law- ties of over-fed Americans. Such an enand
Dent’s
ROSSINI CLUB.
Lot of Men’s Soft front Colored Shirts with white
Though the plot of “The dorsement should be a source of pleasure
less spirit.
concert
club
Rossini
yesterday
At the
and
neck band and link cuffs at only 45c each.
the to the owners of the old rock
ribbed
Little Minister” does not convince
morning the following programme was took is great in its portrayal of character;
spring.
all the correct
rendered:
of the boy minister is a
the evolution
SUPERIOR COURT.
Piano Solo—Moderato from Sonata,
piece of literary work which entitles the
1.50 and
Op. 43, Schubert,
Vocal Solo.
“Polly Willis” book to a prominent place upon our
2.00.
Miss Fassett.
Barrie handles his tools more
shelves.
Thursday—Richard Hammond vs. Fred
Piano Solo—Nocturne,
Chopin skillfully in “Sentimental Tommy.” D. Snow.
Miss Alice Jordan.
This is an appeal case from the BrunsSpeaking from a mechanical point of
Vooril Solo,
A
view, this story rises to the dignity of a wick municipal court. The case was tried
a,
Song of Lovo,
Nevin
b, A Fair Good Morn,
MOORE & CO.
novel, although the author brings it to a before the court without a jury. The
Mrs. Pond.
evening upon the occasion of their supper Bowdoin of Morriiis corner, came near
close
just as hero and neroine are emerg- plaintiff is a brick mason, and 6Uos the
Chaminade
Vocal Duet-Nocturne,
und sociable. Eleven_dollars were realized being
asphyxiated [yesterday morning.
Barrie admits that ucicmuauu, nuu
ing from childhood.
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as a result of
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The defendant
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history of this precocious youth, and the
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fish market.
NOTES.
opinion may be ventured that this further
a
team as a pleasant feature of their ex- sults wonid have been serious.
this kind and there now seeniB to be
of
tremendous
novel
a
be
will
There were largo audiences at Portland history
strong desire to organize such a club. In periences, and say that the roads are in
The Madrid paper Pais, printed a story
theatre at tbo matinee and evening per- power.
QUESTION OF JURISDICTION.
The thermometer
the event of snoh organization the club very good condition
formances of “The Heart of
Chicago”
several
successyesterday to the effect that the Spanish
Barrie has also written
will
last night and great applause greeted the
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of Art.
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At 12 o’clock yesterday noon the committee on finance met in tho city treasurer’s offioe to open bids for a temporary
loan of $200,000 to the city of Portland,
was
payable November 1st next. Thore
but one hid received, and that was from

At the annual

Gloves

And that’s

genius which has found romance in
the homely life of our New England forefathers led Barrie to throw aside the roinantio trappings of the Scotland of song
und chivalry and find all elements of huSwan & Barrett at*4.71, and it was unanman interest in the live of the prosaic and
accepted.
imously
serious little community which was ruled
These terms are considered ’.very favoroi
a
ot
iron
tne
tenets
a
rod
with
is
Dy
able at this time when there is disinclistrange antiquated religious sect.
nation to spread out on the part of invesThe Thrums of romance, the little town
tors owing to the war fever. It is but the
which is the centre of all Barrie’s Scottish
other day the city of Biddeford got a loan
stories is his birthplace. Kirriemuir, a
paying 5 per cent., and several weeks ago
small manufacturing town in horfarshire,
4 1-2.
a city in New York State paid
He wrote
Scotland, north of Edinburg.
same

a

NEW

to

and

outfit.

himself should be allowed
that he
the last word;
accordingly the lecture
several
was ended with tho reading of

ting

thus
auspioiously
heralded identified himself from the first selections from Barrie’s works.
with the circle of which he was a memTEMPORARY LOANSber. He was to live in sympathy with its
was

to

juncts

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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days

more

the

story teller. As the subject of the lecture
is still living and writing, it seemed fit-
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new

so
In his conversation,
say those who
have met him, is found the same charming vein of humor which runs through
In personal appearance ho is
his 6tories.
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Chapter XIV.—
BONIA.
Notwithstanding official

that no alarm need be felt at the political
outlook the popular excitemonv, fostered
by a sensational press, abated but slowly.
On the morning following the memorable
a
great
fcceno in the liousa ot Commons^
panio occurred on the Block Exchange,
confluence
ere
week
a
was
and it
Lilly
Meanwhile, at Lord Wartiwas restored.
ham’s dictation 1 exchanged constant
communications with our Ambassador in
Et. Petersburg, and although every endeavor was used to elucidate the mysterious ieason why the Kussian Government so suddenly altered its tactics, it remained as
inexplicable as the means
whereby they had obtained the original
c£ our secret convention with Germany.
Loth the London police and our secret
agents in Kr.ssi.a abandoned none of their
activity, but all their efforts were to no
incident was a perfect
The
purpose.
_

enigma.

ihus a month went by. Lord Warnliam
mo as
if,
had slightiv relaxed towards
after all, ho believed that l had spoken
when
he
frequently,
th ■ truth, although
vesed, would refer in uncomplimentary
to.-iiss to wliat he called my ”carelessness
that nearly oost England her honor.” Illdeal, although I bad been reinstalled in
tne position of great trust 1 had previously held, mine was no enviable lot. The
Foreign Minister was*a man of moods,
strangely eccentric, sometimes preserving a rigid silence for hours, and often
working for long periods alone during the
iu.-,attending to unimportant,
that might : hate been answered
lower grade clerk. But it was iris
eoject always to know tho exact work
done in each department, and to be able
Thus, he was enabled
to do it himself.
every
to beep a more careful watch over
thing that went on,.and was,not. liketthe
majority of Cabinet Ministers, a mere
figure-head. Times without number I
havo gone to Berkeley Square early in the
morning when some important matter,of
diplomacy has been in progress, and
found the grey, thin faced peer still seated in his study, the blinds still down, the
electric light still on, showing how he
had worked on unconsciously throughout
the whole night, and was quite unaware
of dawn. His servants had strict orders
for meals,
disturb him, even
never to
hence, when bo was busy, he frequently
his
in
chair, regardless
spent many hours
of day or night.
These periods of intense mental strain
would, however, be followed by exasperating irritability of such a character that
I olten feared to utter a word Jest he
should break out info a fierce ebullition
of anger. At those times lie would scatter broadcast the most severe censures on
nil and sundry, sparing neither ambassawrath.
dor nor eynsul, so fierce was his
Knowing this I would sometimes, alter
dictaat
his
an
abusive
dispatch
writing
tion. put it aside and, instead of foroverlook it.
warding it, accidentally
Then, next day, he would almost invariaexafter
and
thought
deep
bly relent,
claim :
•Read n o the copy of that dispatch I
sent yesterday to Vienna, Deedes.”
“Oh!” I would answer, as if suddenly
recollecting, “I quite forgot to forward it.
We were sc busy yesterday.”
“Ah, too late now! too late!” he would
grumble, feigning annoyance, yet secretly
n

gilt,

gtcli°s
a

pleased.

“Utstroy

if,

Heedes; destroy

it.

more
Afterwards he would dictate a
temperate and less offensive letter, which
the messenger leaving London that night
would carry in bis valise.
One morning towards tho end of July
I received a strangely-worded letler written in a foreign hand asking mo to call at
Kensingan address in Pembroke Road,
The missive,
ton. and signed “Sonia.”
which had been left at my flat by a commissionaire, stated that the matter upon
which the writer desired to see me was
extremely urgent, and contained a request that I would telegraph a reply. This
I did, accepting the appointment, for, on
reflection, X had a very dim recollection
of having, at some time or other, written
officially to someone named “Sonia,” and
the letter aroused curiosity within me.
That night, at the time she named, I
found myself before a large sufcstanlialIcoking detached house situated in the
quiet, rather unfrequented thoroughfare
of Earl’s Court Road, a house which, to
inv
excited imagination, bore extenal
vvny sucn
evidence of mystery within.
thoughts should seize me I know not.
of the
writer
the
perhaps it was because
letter was unknown and the object of
nevermy visit at present unexplained;
that
theless I entered the small garden
tho
from
house
roadway, and
divided the
tho
bell.
the
My
rang
steps
ascending
summons was immediately answered by
card,
a neat maid, to whom I gave my
and next moment I was ushered into a
well-furnished drawing-room, dimly lit
by one tall shaded lamp, the light of
which was insufficient to illuminate the
whole room.
For a few moments I remained alone in
wonder, when suddenly the door opened,
and there entered an extremely pretiy girl
dark-liairod.
scarcely out cf her teens,
with clear-cut features, bright eyes, a id
It struck me,
a delicately rounded chin.
however, even before she spoke, that in
her face was a strange expression of unutterable sadness, a look that told of long
suffering and intense agony of mind. Her
maannerisms were those of a foreigner,
her chic was that of the true Parisian n»,
her dress of black silk cropon was plainly
that she
but well made, and the fact
spote in broken French war, next second,
conclusive.
You
“Ah! You have come, m’sieur.
she exclaimed,
are indeed very good,"
rusther
skirt
with a charming accent,
ling us she advanced to greet me.
“I am at your service, mademoiselle,”
I answered bowing, at the same time accepting the soat she offered.
“Well,” she commenced, with a smile
slowly’sinking into an arm-chair near
me, “when 1 wrote to you I feared you
would not come. You have been so good
to me already that I fear to ask any further favor.
must ask your
“I
pardon, mademoiselle,” I said, “but I really am unaware that 1 huvo ever rendered you any

service.”
"What, do you

not

remember?”

she

cried. “You,' who were so good to my
father and myself; you, to whom we both
owed our lives.”
recollec“I certainly have seme hazy
liou of yotir name.” I answered puzzled,
“but try how I will 1 cannot recollect in
what connection it has como before me.”
“Do you not remember tho case'of the
refugee, Anton Korolenko, the man .who,
after being hounded all over Europe, in
Vienna, in Madrid, in Paris, by the
‘agents.provocateurs’ of the Secret Police
found an asvlum in London?” she tinquired surprised. “They said we need
not fear tho ‘Okhraunoe Otdelenie’ here,
in your free England, but nu sooner had
tho treachery
we arrived than, owing to
of ono of our brotherhood, a warrant for
was issued by General
our extradition
Fekerzblnski, chief of the Department 111
Petersburg. News of this was telegraphed
vo us, and I applied to your Minister for
protection. You yourself saw mo and
assistance, a
gave me your promise of
promise which you kept; the warrant was
Ktisaia
to
jetnrned
unexecuted, and you
thus taved us from the fate we dreaded.”

by

Corn*,

of the Press#

“Ah. yes,” I answered quickly. “Of
I remember now. It is l'ully two
that
years ago; but you haro so altered
1 scarcely knew you.
Now
“I was a girl thou, ’’she smiled.
I feel quite a woman, Since 1 saw you
last 1 have sustained a beroavouient. My
poor father ip, alas! dead.”
“Dead!” I echoed sympathetically.
“Yes.” sho
sighed, with bitterness.
“He died of a broken heart. On the day
mother,
we escaped from Petersburg my
who was perfectly innocent, had unfortunately fallen into the drag net of the
police. She was imprisoned for six
months, then sent to Siberia, but died of
there. Her
cold and fever on the road
tragic end proved such a terrible blow to
safety he
my father that even hero in
grew morose, his health, already broken
by long years of imprisonment;, failed,
and six months ago he died, and I was
left alone.
Your life is indeed a sad one, mademoiselle,” I said, for I well remembered
when, a
tho touching story she related
and agitated, she
mere girl, pale-faced
the
came to implore
protection of the
British Government on nehalf of her aged
father. She had, with tears in her dark
brilliant eyes, told me a narrative of sysalmost incredible;
tematic persecution
how her father, a wealthy merchant, having fallen into disfavor with General
Sekerzbinski, the chief of Secret Police in
Petersburg, that oliioial had formed a
cnnningly-devisjd plan to entrap him
into a political conspiracy. She admitted that at one time, during the Terror
that culminated in the murder of tho
Czar Alexander II., her father had participated in the revolutionary movement,
and had spent eight years of solitary conlinement in the Peter Paul Fortress. Although he had long ago renounced nil
revolutionary ideas it was of course easy
enough for an all-powerful ollicial like
Sokerzbinski to discover evidence against
The “agents provocateurs” were
him.

a

sympathetic chord and

“Sounds from Abroad,”
front, the musical

brought
qualities of

to
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Forty

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

words iuerttd under tilts head
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

No. 211 Brackett St., cor- "pOlt SALE OR RENT—An ideal suburban
Dow, for many years occupied as a neat,residence, containing 15 rooms with steam
large barn, hennery, and other out-buildfancy goods store, with two adjoining rooms
with 35 acres of land; within two minutes
suitable for light housekeeping if desired, rent ings,
walk ot trolley cars.
Estate
Real
Satisfactory terms. Real
moderate. For particulars apply,
estate oftic- First National Bank. FREDEROffice, First National Bank Building, MILD- ICK S. V A ILL.
8_i
ER ICK S. VA1LL.
IFANDSOME silver plated souvenir
spoons,
RENT—On Congress St.. Congress Sq., C *«wli« a,Pe.Rlltifully embosed design of the
a house finely situated for a physician or
battleship Maine in bowl. Every lady should
private residence. Occupant of above would have one. Sample mailed for 10c. Special terms
sell all or a portion of the furnishings, etc. to agents. H. A. PALMER & CO., 106 Milk
St.,
Roston.
BENJAMIN SIIAW, 511-2 Exchange St. 7-1
ner

of

1?OR

George W. Chiokerlng of Kittery

has been visiting friends at tho “Depot”
during the week.
Cant. Edgett of Cash’s corner, is quite
sick with dropsical trouble. Dr. Lombard is in attendance.
Mrs. F. H. Gilman and two children,
who have been ill with pneumonia, are

slowly improving.
to teach the school at Fast Parsonsfleld
Two small children of Mr. and Mrs.
season.
the coming
Skillings are very ill with pneuGeorge
extensive
making
Mr. J. W. Cole is
Lombard is doing all that
monia. Dr.
repairs 0*1 his buildings at the village.
medical skill can do for tho little sufferCUMBERLAND.
ers.
Clinton Fickett of Lynn, Mass.,
Mr.
West Cumberland. April 7—There will
concert at the Methodist formerly of this place, has been visiting
be an Easter
church next Sunday evening.
relatives at the Cape and
friends and
The Ladies’ circle met with Mrs. A.
was the guest of his “cousin,
B. Wilson on Friday evening of last week while here
Schoblhouses numbers 4 and 5 are re- Mr. Arthur F. Pillsbury.
ceiving a coat of paint. Mr. .T. Morrill
Mr. Clyde Holden lias moved his famiand Chas. ^Leighton are doing the work.
from Knightville to the George Fickett
Monly
Schools in town are to commence
hill.
day, April 11. No changes in the teach- house on Barren
4.
ers have been made except in No.
School commenced on Monday.
returns to her
Miss May C. Morrill
Miss Myra Cobb has^taken board with
school at West Falmouth Monday, April
Mrs. Eliza Evans for tho term.
for
two years.
has
taught
11, where she
twin son cf Mr. and
Master Thomas,
Cumberland Center, April 7—The usual
is yone m
wiwi
Easter concert will be given next Sunday Mrs. win
narueric,

FOB

SALE.

OrTreNT—Store

PLEAS AN TDA L K.
Mr.

FOR

Forty words inserted
one

Tho concerts are over and tho sucPA RSONSFIELD.
cess of all of them has been up to expecmany tations, and. this is sufficient praise. For
East Parsonsfleld, April 7—The
credit is duejHr. O.
friends of David Morrill will be pleased to all of which, great
Dr. Stewart “Taylor, who has had the direclearn that he is now gaining, and
his attending physician, tion from the beginning.
Walter

Weeks,
great hopes of his recovery.
Mr. Philip Shaw, of Portland, is visiting his aunt, Mrs. Olive Dearborn.
Mr. Thomas Hodsdon, who has been
very sick, is improving.
Mrs. Olive Deartorn, who has been visiting relatives and friends in Portland
reand vicinity the past two weeks,
turned home last Tuesday.
Miss Florence Gerrish has been engaged

LET.

SALE—Restaurant
first class, and
FORlocation
will he sold

No. 88

mo LET—House with 13 rooms, for one or two
■*families or boarding or lodging. Danforth
St. near High St., $20 and water: flat 5 rooms.
2 story, 230 Middle St., $15; 5 rooms, 4 story. $8;
No. 84 FrehleSt., 4 rooms. $10. N. S. GARDI7-1
NER, 1761-2 Middle St., Room 1.

plete,

it.

58 tligwst mam

©

©

^

A. C. LIBBY & CO.,
42 1-2 Exchanve St.7-1

npr

mnntli

0

or

J.

C.

m

I5
Jh

^
&

to Benscm’s Plasters as a remedy for the
prompt relief and euro of Sciatica, Muscnlar
Rliewmaiism, Backache,
Pleurisy. Pneumonia, etc., which
other plasters fail to even relieve. Onlythe
genuine effective. Price, 535 cents.

^

^
£!
tT
^!
\P

of

75c.

KELSEY, Portland
inarlO-4

MISCELLANEOUS.
Inserted under This head
week for 25 cents, cissti in advance.

Forty words

of

rooms

A

also about 5

FOR

TV!

consisting
TO large front
room, alcove, with bay wincloset room, bath
LET—A suite

Inquire

land.

;it Smith Vrf»on,,rt.

residence;

of S. B.

SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200.000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capeu farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may he exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH B1DKN, No. 135 Oxford St,
inar9-tf
Portland, Me.

The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
marlSdif
Monument Square.

^

summer

Pier.

WATLEIGHTON, 37
6-1

fti/UNSPRIftGS,

ttohlft Qttonhoil

acres

and bath, hot and
sunny, in good repair,

SON, 12 Monument Sq.,
Morning St.

# I

f?OR SALE—A nice cottage nouse with ell

t1

very desirable

rooms

fnmiipo rvf I.

head
cash In advance.

SALE—Elegant new. three llat block
C9 St. Lawrence street. Has seven

tKOU
at No.
1

fireplaces,

rooms on a Hat, open
finished
on each floor,

bath

room

in cypress and hard
pine, very sunny, pays ten per cent oil
£7000. Will be sold if taken -«it once for
$5500. as owner has moved out of town. Lot
is very
DALTON &
large, being 45x125.
CO., 478 1-2 Congress street.5-2
G loll wood

HOUSE-On
Deering Higblan is,

best),

avenue
(the
a
new,
modern

two Hat

FOR SALK—Handsome,
Gr»at Diamond Island.

modern

on

venience and luxury such as
room, running water, broad

cottage

Every
sewer,

con-

bath

piazza, open

fireplace,corner lot, one-quarter acre of lands

minutes from wliart, beautiful shade
trees, view simply wonderful, 7 good rooms,
a 11 furnished.
We will sell for $1200 and
make
payments easy. DALTON & CO.,

two

!

ElOR SALE—One of the most desirable houses
on Franklin St., between Congress and
Cumberland. 13 rooms, 2 families with bath
room for each, ample heat, including open fires
and in perfect repair inside and out. W. H.
WALDRON & CO., ISO Middle St.o-l__

BENJAMIN SHAW.6-1

nvipft SIS

cents,

I?OR SALE—Elegant new residence. 15 rooms
5-2
Congress street.
bath, steam heat and open fires, hot
water, is fitted for 2 families, 10.000 teet mHE ELEGANT MODERN RESIDENCE we
land, on Deering Highlands, full sight of Port- JL are
on Forest avenue (the best
land and surrounding country, handy to cars. street in building
the city.) This house will icontain
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle St. 0-1
let* rooms and bath
hot
-C
and
and cola

FOR RENT—Fully furnished modern two■*
story brick house on State St., four living
and four sleeping rooms with 3 unfurnished
bed rooms. Fifty dollars per month, Sebago
extra, one year or more to a desirable family.
LET—A

attend

capital
Inquire of

ing business.

TO LET—Two small houses of 5 rooms each,
one at $9 and one at $6 per mouth, also a
lower tenement of 6 rooms at $8 per month.
Inquire of DR. DOW, 507 1-2 Congress St. 7-1

flat of 5
TO cold water,
very

Exchange bt.,
everything com-

cheap as owner has
to. A rare chance tor
to secure a good pay-

very

other busiuess to
party with sm <11

m.0 LET—Lower rent No. 5 Laurel St, contabling 7 rooms and bath, price $15; lower
rent No. 50 Brackett Sr. of 5 rooms. $8: also
lower rent No. 80 Salem St.: all contain Sebago
water and are pleasantly located. Inquire of
7-1
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.

Years

week for 25

FOR

mo LET—House No. 12 Prospect St., 9 rooms,
-k
Inquire of F. & C. B. NASH CO., 390 hore
7-1
street.

A'it your «irisgy;isl i:5>©ut

Forty words Inserted under this
one

house, with steam heat, open fire-*
large bay widows,
places, broad piazzas,
fine views, open plumbing, front and back
SALE-A good 1 1-2 storv house fit tec enlranees, cellars and hearers entirely s pfor one family, containing 9 rooms, has se- arale (think of it). Only one minute to elecA
bago water and water closets, lot 35x120, situa- tric cars. Every known convenience.
ted No. 158 Grant St, Anyone looking for a permanent 10 per cent Investment or an elemedium priced house for a home, will pav them gant home and an income of $250 per year
Price right and terms to suit you. DALTON
to investigate. Inquire of A. c. LIBBY *& CO.
& CO., 478 1-2 Congress street.
42 1-2 Exchange St.
7.1
_5-2

mO LET—Lower flat No. 69 Spruce St., seven
a
rooms, hath, steam heat, laundry, etc., m
perfect repair, rent $25 per month. Apply at
once.
ADAM F. LEIGH ION, 283 at. John St.,
7-1
under West End Hotel.

F©£° ©wer $$

SAXE.

_

er.

measles at his home on Evans street.
far this week have
The meetings thus
At the annual business meeting of the
been very interesting and well attended.
Charles C. Shaw, Nichols Latin School, Epivorth
league held at tho church on
is spending the spring vacation at home.
5, Harry M. Skilling iwas eleoted
April
The town schools begin their
spring
president for the ensuing year.
term next Monday.
BlanchMr. Fred Hunnewell and Mr. Clifford
offers
the
W.
S.
Blake
Dr. J. P.
ard place, which he bought last fall, for Cash called on friends at the Depot dursale. A company of young people have a
tho week. If in need of anyone to
drama under
preparation which they ing
the size of your wood pile, just
decrease
at
no
disthe
to
public
hope to present
rail on the above gentlemen.
tant day.
Tho Palm Sunday service of last SunMaster Phillip Gordon Cash, is spendday evening was very interesting.
Eliza.1.1.. ....--1.
...ifl,
rocnlt.
flTing the week with his aunt, Miss
fcr the
tiers were in a few days issued
beth Ethel Dyer, at the Depot.
arrest of Korolenko for the murder of a
The Bible class of the M.E. church met
woman in a low
quarter of the city, and
on
Tuesday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
for the apprehension of his wife and their
Ernest Henry. The next meeting will
Tho musical entertainment which fol
prettv daughter, Sonia, as accomplices.
The reason of this allegation was plain. lowed the
next with Mrs.
very enjoyable supper given bo on Monday evening
If the General had only alleged a political
last by the Ladies Alonzo S. Taylor, Brown street.
offence his victims could not be extradited on Wednesday evening
Miss Eva and Master Philip Libby, are
from a foreign country,while for an ordi- Circle of the Universalist church had
s wife
school with severe colds
There was a detained from
features.
nary crime they could. Korolenko
many
pleasant
hcKevski
was arrested while shopping in
throats.
sore
and
Estelle
Miss
Sear;
grapho
solo
by
Prospckt, but Sonia and ber father, for- piano
Mr. Gordon, assisted g.Mr. John Manning is painting his house
tunately, obtained word from a friend of phone selections by
his already
sucand
fled,
theirs in ho secret service,
by Miss Ross; dust by Misses Vonnia and otherwise improving
ceeding in escaping from St. Petersburg Dyer and Mamio Finnesby; harmonica, pretty residence.
into Finland, and after weeks of starvaselections by John
tion and terrible hardships found them- banjo and autoharp
MISS TOWNSEND DISCHARGED.
selves in Stockholm, whenco they went to Barbour, and at the close of the music reBoston, April 7.—Anna T. Townsend
Hero
escaped
narrowly
they
Hamburg.
marks were made by D. O. Moulton,
of Lewiston,
Me., who was arrested a
arrest bv the German police, but succeedto
in
relation
of
the
moderator
parish,
week
ago on a warrant charging her with
ed in getting to Vienna, and thence to
matters. The cheating, defrauding and selling properVenice, Marseilles, Madrid, and after- church and Sunday school
had no right to sell and
wards to Paris, where they had heard a affair was purely social, aDd among the ty which she
hold until today for trial in the
large colony of Russian refugees resided. representatives from Congress Square who was
was discharged, Govercourt,
Municipal
After two days,however, owing to a fact
in the city were Mrs. TrefetheD, nor Powers of Maine, having refused to
they asscertained, they lied to London. church
sign the application for extradition. It
Hera Ihev believed themselves safe until Miss Nash and Mrs. Dalton.
was alleged' that she sold a piano which
received another telegram
one day they
The Sunday school cf the Universalist
bad been loaned her by a young man to
from, their friend > in '.the secret police,
or
church have recently purchased forty
whom she was engaged and that after
warning them that a request forjtheir exEaster ser- the engagement was broken she sold the
tradition was on its way to London. It fifty new books, and special
It i.s said Miss Townsend
was then, in desperation, that Sonia came
vices will be held by the congregation instrument.
will enter a convent.
Warnto crave an interivew with Lord
of
worusual
the
at
place
next Sunday
-ham, and I had seen her on his behalf.
WIT AND WISDOM
Her story of wrong, hatred, and heart- ship.
De Witt Phillips, one of the. veterans
less persecution I have only here briefly
outlined, but during the half-hour she of tho army, now stationed at Fort
Her Experience.
had sat in the waiting-room at the ForPreble, will retire from the service on
wish to join the theatrical
eign Office relating it to me in detail she
Agent—You
to
his
next with thirty years
spoke with such earnestness that I was Tuesday
profession? What experience have you
convinced of the truth, and resolved to credit.
had?
assist her. Urging her to be assured that
The roof is going over Trefethen’s alley
Fair Candidate—Well, I’ve lost all niy
I would do all that lay in my power, she
he
will
the
soon
building
jewelry three times.—Tit-Bits.
had at last dried her tears, and grasping today, and
ready for use.
my hand us she went out, had raid:
“I shall never forget your kindness to
C. F. Griffin’s, daughter, about nine
are
We
alone,
m’sieur.
friendless,
us,
old, fell yesterday from a swing and
forsaken, hounded down by a man who years
Fac-simile signature of CHAS. H. FLETCHER
his broke her collar bone. Dr. Syphers is in
has sworn to ruin my father and
is on the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.
family. That you can protect us, I am attendance.
the
You can save us from
confident.
Jordan had his finger caught in
Walter
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
mines—nay, you can gave our lives, if you
friend. a cog of a wheel at the bicycle factory
will. I appeal to you, our only
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
the
that
receive
ever
will
amputation
and so badly jammed
Assist us, and you
When she became Miss, she dung to Castoria.
the
thanks from one who is today on
was necessary.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
s uicide.
and
of
despair
verge
James A. Coffin while working at the
I promised, and she went away hopeful
his
and confident. Hut to secure their im- bowling alley, drove a nail through
munity from arrest was by no means an hand. Dr. Brown dressed the wound,
I
His Position.
easy matter. Fortunately, however,
and Mr. Collin is reasonably comfortable
was on excellent terms with the Secretary
Wns lie secretary or treasurer of th(
tho
circumstances.
under
and
obhaving
of the Russian Embassy,
William Douglass, mason, has begun company?”
tained the sanction of Lord Warnham,
“Well, they supposed he was only secrewho was
always chivalrous .wherever work on tho house of Mr. Woodsum,
treating them
women were concerned,
tary until alter he hud gone.”—Pisk Me
Marriner street.
I
old-world
courtesy,
with a charming
Up.
Miss Annie Moore, who has been stopset about attaining my object, securing
Pine
it at last, but being compelled in turn to ping with Mrs. Ira M. Davis,
“Tor there was never yet philosopher that
promise any friend assistance in an im- street, has returned to her home in Unit
could endure the toothache patiently."
portant matter of diplomacy. The warT?in1roff hna tnfiroH into thfi
Much Ado About Aalhinr/. Act V, Scene 1.
rant was next day returned to Russia unPond’s Extract precludes the necessity of
executed, and Sonia and her father were house of her sister, Miss Moggie Fickett,
enduring it now-a-days.
free.
on Sawyer street.
From her I had received a brief note in
was a roll call at the People’s M.
There
A. CONTENTED WOMAN.
of the withrpsnrmse to mv intimation
drawal of the warrant, apparently hastily E. church cn Wednesday evening last.
Idaho, April 7.—Miss Jessie E.
Boise,
written, but thanking me, and declaring There was a good attendance and atten- Parker, was elected mayor of Kendrick,
that they both owed their future happi- tion was directed to finances and general
alter a spirited contest. Her opIdaho,
For a few days I
ness to my exertions
was one of the most popular men
of the church.
ponent
reflected upon the strange drama of real business
I»» tiro nitir
The History Club will meet tonight at
life that hart been enacted, then the cirentirely out of my the residence of William Spear,
cumstances passed
BASE BALL IN NEW YORK.
mind.
The steamer Island Belle, which has
New York, April 7.—The New York
Now, as she sat before me, older and
for the win- baseball team today defeated the Newark
vet more beautiful, gazing into my eyes been laid upon the Cape side
team by the score of 16 to 0.
with that intense, wistful lnok that had ter, was yesterday towed to the city.
attracted me when ilr.-t we had met, all
The regular monthly business meeting
WEST BALDWIN.
her tragic story came back to mo vividly,
was held last
and 1 was not surprised at lior deep sorrow of tho Epworth League
West Baldwin, April 7.—H. A, Miles is
was
so
had
loved
business
she
and
father
considerable
loss
of
her
at the
night,
having his store painted.
dearly.
transacted by the League and Cabinet.
I ex“So you desire my assistance.
This is Rev. K. S. Lonrd’s third year
It is reported that if the new cafe is
exbeen
she
bad
claimed presently, after
and it is yet uncertain whether he will be
the
of
Loyal
tho
annual
in
ehe
was
ready
banquet
exile[froin
plaining how lonely
retained.
her friends.
Legion will bo held there May 7th next.
summer boarding
A number of the
“Yes,” she said slowly, with emphasis. BRILLIANT CLOSE
SOUTH
OF
You
are
“Rue first tell me one thing.
houses are preparing for tho season of
CONCERTS.
Ella
named
PORTLAND
CHORUS
a
woman
acquainted with
1S9S. There have been quite a number of
Raing. Do you know her past?’The final concert in the present series
applications thus far.
(To be Continued.)
of the South Portland chorus was given
(J. R. Murch is making preparations
---—last evening at tho Union Opera house for
repairing the roads as he is the new
The atamidst brilliant surroundings.
commissioner.
tendance was larger than on any previous
occasion and surprise was expressed that
MURDERED TWO WOMEN.
534 Maple St.,
beautiful
so many
in so short a time
New Haven, Conn., April 7.—Edward
voices could be brought together from A. Buff, who on January 19 murdered h;g
Manchester, N, H.
and
mother-in-law was today
this section and trained to such a degree wife
James C. Davis & Son,
He was
numbers the sentenced to life imprsionment.
of perfection. In all the
held to bo mentally unsound and was alGentlemen:—
for
noticeable
chorus worg was especially
lowed to plead guilty to second
degree
tone murder.
its precision of attack, volume of
I take pleasure in
This was
very
as and exquisite shading.
VERDICT EOH PLAINTIFF.
your Ammoniated Iveroslne Soap,
and inspiring
marked in the beautiful
It
April 7.—The rase of tie. Kenit will do all (hat it claims to do.
Augusta,
to
which
Miss
music of the inilammatus
vs. ManuDriving ccmpany
use.
Crafts sang a superb solo, her voice soar- nebec Log
can not be excelled for
facturing Investment company of Madiclose
at
its
to
tho
C,
high
powerfully
ing
Yours,
which has been on trial in the Suand sweetly and in a manner to captivate son,
Clvra B. Smith. the entire audience.
past eight days.
preme court for the
Heath and Cornish for plaintiffs
and
Among the especially worthy numbers
Walton and Wilber for defendants,
the
Ail
“For
local
Mrs.
[Smith’s
talent,
by
tonight rendered a verdict for tie
Eternity,” and Mrs. Drowne’s “Happy jury
the
full
for
$4260,
amount
plaintiffs
Days,” should be noted.
claimed. Tho action was to recover money
Mr3.
Horgan always achieves a suc- expended by tho plaintiffs in removing a
and the male jam and putting logs through the defendthe “Lullaby,”
cess in
ant’s sorting boom at Madison in 1SB7.»"
her.
quartette ably assisted
Miss 'Jordan interpreted Hungarian
Accidents come with distressing freRhapsody, No. 0, most artistically and quency on the farm.
Cuts, bruises,
lent these concerts is stings, sprains. Dr. Thomas’ Eclectrie
she has
the aid
Oil relieves the| pain instantly.
Never
most considerable.
without if
the Ladies’ Quar- safe
“Annie
Laurie,”
by
St.r«c»t.
no
37
Pin
HO.

recommending

TO

__MISCKKLANEOTJS.

tho
the

Careiotto Quintette.
It is unnecessary to particularize furth-

has

course

assurances

Item! cf Intevost Gathered

pondsnts

tetto, touched

TOWNS.

one

room on same
dow; good
floor; will let reasonable to permanent tenant. Apply 125 Talk street, S. F. PEARSON.

Alaska,
A"■YASliAli-'uySV-egmflg
for latest information, books and
at
W
mailed free.
write

to

once

v ater heat,
open
main street,

room,

fireplace, double parlor on
every modern convenience and
luxury, and the location is
unsurpassed.
Our price includes
grading, turfing, sidewalks, everything ready tor occupancy. Our
Price is $1000 lower than you would suppose
we could sell lor.
DAuTON & CO 478 1-2
Congress street.
5.0
renting property in PortHOUSE—Greatest
land. Modern three flat house
St.
on

Lawrence street.

Each flat contains 7 rooms
aud bath room; separate entrances, heaters
and cellars lor each flat;
open
fireplaces,
large bay windows,hard wood iloors,electric
bells, papered throughout. A permanent 12
Price
per cent investment and gilt edged.
right and terms easy. DALTON & CO.,478 1-2
5-2
Congress street.

two STORY HOUSE and 5000 feet of
land on Alba street, l-eering, for $2,100.
Furnace beat, cemented cellar, lay windows, broad piazzas, bath room, Sebago
water, double parlors, hard pine floors,
high and sightly; a line home at a very low
Terms to
suit
price.
you;
only three
minutes to schools, store /and electric cars.
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress street. 5-2

New,

SALE—Second hand wagons cheap.
Parsons, Lowdown wagon,
good as
new; suitable for milk or butcher’s business.
Milk wagon regular hang3 low;
laundry or
peddlars5 wagon. BRADLEY & SMALL, 35
Preble street.
5-1

FOR

e
maps of the "Gold Fields;”
are sending another expedition into the “Goldfino LET—A very pleasant sunny room, en North.”
No man .ought to go alone or in a
X with alcove adjoiuing; heat, bath room, company of two or three. The advantage of
SALE—At Woodfoids, single house of
etc. No. 129 Spring street.6-1
being one of a large (party of skilled New Engeight rooms, furnace, Sebago, piazza,
land men with expert miners, can not be overLET—Cliff Cottage on the Shore road at estimated.
cemented
with
cellar, good lot, excellent neighW.
H.
Our Secretary,
Jeffrey,
Cape Elizabeth; large enough for small an
of 26, is now in Alaska. We have borhood, sunny and pleasant; handy to
hotel, eighteen acres fronting the lower har- hadexpedition
is
$3000; terms easy.
WATSON,
what
everywhere;
know
required.
just
experience and
bor and the most desirable place on the
5-1
ALASKA-YUKON-KLONDIKE GOLD SYN- 12 Monument square._
Cape, will lease,for a term of years. F, H. DICATE, PORTLAND. ME.
8-2
SALE—Bay mare 7 years old, weighs
HARFORD, 31 1-2 Exchange street, Portland,
900 lbs., sired by Dauntless; sound and
Maine.5-1
to 0 roo rs each, No. 14 Spruce St.,
kind, not afraid of steam o
electrics, and
No. 105 Fear], No. 190 High. No. 95 Gray, safe foi
LET—Furnished house No. 25 Thomas
lady to drive. Applv to ,J. H. COX,
No. 172 Brackett, No. 8c6 Con- Y.
or BABBIDGE stable.
street, eight rooms with bath room, all No. 1 Sherman.
Elizabeth,
S.,
Cape
No. 06 Melbourne, No- 171 Neal. We
5-1
modern
Inquire on the gress,
improvements.
have the largest list of rents to let in Portland.
4 1
premises.
Real Estate Office, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
E'OR SALE—An elegant cottage at Old Orch■7-1
in
on
Avenue frontrir,0 LET—Lower rent of 7 rooms,
ard, Me., finely located
good reA pair with separate water closet; price,
ing the beach, views tfnsurp osed, fifteen thousARVILLE, Magnetic Clairvoyant and square feet in the lot: eleven rooms finished
$12.60 per month; good references required.
and Palmist. 79 Franklin St., opposite Lin- in modern style, open fire-places and in natural
Apply to EIINEST TRUE, with True Bros., 394
coln Park. Sittingsjdairy from 9 to 8, on health, wood, pure water; for further particulars apply
2-1
Fore St.
7-1
business or privatepamily matters.
the subscriber who has full
to
descripELY’S CREAM BALM 2s a positive cure.
LET—At 257 Spring St., upper rent of seven
tion. N. S. GARDINER, 176 1-2 Middle St.,
Apply into the nostrils. It is qnickly absorbed. 60 mo
A
hot
citisteam
heat
and
Me.
4-1
rooms
and
water,
bath,
MAINE—Every
patriotic
Portland,
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
Terms
2-1
zen should wear one of our handsome
reasonable._
ELY BROTHERS. 56 Warren St.. New York City. laundry.
SALE or TO LET -Hotel Rockingham,
souvenir, pin back, Medallions, special design,
IN DEERING—A furnished house, in memory of the lost battleship named after
Lewiston, Me. Furnished throughout;
rji'OLET
A nine rooms, exclusive of bath room and their
State. Sample, 4c, in stamps. Special 1 capacity 100 guests; possession given immediin
also
Fine
orchard
of
rear;
laundry.
grove
Apply to 1)R. A. F. IRISH, Lewiston.
terms to agents. A. A. PALMER & CO., 196 ately.
choice apples. On line of electrics. Will be Milk street, Boston.6-1
I*
_1-2
without
to
a
children.
Address
rented
family
You can afford to indulge yourself or your
SALE—A farm of 200 acres, 7 miles from
or call 51 PLEASANT ST., Wooafords, Me.
\! OTICE—Having kept employment office for
is
Lewiston, cuts 60 tons of hay. large bearthe past 15 years in Poitland. thanking the
family in tlie luxury of a good weekly news*
maro 4
public for pa»t favors. I would still retain your ing orchard, large amount of pine timber, buildpaper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
patronage. I have on hand, cooks, second ings first class, stock and tools to go with farm.
You can get both of these publications with
MARRY ME,
and nursery girls for private families, men and Address F. A. BRIGGS, North Auourn, Me.
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
1-2
women help for all branches of bote! work.
Anil I will buy you such a pretty Ring at MRS. PALMER, 3991-2 Congress Street, over
SALE-Horse shoeing business,including
0-1
McKeuney’s. A thousand solid gold Kings. Peeling's Bakery.
stock and tools, 2 fires, 2 anvils. 3 vises and
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
KYAN-The blind musician, lot Federal other tools; plenty of shoes; established 10
all other precious stones. Engagement and
St, Portland, Me. Chairs repaired with years; plenty of work for 2men; in city of one*;
Wedding Rinas a specialty. Largest stock in
basket seats; send orders to police hundred thousand, near Boston.
Price $400
city. McKENNEY’, The Jeweler, Monument cane andall
work guaranteed first class. Cornet cash. Address L. A. SMITH. 239 Allston St., v
station;
uiar22dtf
Square.
and Harmonica Solosist
Agent for the im- Cambrldgeport, Mass.29-2
4-2
proved Windsor collar and cuff.
negotiated—At 5 per
WEDDING RINGS.
WANTED—MALE HELP.
funds
of
clients
to
invest
in
we
have
cent;
Two
hundred to select from. All weights
first mortgages. Parties desiring loans on good and sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid Gold. Mcor lady of good address to travel and
securilv can obtain san e b<r applying at the KENNEY. the
Jeweler, Monument Square.
for
its
and
the
most
wor2d-fam$£
brightness
appoint agents. $40 per month and ex- real esiate office, First National Bank Building,
marlDdtf
complete General Weekly—covering a wider penses. P. VV. ZIEGLER & Co.. 215 Locust FREDERICK S. VAILL.4-1
apniwed&satJt
Philadelphia.
St.,
suited
to
the
of
of
tastes
men
reand
range
subjects
Graphopkones,
SALE—Extension ladders, pole ladders.
ana
cords, blanks, horns, tubes, recorders,
ladders,
and women cf culture and refinement than any WANTED—A man to drive team and -work
step
plank ladders.
cases, knives, belts springs and all ladders of other kinds,
for masons,
carrying
plaswork
and
to
a
:
Oil
farm
good
pay
steady
journal—ever published. Subscription price,
“1000 Records in terers. painters, paper hangers,
machine supplies.
talking
housekeepers,
right party. FRANK ROBINSON, N. Deer- stock”
§4 per annum.
Graphophones and Gramophones to ler. a!l of my own manufacture. REUBEN wES6-1
C. C. HAWES, Hawes’ Music Store, 414 Con- COTT. 131 Lincoln St., foot of Myrtle. TeleTALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page ing.
ui-4
mar
25 4
gress st.
phone 338-4.
more machine hands; those
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
having experience preferred. KING “MONEY TO LOAN on first mortgages of real /CHOICE Eggs for hatching, from buff legfirst day of March, June, September and De5-2
MANF. CO.. 14S Middle street.
ill estate at 5 and 6 per cent. Real estate for vj home stock, every pullet is pure buff color.
cember, and publishing original novels by the
ANTED-A young man of good habits to sale, houses rented, rents collected, care of My cockerel came from R. G, Buffinton. Fall
best writers of the day and a mass of short
do general work on Little Diamond island. property a speciaiy; prompt attention. 25 years River, and is a good bird. Eggs S2for 13; §5
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc. Must-be well recommended. Inquire of A. M. in this business. N. S, GARDINER, 176 1-2 Mid- for 40. M. E, AYER-ILL, Freeport, Me. 24-2
2-1
S Vi ITH, Assessor’s offices4-1
dle St, Room 1.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
BERING BUILDING LOTS-I offer for
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
sale a few very desirable building lots on
WANTED—Representative for reliable Com- jM ONEY LOANED on 1st and 2nd mortgages,
»»
and Clifton Sts., at Woo ifords. To
invention
that
is
You can have both of these if you subscribe
a
new
to
introduce
Arlington
Jl
pany
real estate, life Insurance policies, notes,
on these lots a number will be
realize
No peddlar wanted. Good bonds and
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from of a high order.
good collateral security. Notes sold at quickly
Address
at
once.
for
bargain
prices to parties that will build
position
right party.
discounted; rate of interest 5 per cent a year
tlie list below.
Regular price for each, 50 FOUNTAIN SATH BRUSH CO., Grand and
houses. F. W. SPARROW, 4 Arlington
upwards according to security. Wr. P. good
22-2
-4-1
Woodfords.
cents. All sent postpaid.
Mich.
St.,
Rapids,
CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford building,
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
mar29-4
185 Middle street.
FOR.
SAIjB.
postal money order, or by registered letter,
and second
TO LOAN—On first
WANTED--FEMALE HELP.
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate of To
An
in
by numbers, to
interest
be
as
can
obtained
Portland; also,
Forty word* Inserted under thU head loans made on
TOWS TOPICS,
stocks, bonds, personal properThe substantial three story brick residence
on.. Treek f«r 25 cimfcs. cash in advance.
808 Fifth Avenue, IVew York,'
ty or any other good securities. Inquire of A, No. 138 Pine street containing 22 rooms, with
steam heat, stable, and all modern improvelady as general office C. LIBB'Y & CO., 42Va Exchange St.26-4
Terms satisfactoments ; in first class repair.
clerk, must understand stenography, good
ft—THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLftHan.
m want of trunks
WANTED—All
persons
For particulars apply to Frederick Robie,
OF
Address
*
THE
COUSIN
THE
S.
at
KING.
A.
VanWestrum,
correct
ry.
and
7—
j
By
figures.
peumnn. quick
*
and bags to cal! on Ii. D. REYNOLDS, First National
8— SIX MONTHS IN IIADES. By Clarice I. Clingham.
G'1
Bank, or Real Estate office,
this
office.
G.,
;
above
door
Shaw’s Frederick S. Yaiii..apldlw
563 Congress street, one
9— THE SKIRTS OF
CHANCE.. By Captain Allred

5-1

FOR

ItO

FOR

RENTS—7

TO

LILLIAN

BATTLESHIP

FOR

GOOD TIES HAVE GOME.

POR

KELLiE,

FOR

WJ.

Mortgages

MAN

PHONOGRAPHS

FOR

WANTED—25

D

MONEY

Close

Estate.

U’ANTED—Avoung

Thompson.
ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne,
xi—AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. By Champion Bissell.
12— AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
13— THAT DREADFUL WOMAN.
By Harold R. Vynne,
14— A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
15— WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
x6—A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. Ev L. H. Bickford,
17—A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Hafold K. Vynne.
iS—OUT OF THE SULPHUR. Ev T. C. Dc Leon.
>9—THE WRONG MAN. Bv Champion Bissell.
ao-THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita VivantJ
xo—

Chartres.

ti—HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynne*
ea—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.
«—■*- MARTYR TO LOVE.
By Joanna E. Wood.

w />crrr

'V ^

;-*»
^V

^

think that you
bF are likely to be best suited
w here.
We've the best and
Because

wo

$

y}

cleanest ot' everything for A
the table, sell at the lowest M:
market prices, and deliver W

§}

goods

y}
f

iff

in

a

5K
W

A Dainty Breakfast Di li,

|Grown
It
10c

^

|

W

hurry.

Flakes,!

If the parties who
white breast, name Dun.
were seen to take him through Knicutville, will
leave at Drug Store at that place they will save
trouble.

___C-l

2-3

|

I GOODWiN&GO., |
Sfi

7 Jlnnnment
aprsdBt

Square.

^

^

W,

n-J

A THOUSAND RINGS
WANTED.

WATCHES GN INSTALLMENTS.
Waltham and Elgin Watches.

paid.

\\
•

ANTED—Ladies to wear the genuine Del
sarte Corset. No breaking or rusting. The
most durable and stylish corset on the market.
Perfect fir guaranteed by an expert fitter. MRS.
C. TRACEY, General Agent, 19 Boyd street,
city. Beware imitations.5-1

A.WKU—sii'tiArm.v

i.
--

—

under this tread
week fur 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty worcti Inserted
one

SALE—Farm known as the
in Cumberland, conUllage, woodland and
a large barn, with cellar, shed,
It
has
pasture.
lien house, ice house, and with cemented cellar
under main house. Buildings in good repair.
Pleasantly situated, witnin three minutes walk
ol railroad station, and five minutes of Portland and Yarmouth Street Railway. Good hay
farm, and well adapted to raise garden truck,
strawasparagus, raspberries, blackberries,
berries, and other small fruit for the market.
Terms reasonable.
of
L.
STKOUT
S.
Inquire
on the premises, or A.
xY. STROUT. 59 ExmarlO-4
change St., Portland, Me.
FOR

select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
Rubys and all oilier precious stones. Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
MeKENNEY, tne .Jeweler,
inariodtf
Monument Square.
To

AN TED—The book called the history
V¥
5 Maine Regiment, 17 Maine Regiment,
MO and 20 Maine Regiment. 7 Maine Battery,
Good price will be
or other Maine regiments.
COLESWORTHY BOOK STORE, 92
8 1
street.
Exchange

WANTED—By
SITUATION
old. understands care of horses

“Sturdivant Farm,”
FARM
tains about 65 acres.

30 years
ami genwould
do
eral work on gentleman’s place
lease, a lot of land at the West
Tji0R SALE—Or
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
general farm work for the season, strictly tem- it
Address
furnished.
perate. best relerences
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. H AR0-1
A. B. 0., No. 38 Green Sb, Augusta, Me.
jan25dfcf
LOW, 919 Cougre.ss St.
conLADY of refinement.years old. desires a
stable
and
house
|?OR SALE—Two-story
*■
situation as housekeeper in a widower s
liec ted, at Wood fords. 12 rooms arranged
house for one or
two families, cemented cellar, large
family where there are children, is a fine Best
oi
keeper, a good cook, and economical. Address
lot good neignborhood. furnace heat. Easy
references furnished and required.
terms.
Inquire of JOHN H. CARD, 98 Ex0-1
A. B, C., No. 3S Green St., Augusta. Me.
change street. Portland. Me._<>-1
a man
or

WTT7 ANTED—1To hire a summer cottage in
Vv Cumberland county, near Sebago Lake
preferred. State number of rooms and price.
Address, D, I*. O- Box

407._5-1

A

Middle aped man anil wife, without children, to
work on farm. Apply with reference, Box 440,
Portland Postoffice.apr4dlw

wo*
American
\\JANTED—Situation by and
reliable as
ii
man who is capable
to work in small
working house keeper, orno
Adcihldrcii.
family where there ere

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS

dress S. M., Press

This is the prettiest Spoon ever nut on the
McKENNEY, the
market.
call and see it.
mariodtf
Jeweler, Monument Sq uare.

Office._5-l_

capable cook and
ft
waitress, has had experience in best of
families, would go out of town. Please call at
15 BRIGGS

WANTED—Situation

as

ST.__

Williams Indian P81©
Ointment Is n. sure cure
for PILES. It absorbs
Stops Itching.
tumors.
GIVES RELIEF, irffle.
,i-,i *1. At Druggists.

_

WILL H.

We frame

FOR

OST—Tuesday morning, on Emery street, between Spring and Cushman Sts., a pair of
rimless eyeglasses with gold spring. Will the
finder please return to N. C. u OB DON, 403 1-2
W

!

PACKAGE.

pi-icee.

bottom

evenings.

A large stock
"VOTIUK—We will pav the highest cash prices of new model Watches will be sold on easy payAll Styles.
All
J-v for household goo'ds or store fixtures of ments at reasonable prices.
mu. uuicui
H C3.
xu.uix.Abi'd 11 uic ucncici,
any description or receive the same at our auctmarl9dtf
ion rooms for sale on commission. GOSS & Square.
WILSON. Auctioneers. 18 Free St.13-2
Now is the
SALE—Pine Clapboards.
time to buy pine clapboards as x am closTlfBS. FRANCES E. APPLEBY. Chiropodist,
ill will treat all diseases of the feet every
ing them out r.t spruce prices in order to make
It wili pay you to use
Tuesday during the month of April free of room for spring stock.
2-4
DAVID E.
charge, at 553 Congress St., Room 1.
pine as a matter of paint sticking.
mar 18 4
RUSSELL, So. Water boro. Me.

LOST—Saint

•sZ'S:'*a»z•o£g<H£-JJr.
'd? '4? •JH6'

| Ton Ire Asked |
1 To Buy Here, 1

give

pictures.

Bernard dog, one yellow leg,four
white paws, white tip on tail, white nose,

Congress St.
.V ft

and
can
therefore
Tranks repaired. Open

A VT> irnTTum.

For sale

by J,

WANTED—AGENTS.

SALE-One new Staubone top carriage
lias cushion tires, is very siyiish and will be
sold ngh'. Gail be seen at bAWiliR b stable,
697 Congress St.

FOR

_________.

r'OR SALE-Pigeons. A few pair of tumbbred hom lull
le
leri, al-o c homer liens,
blooded Belgium and oilier noted strains;
VV. b. SCOT I,
oi
prices reasonable, luiiube
No. lSSortu" st.. Woodlords, Me. Ab eomc l
to.
aueuded
munications'proraplly
s

Forty words inserted! under this
one

E. GooltlA Co,

head

week for ‘-55 cents, cash in advance*

AGENTS

WANTED—Exclusive

territory.

excellent commision to sell installment
shares of Building and Loan stock; fifty cents
Send
forliSmontus brings $10u guaranteed.
\Y. Si LIENS,
stamp foi information to RAY
!4*1
state agent, boxjilT. Ereeport Maine.
iNTOTICE.
either ladies or gents, to
All persons are forbidden lo trust my son Loyd
WANTED—Agents,
ff
sell one of the most useful household arti'■V. Purinton on my account, as ! shall claim
none of his wauys. or pay any bills contracted cles for daily use ever offered the public. A
rare chance for the right parties to make money.
ny him after tins date.
Address FOREST CYl’Y MEG, CO., 170 1-2 M’idALBERT II. PURINTON.
2-i
Portland. April 1st, 1898.
die St., Portland, Me.
aplejdlnto

iuned&w.f

|

vle—Eggs for hatching, barred Plym-

strain,
Boston
Popouth Hock, brown egg
l«»s. Incubator lots
trom

a
prize winning stock.
Write lor prices or call and see my
sneeialtv
Barren Plymouth Kot'lts excluHICKS, W. Falmouth. 1>.
sively HOWARD
6-1
O. Address North Dserlng.

OK TO LET—Fine cozy eotiioli SALK South
Freeport near steamer
J -tajje at
landing; seven large airy rooms, broad piazzas,
line
drives,
lisliing and sailing, delightbeautilul
ful location tor health and quiet. Apply to S.
Portland
is. KELSEY,
Pier._marlO-4

-i.-OR SALE—3 steam Hoisting Engines at 117
X Commercial SL B. J. WILLARD. 1G-4

ROBBERY.

THE GALLOUPE
The

42
Ontario. 3
2«
Paoifio iMaii.

FINANCIAL ASIUMIERCIAL

Southern By nfd.

Readers of the PRESS will remember
of
that newly a year ago the residence
curate
Rev. Dwight Galloupe, formerly
and
of St. Luke's Cathedral iu this city,
Rt present rector of St. Paul’s Episcopal

crime chiefly on circumstantial evidence,
trial main,
but he stoutly throughout the
taiued his innccence, and Mr. Galloupe
felt that
and several of the vestrymen
there might be a mistake in connecting
There

were

obberies, or burglaries, the second
curring a night or two after the first.
Detectives

Recently

Donovan

and

at

Alone? Alorxer,

4 80.

Domestic

SRa

due to

i_/'M»UYtVU

a

ttUU

clue obtained by Detectivis
lumpv

---

-•<

learned

working on another case. iln;y
that Murphy had disposed of a Small
watch and a diamond and opal ring in
New York. They recovered all the, goods,
articles were identified
and the
from
by Mrs. Galloupe, as those stolen
her room. Next the detectives found a
man who had purchased the three other
rings stolen from Mrs. Galloupe. In the
two later c* es they connected Howell
with Murphy, and the arrest of the two
It was then found
was decided upon.
that Howell is wanted at the Jamesburg
Reform School, from which he escaped
abou, mx months ago, having been sent
ther fi r his participation in freight car
robberies at hreehold. He would tell
and for a time Murphy refused
to talk but Thursday, after he had been
id m titled by several persons to whom he
hid sold stolen goods he told Detectives
Donovan and Murphy in the presence of
Rev. Mr. Galloupe how he robbed the

Brtaii Grocars

ilurphy said that he went into the yard
from Grove street, put hi< arm through a
broken window, climbed into the kitohen
where he and Howell had often been

bakers

K4r«<%.

Murnr

Hand market—nut loaf 7: confetion ta j
pulverised 6u: powered, 8t; grauuiatoo
Iiotlee crushed 6c. yellow

V2

f’ortlantl Wboi.m. .11:1 rK

July.

Aprii

May

....

105%

TORN

April

31

OATS.

April

May
25%
25%

23%
23%

Opening.
Closing.
PORK,
Jan.

Closing.

Opening** •• .......
Closing..* ••••••• ••

May

July.
84%
83%

106%

July
3i7/s
31%

May.
29%
29%

106%

Opening.
Closing. .••••"".'! 28%
oats!
Mcli.

Opening..

Juiy.

,.«*••«.

25

Receipts—Flour.

Mav.
26*/i

28
23

• ..

(Posing«•,.

11 ;aicui

in case of trouble.

uuiua

ujuvu

The
m*a

opened Wednesday and everything pat in
shape for use. The long distance telephone was placed in the adjutant general's private office Wednesday.
WILL BE A CANDIDATE FOIi REGISTER OF
To

the

DEEDS.

Republicans

ol

Cumberland

County:
In our next County Convention I shall
be a candidate for the nomination for

Register of Deeds, basing my claims
thereto on my life-long Republicanism
and a fair military record in the war of
the Rebellion, in

vvhioh

war

I

lost

an

arm.

I trust that my candidacy may commend itself to the judgment and the favor
of Republicans in ail parts of the County
whose
support I hereby respectfully
solicit.
RA Y P. EATON.

Brunswick, April 7,
MRS. BELLOWS’S
There is

great

recitals by Mrs.

READINGS.

interest in the proposed
John A. Bellows, to be

700,000
bush; corn 525,000 bush;
44.000 bush.
rye 163,000 bush;barley
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—April 97“/* c; May
9rc• July at94%iay4:,Ac: Sept 94%®94V£c:
No 2
No i harass3/* ;No 1 Northern at 97%o;

patents 4 80@
^MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first
66@4 75; first Cl®ar- at
5 00: second patentsH
2
3 70®3 9<> second clears at

Flour dull,

iByTelegraph.

APRIL 7, IRS'S
Cotton market to-uav
YORK—The
do gull
closed quiet; middling uplands 6 3-16;
at 6 7-16c; sales 310 Dales.
CHAR! E8T0N—The Cotton market to-day
waesteady; Middling BS/fcc.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
steady; middling 614c.
NFW

MEMPHIS—The

Never mind if physiItching piles?
cians have failed to cure you.
Try
No failure there.
Doan s Ointment.
50 cents, at any drug store.

How the news of the firing on Fort Sumter was received in Portland and the
•espouse of her sons to the call of President Lincoln for volunteers.

...

quoTunons Hto©**
By TeSegrapn,

Mini

Boudi

rrave.

April. 6.

is

Atchison....
Jl%
Atchison pfd. 26 v*
Central Pacific.
cnes. & onto. 18%
Cttl'.azo& Ai on......
Ufa
Burlington * Quincy

do

93%
Delaware*!Hudson c*n»-i<>>.106%
Denware.Lackawana & West 148
Denver.* Kio wranae. 10
.... 12%
83%
>:o 1st prefer
Illinois Central. 99%
Lake Erie* West.. 14
Chlcazo*

Shore.179

Louis & Nash. 60%
Manhattan Elevated. 93%
Mexican Central.*

4

Ont * Western.
Reaaina..

17

Rock Island. 86
St Paul..... 90%

a do bfd...142
5-t.Paul * Omaha.170
> f <t....
-•«
.145
St Paul. Minu. * Mann.130
Texas .. 10%
Union Pacifle pfd. 53%
♦

wabr 8h....

~

-6%

15Vs
no prfd.
Boston ^ Miiiue......163
New York&New England pfd, 88
Old Colonv.188
AdamsJ Express...100J
A inencan *•’ nress...120
Kx res*

Peoples Gas..

38

92%

April

7

121%

122
109

110%
108
70
CO

116

April

7
ii%

25%
19%
154

95s/8
106
148

10
1
33
99

133/*
178
60
98
4

102

23%
80

26%
92

111 Vi
12
63
23%

62%

110

172%
14%
16%
85%
89%
143
70
145
130
10

52%
6%
15%
3 63
88
188

100
120
38
92

1

tfflpO

Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
H. P.lO. HERSEY Agent.
marisdtf

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

to-dar

was

"

_

Passenger fares of the Grand Tlunk Railway
points, both LOCAL ana
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, liie PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Free Colonist

| TIME OF PEACE AND GOOD TIDINGS. |
AN

EASTER

The Saloons and

tral part, where

tricity is
out, the

used for

Staterooms are in the cenleast motion is ielt. Eleclighting the sbip3 through-

lights being

at the

command of the

by

-AND-

Canadian Northwest

steam.

A reKates of passage $.12.60 to'$70.00.
duction is made on Bound Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
£34.10 and
$30.25; return,
Londoutieiry,
*60.75 and $09.00.
Steorage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisits for the voyage $22.60 and $23.50.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. MeUOWAN. 420 Congress St.. J. B.
KEATING. 6lVs Exchange St., ClIAS. ASHTON. 931A Congress St.. II. & a. ALAN, Montreal, 92 .stalest.. Boston, and 1 India
JlySldci
St., Portland.

STS N

Til

Lowest

Rates,

en route through
principal Canadian
and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.

passing
cities

Our Free Colonist Sleepers
For families and others going west are !\
special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase it at cost

E.

price at Montreal

PORTLAND

Aiinaiidale,

as

a-

n__

7000 tous, Aprii

"iUUt iriub

X

!

or

will go

cars

Toronto

stations.

These

through without change,

Portland. Me,, Montreal and Toronto to Winniwill
FREE COLONIST SLEEPERS
peg.
leave Portland every Monday at 6 p. in., and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. in., com-

DIRECT.

LONDON
S. S.

sleeping

TO

—

Shortest,

and most popular Route,

Quickest

8 mencing

March 7th.

Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated in these Free
Sleepers as for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
had to the Pacific
similar sleepers can be
Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
mariedtf
etc., apply to company’s agents.

IK

si Hovona 7000 Ions, Apr. 22.
7000 tons, Apr. 29.
S. S. Iona.
Special attention given to tlie carriage o!
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all information apply to

Thi ROBERT REFORD GO., Limited, MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
dtf

septf’S

In effect Nov. 14.1317.
Trains leave Portland as follows;
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland.
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast. Bangor aud

~

DOMINION LINE.
Royal Mail Steamers—Liverpool

Ser-

vice.

From
Liverpool.
Thur. 24 Feb.
3 Mar.,
••

j

From
ortlaii.l.

Steamers.I
Labrador, sat. 12 Mar., 1 p.
t p.
la
Vancouver.
"
at Mar. 1 p.
Scotsman,
"
13 Apr. l p.
Labrador.

Bucksport.
8.30

a.

m.

Mechanic

For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
LewFalls. Rumlord
Falls,

iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland. Readfielcl. Water-

THE

EASTER

17
31

••

m.
in.
m.

PiJiULJ.ND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.

SONG.

Steamer

“Percy 1ST"'
110“

PARADE.

......

...

\
I

|t Maine

AT ALL TIMES GF THE YEAR

Navigation Co,

Coast

sepljdD

--

7.20

Franklin Wharf, Portland.

leave

will

Tuesat 7.30 a, m.;
12.31)
Hath.
in.;
p.
2.00p. ni. Arriving at

days, Thursdays and Saturdays,

Portland

Puphnni

Sunday
Times
is the Best

SUNDAY TRAINS.
for Brunswick, Autrain
gusta, Waterville aud Bangor.
for
m.
Train
Brunswick,
Lewiston,
12.50 p.

STEAMER SALAGIA

T'lKEES-

r.Hucb,

O. C. OLIVER, President.
marisdtf
CHAS. K. LEWIS. Treasurer.

BAY STEAMBOAT G&

....

..

iSSff:Sill***-watH;:\lSjj
NCT6

Wlntrf, Portland, Me.

a.

p.

m., 2.15 p. m.
For Cushing's

Island, 6.40,

10.30

a.

8.00,10.30

HXug'floneybrook,

m., 4.20

RETURN.

Leave Forest City Landing, 6.20, 7.20, 9.15,
a. m„ 3.30, 5.03, 0.25 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00,11.30 a. m..
3.15, 4.45. 6.45 p. m.
Leave Litile Diamond, 6.10, 7.15, 9.10 11.40 a.
m., 3.25, 4.36, 6.35 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6,05, 7.10. 9.05, 11.35 a.
11.45

ENTERPRISE leaves

as

fol-

GOING WEST.
EAST BOOTHHAY for PORTLAND, Mondays at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, and Boot I, bay Harbor,
PEMAQB1D for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at (LOO a. III., touching at above lanrPiigs.

•nm-oe

_

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO. Piaimrtiifii anil Frnfinnrf
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
three trips per week.
Steamships Manhattan and John lEnglls
alternately leave Franklin whart Tuesdays.
Thursdays and Saturdays at ti p. m., for New
York direct. Returning, lleave Pier M. East
River, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
D

p. nt.

These steamers

are

superbly

fitted and fur-

nished for passenger travel and afford the most
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, $4.00; round trip, $6.00.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y..ouly $5.00.
J. F. I.ISCOMB.General Agent,
oct4dtf
j. B. COYI.E. Treasurer.

Portland. ML Deser! and Mjchias StbL Co.
Sir. “Prank Jones.”
Beginning Friday, April 1st. 1898, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p. m„ on
arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. in., for
Rockland, Bar Harbor. Maehlasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS,
vice the best.
marisdtf

General Manager.

.-—-—-

salmon and trout
-Spring

Steamer

Fishing;.

Louise

the ice permits), will leave Lake
River,
station daily, for Fitches, N. VY.
Crocketts and the famous Spngo River. To
steamer take
m ike rlose connections with
8.-15 a. m. M. C. R. R. train via Mountain
the steamer will
division. On Saturdays
also connect with 3.30 p.m. train from Portland. Round trip tickets lor sale at Union
Station. For further particulars telephone
PEERING DRUG CO Deeriug, Me.
rAs

soon as

apr 5dtf

Portland & Rumford Falls

Steamers.

March 28, steamers leave PortMackworth’s and
Falmouth,
land
Cousen’s, Cliebeague and Bustiu's Isiauas, So.
Freeport and Poner’s Landing at 3.00 n. m.
For Harps well Center Mon lays and Tuesdays
Center
Return leave ITSrpswell
at 3 p.m.
Tuesdays and Wednesdays at Off. m.
Keturn—Leave Falmouth, 8.10 a. m.; leave
Cousen’s Island, 7 45 a. in.; leave Cliebeague,
7.35 a. m.; leave Bustb-’s, 1.15 a. in.; leave So.
Freeport, T.ixi a. in.; Porter's Lauding, 0.45 a. m.
BENJAMIN M. SKAP.VRY.
General Manager.
; april4dtf
On

and afler
Pier for

liAILIiOAIH

PORTLAND

^WORCESTER

rOllTtlSO & ROCHESTER li. R.
StsstioK Foot of Preble Si.
On and after Monday. Oct. 4, 1S07. Passenger

trains will Leave Portland:
F or Worcester Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Typing at 7.JQ a. m. and 12.30

For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. am! 12.30 p. in.
For Bochester. Springvalo, Alfred, Waterhoro and Saco Kiver at 7.30 a. iil, 12.30 and
5.35 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 0.43 a. m.. 12.30, 3.00,
5.35 and G.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 0.43 a.m.,
12.30, 3.00. 5.3.3 and 6.20 p. LI.
The 12.30 y. ill. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with "lloosac Tunnel Koute”
lor the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
lor Providence and New York, via •‘Providence
Line’’ for Norwich and New York, via "Norwich Line'.' with Boston and Albany K. E. for
the West, and with the New York all rail via

"Springfield.”

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. ui.; from Bochester at 8.30 a. in., 1.30
and 5.52 y. m.; from Gorlutin at6.40. 8.30 and
10.00 a. 111., 1.30, 4.15, 0.52 p. in.
F'or tickets tor all points West aim South ajiply to T. F. McGILLICUDHY, Ticket Agent,
Portioud, Me.

jeRDdlf

fi'y.

In Effect JYov. 15, 1897,
DEPARTURES.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER
lows:

3.20 4.40. 0.40 p. in.
DAMAKL-COTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
Leave Ponce's Landing, Long Island. 8.45, i at 6 a. in., touching at East Boothhay, South
11,16 a. in.. 3.oo p. m.
Bristol and Boothhay Harbor.
GOING FAST.
Leave Cushing’s Island, 7.25, 11.50 a. m„ 5.05
I.eave PORTLAND at 7.0o a. nt. Tuesdays
p. m.
Time
Table.
South Bristol, East
Sunday
Harbor,
for Boothhay
For Forest City aiul Trefethen’s Landing. Boothhay and Pemaquld.
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
Peaks Island, Little and Great Diamond
Boothhay Harbor. South Bristol, Fast BoothIslands, 9.00, 10 30 a.m., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
a.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. m., bay and Daniarlscott
I.eave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. !or
2.15. 4.20 !>. m.
Bootlibay Harbor, South Bristol and East
For Cush ng's Island. 10.30 a. in., 4.20 p. m.
i'i
\1T
'l'
flnnaun 1 VTo
Boothhay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
mai24dtf
aprfdtf

New York Direct Line.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. in.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
a. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston. 12.30
D. m; Lewiston and way stations 3.25 p. m.: SL
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley. Farmington, RumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.: daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. ra. dally; Halifax,
St. John. Barllarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager,
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
novl2dtl
Portland, Nov. 14.1807.

Portland and Bostftba? Sieamaaat Co

m..

C?dS'6tb,
00S!dP<Oth,

,,

points beyond.
Through tickets

m.

—

A1,

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland. every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving In
season for connection With earliest tra ns for

m.

For Ponce's Landing, Long Island,

Waterville, and Baugor.
Express with sleeping cars

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

1898

б. 10 p.

Paper

11.00 p. m. Night
for all points.

for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New Yorlr, etc.
leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Returning
Commenolnz Snndav, April 3,
Evening
h at 7 o’clock.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landing-;.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
Peaks Island. Liltle and Great Diamond
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
10.30
a.
i
at
Sept 1. 1897.
Islands,
5.30, 6.40, 8.00,
m., 2.15, 4.20,

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

a. m.

Bath. Augusta.

a.

Will touch at Five islands Tuesdays and Daily Unc, Sundays Excepted.
THE NFW ant. PALATIAL 8TEAMJ1H8
Saturdays Going East, and Mondays and Fridays Going West. Weather permitting.

Custom House

Sid

9.45

in.; Hootbbay Harbor,
WiBcasset about 3.30 p. m.
tv iscaseet
Mondays.
Returning—Leave
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. m.;
Kuothhny Harbor. 8.30 a. m.; Hath, 10.30 a.
Arriving at
ill.; Popliam Hearli, 11.30 a. m.
Portland about 2.00 p. m.
FAKE; Hath to Koothbuy Harbor, 33 cts.

CASCO

Sunday Paper for Portland People.

Sell Lilian, Norwood, Boston—Oriental Pow-

FOR

only.

Sleeping Cars

-TO-

ville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and PhilhDs.
11.10 a.m. lor Gray, New Gloucester. Danville J unc.. Auburn aud Lewiston.
••
m.
11.2ua. in. Express tor Brunswick, Bath. Augusta, Waterville. nttsficld. Baugor. Bucksport,
Boston Service.
Bar Harbor.;Greenville and Aroostook County,
B. & A. K. It. lor Houlton. Woodstor.lt.
via
Mass._octsadtf TO L1Y1SHPOOL VIA. qheenstown.
Sat. St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vanceboro
R. M. S. CANADA. MARCH »1,
noon.
St John.
K, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. m. Sat and
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
RATES of passage.
Return Bemis, Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Kingfield,
Carrabasset, Phillips
Farmington.
acto
steamer
and
$tco and upwards according
and Rangeley, Winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham
>♦♦«<♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦«♦♦♦ * * »*«♦♦♦♦♦ $ *♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦#♦♦♦
commodations.
Waterville
and Skowhegan,
LonDaily round trip (Sundays excepted) between
to
second Cabin,
Liverpool, London,
Au
1.15 o. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Portland and Cape Small Point.
Redonderry and Queenstown, *34 to $42.50.
Rockland and
Bath.
Boothbay.
On anu after April 4tli. 1898.
turn $G>.75 and $78.40, according to .steamer gusta."
and
Knox
the
on
all
stations
’ and accommodations.
Waterville, Skowhegan, Bet
London, Lincoln division, Dover
Steerage, to Liverpool, London,
Greentlio
for
Foxcroft,
known
written
aud,
well
fast.
Ilartlaud,
composer, has.
Mr. W. Hastings Webling, the
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and iielinst- ville, Bangor, Olatown and Mattawamkeag.
$22 6U and $25.50 according to steamer.
TIMES an Easter song, words and music, and it will be found in the next number.
Lisbon
For Brunswick. Bath.
5.10 ».
m.
H.
('HAS.
CAl’T.
El
1-2
B.
Exchange
toj.
Keating
treat.
this
Apply
miss
Music lovers should not
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner, Augusta and
Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p. street, T. P. McGowan, 420 Congress street, J. Waterville.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torm.. for Lowell’s Cove, Orr’* Island; Card’s Cove.
Danville
5.15 p. m. For
New Gloucester,
Quohog Bay, Poor’s Point. East Harpswell; rance & Co., general agents, toot of India Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove, street.
Auburn and Lewiston.
dec28dtf
Small Point. Sebasco, Phippsburg and Cundy’s
1.00p.m. Night Express, every night, lor
Harbor.
Brunswick. Bath, IteWlston, Augusta, WaterHarbor at
RETURNING—Leave
Cundy’s
a
the
notable
friends
to
number
of
ville.
her
Bangor, Moosehead Lake, Aroostook
many
perSTEAMERS.
Bab this week will introduce
0.00 a.
Phippsburg. 6.15 a. m.; Ashdale, 6.30
county via Ola Town, Bar Haroor, Bucksport
in the Greater Gotham and {she will tell about а. m.: in.;
Water Cove, Small Point, 6.45 a. 111.;
sons to be met In the Easter parade
St. Stephen. St
Andrews! St John and
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. ill.;
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
them in her inimitable way.
HARPSW ELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Lowell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m„ arrive in
The
the
Provinces.
Saturday night train doei
steamer
AucocisBeginning April 1st 1808,
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
co will leaye Portland Pier, Purl land, daily, SunFor further particulars apply to
or beyoua
Sleeping cars to St John.
Bangor.
follows:
J. H. MCDONALD. Pres, and Manager, days excepted, as
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell,
White Mountain Division.
15S Commercial street.
Telephole 403.
m.
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 2.30 p.
apr4dtf
For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
f.45 a. m.
For Clift island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Lancaster. Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Fridays. 2.30 p. m.
Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island, by Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
west.
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Port- and all points
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish. Fryoburg,
'
land, 9.30 a. nt.
North
Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
Gen’l
Bridgton.
Mgr.
ISAIAH DANIELS.
Nov.
Oil and after
Tuesday,
LunenDurg, st Johnsbury, Newport, Sher»♦♦>♦♦»♦♦♦♦»»♦♦♦♦♦• ♦♦♦»♦♦♦» mm** ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ M«m4m
and Toronto.
the
Montreal
brook,
9th, 1897,
__

..

MARINK

System between

S.

THE SPANISH ARMY AND NAVY.

«th, schs Harold .1 McCarthy, Hawley, for
Progresso; Ellen M Holder. Pierce. Boston.
StLonis.New York. .So’ampton. .Apl 6 der Co.
HBATH—Ar 7th. schs Mt Hape, ‘Baltimore;
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool ..Apl 6
.Apl 0
nop: Haynes, New York lor Hallowed.
Noordland.New York. .Antwerp
FROM OCR CORRESPONDENTS.
Shi 7th, sells Young Brotners, Washington;
Aug Victoria...New York. Hamburg....Apl 7
Boston
sells
6—Sid,
7
Angola,
York.
SULLIVAN,
Apl
.Bremen.Apl
E der Grosse.. New
LydiaM Doering, and J M Haynes. Baltimore;
do.
Maud, Robinson, Richmond; C A White, WashOrinoco.New York. .Bermuda.Apl 7 Timothy Field, do; Lucy Belle. Martin,
Aimaudale_Portland.. .London-Apl 8
ROCKPOBT. Apl 6—Ar, sell Carrie C Miles, ington: S artan, Baltimore; Douglass Haynes.
New York.
Buffon.New York. .Pern’buco ..Apl 9 White, New York.
9
flav&Mex.
York..
CLAltKS ISLAND—Sid 5th, sell Eliza S PotApl
Citv WashinetnNew
Sid, sebs Silas McLoon, Morrill, Boston; Ister. New York.
Alps.. New York.. Port Prince .Apl 9 aac Orbeton, Trim, Norfolk.
9
II
DUTCH ISLAND HAEBOR—Ar 6th, schs A
J
Adirondack... New York. Kingston,&c.Apl
Agl 7—Ar. sens Diadem, Blake, Boston;
Liverpool... Apl 9
Richardson, Roudout tor Boston: Jennie GieetiParisian.Portland
G Perkins, Spencer, do.
York tor Malden; Hattie Godfrey,
9
Bretaane. New York. .Havre.Apl
Sid, sobs J J Moore, Chadwick, Suffolk, Va; bauk. New
Manitoba_..New Y’ork. .Loudou.Apl 9 Annie L Wilder, Greenlow, Boston; Ripley, Bangor for'•New York; Georgletta, Somesvllle
Clias E Raymond, New York
9
Rotterdam...
for
Providence;
Apl
Rotterdam.. ..New York..
Banks, do.
for Portland ; Ella E Crowell, Perth Amboy for
Lucania.N ew York.. Liverpool... Apl 9
sell D L Sturgis
WISCASSET,
Apl
7—Sid,
9
A
Heaton,
Essex:
KUzabethport for Rockland.
Fumesia.New Yolk.. Glasgow!).. ..Apl
Foster, Kennebec.
Sid 6th. sell Normandy, from Philadelphia for
Palatia.New York.. Hamburg ..Apt 9
schs
and
6—Ar.
Apl
Avis,
12
CLYDE,
PORT
Bath.
Finance.New York. .Colon.Apl
E'ERNANDINA—Sid 5th, sells Nimrod,Green
Holstein.New York. .Hayti. &c .Apl 12 Fannie. St John, NB, for Boston; Nellie Doe,
New Haven: I. C Kaminski, Ray, New York.
Apl 12 Alma, NB, for do.
Kaiser Wde G New York.. Bremen
FERNAND1NA—Ar 6lh, sch Mciissa Trask,
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Apl 7—Sid. schs UniBaris.New York. .So’ampton ...Apl 13
Britannic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Apl 18 sou, Boston for Deer Isle; John Bracewell. Trask. New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 7th, sch Robert Byron,
New York.. Antwerp. ..Apl 13 Sullivan for Philadelphia; John Nye. ViualhaFriesland
13 ven lor Block Island; Pemaqutd, Wheeler, from Lockporr.
Carthaginian Portland... Liverpool... Apl 15
HYaNNIS—Sid 6th, schs George Bird. Gray,
Bellanocb.New York..Montevideo Apl
Rockport for Boston.
and Edw Lameyer, Real, Rockland for NYork;
.Apl lo
Cervona.Portland.. .London
W M Snow, do for do.
EXCHANGE! DI8PAOHTKS.
Merida.New fork. .Montevideo Apl 16
HYANNIS—Ar 7th, schs Ella F Crowell, from
Apl 10
.New York..Laguayra
Venezuela
Arat Bristol 7th, steamer Parkmore, from Iloboken for Waldnboro: A Heaton, New Yoro
.Apl
Trrawaddv ....NewY’ork. .Trinidad
«
Portland.
Rockland: M C Moseley, Phloadelpbialor
tor
Labrador.rortiana... Liverpool.... y
Ar at Loudon Apl 7, steamer Hurona, Dor- Wiscasset; Pocbasset. New York —for Portlad
Alexandria ....New York. .London.Apl lb
Portland,
16
wood.
6th. schr Etna, ChipJACKSONVILLE—Old
Obdam.New York. .Rotterdam. .Apl
passed Barry Island Apl 7th, steamer Park- man. New York.
Apl 16
Pretoria.New York. Hamburg
for
Portland
16
Bristol.
schs
Alice E Clark,
more.
—Cld
6th.
NORFOLK
Gascogne.New York.. Havre.Apl 16
Ar at St Thomas Mcb 18. barque .1 H Bowers, Clark, Portland; Sarah C Ropes, Kreger, do.
Aller.New' York. .Genoa.Apl 16
for
Buenos
22d
Boston.
P
eailed
sell
Clias
Nottinaii.
Sid
Magune,
Ayres,
Bth,
(and
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool .Apl
Knstou.
Ar Bth. schs Geo P Davenport, McLeod, and
Niagara.New York. .Oieniuegos ..Aplje
16
Sarah W Lawrence. Coleman, im Boston: Cora
Saratoga.New York. .Havana .Ap Id
Kendall New York.
Notice
to
Green,
Mariners.
.Bremen.Apl
York.
Lahn.New
Hid Gth. schs Gertrude L Trundy. Dennison,
Tjomo.New York. Demerara ...Apl
Office U. 8. Lighthouse Inspector, i
Bermuda; M L Wood, Spaulding, Rockland;
St.Puul.New York..So’anwton... Apl dO
First District,
[
name iyicvx ouch, «bw xuik.
Majestic.New York. „Liverpool ..-Apl
Portland, Me.. April 7. 1898.)
NEW HAVEN—Ar Gtli, soli Abner Taylor,
Kensington ...New York. .Antwerp —Apl
Notice is hereby given that Moosabec Reach Young. Calais.
Light. Moosabec Reach, Maine, which was disNEW LONDON—Sid Gtli. sclis E H King, fm
continued Dec 25tli, for the winter season, was Eastport tor New York: Joe, Millbrklge for do.
8.
MINIATURE ALMA N AG .APRIL
relighted on the night of April 2d, 1898.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 6th. sch J D Ingraham,
By order of the Light House Board.
from Viu< v;ud-Haven, for repairs.
Thomas Perry,
N OBS KA—Passed 7th, steamer Maverick, fm
oo
0
Moon rises..... 9 011 Height.0
Commander. U. 8. N.,
Bayonne for Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 6th, barque Harriet S
Memoranda.
Jackson, Dodge. Fall Fiver,
carbonero. towing barges Draper
Lewes, Apl 7. 12 AM—Sch Sarah E Palmer, ffiCid 7tli, tug for
The
Portland.
heacli.
and Mahany.
remains in same position, far up the
be
Hook—Passed
aown;7th;sch JahniD
will
Marcus
cable
a
her
and
to
cannot
net
up
tugs
tor
llallowell.
Paige,
PORT OF PORTLAND.
used in the effort to float her.
Sid Gtli, sell Nightingale.
PROVIDENCE
Pinkliam, New York.
Domestic Port*'.
THURSDAY. April 7.
PLYMOUTH—Cid 6th, sell Thos B Ganand,
Arrived.
NEW YORK—Ar 6U1. »c!:s Carrie S Hart, fm Coleman. Pooles Landing and New York.
15
W
Annie P Chase, Norfolk;
PORTSMOUTH-Ar Gtli, sch Maud Malloch,
Steamer Percy V, How, Phipsburg via Cundy Philadelphia;
Morse. Newbury, Portland; .John Prances, lm Lunt., New York.
Ella Brown,
Old 6th. sch Oliver Schofield, for Boothbay
towing barge Cent No t StQuington; Everett. Machias;
Nile It cklaml.
ami Now York.
from Port Johnson—coal to Randall & McAl- Shulee, NS;
SALEM—Ar oth. sclis Reuben Eastman, 1 liil
Passed Hell Gate 8th. sens Lawrence Haines,
lister
P Chase, Norlolk brook. Hoboken: D S Lawrence, Wentworth,
Annie
tor
Gardiner;
Amboy
Sch" Ella M Wiley, Willey, Wiscasset, in tow for
Robt A Snow, Philadelphia tor v,aco Boston for Lung Island; Nellie E;>ton, MorriBoston;
to
for
complete
cargo
of tug CUas A Warren,
Ada Ames. Port Reading for Portland.
son. New York lor Calais.
Demuraru.
sells
Ar 6th, soils Glennllen, Mitchell, from New
8ld 6tb, barque Onawav. for Brisbane,
Sell Stephen Morgan, Salem.
for
James
Young,
Norfolk;
H
G
Pi
Dow,
Haven ior Thomaston; Lady Antrim, Sweet.
Mary
Sch Imogene, Cousins. Rockland.
Nokomis. for Jacksonville.
< ity lor do;
Sami C Hart, Eaton. South
Thomaston;
Port
Cottage
Simmons.
Clyde—canned
Sch Railroad.
BOSTON—Ar Otli, sens Red Jacket. Mullen,
for Freeport; Grace Webster, Harvey,
ast- Amboy
goods to Burnham & Morriil Co.
Clias Cooper. Miller, Orland;
for Bangor.
water
Edge
Rockland;
Round
Monroe.
Pond.
Sch Cinderella.
smith. Newbiiryport: Lone Star,
V IN E Y A RD-11 AY E N-Sld 7 th, sclis Poclias.
Sch Myra Sears, Fullerton, ltockport-lfine to ern Light,
Cole.
set, and W G Moseley.
Pettigrew, Machias; Native American,
Carlton Bros.
Ar 7th, sell Ada Ames, from Port Johnson for
C
Sch Rosa K. Davis. Georgetown. Me.
sch Elvira J Freuc.h, Kendrick, for a Portland; Robert Snow, Philadelphia for Saco;
Sch Clara & Mabel. Leeraan. New Harbor
(duts A Raymond. Edgewater for Portland: tug
Cleared.
sells Isaac H Tlllyer, for Kennebec Ice King* with barge Euos Saule, from Portfor Calais; land for a coal
Steamship Memnon, (Br) Bales, Bristol, Eng— ann Philadelphia; Freddie Eaton,York.
port.
Passed by 7 th, sch City of Augusta, from
Gen Scott, do; Loiiuskia. for New
Elder. Dempster & Co.
.1
coal
Elvlia
soli
French,
port.
Annaudale.
Norfolk (or Portland.
Sid 7tli,
(Br) Milne, London—
Steamer
island
WASHINGTON—Ar 5th. sclis C R Flint, fm
CHI 7th. sell Win A Campbell, Clarks
Robt Reford Co.
New Yurk; Maud Seward, Baltimore.
Steamship John Enghs, Bragg, New York— and New York.
Sid 7ih. U s gunboat Machias. Key West.
J B Coyle.
APALACHICOLA—Cld Bill, sen Cora Dunn,
Steamer Salacla, Oliver. Bath, Boothbay HarForeign* JPorr*
Harrington, Boston.
bor and Wiscasset—C R Lewis.
Ar at Shanghai Apl 1. ships George Curtis,
BRUNSWICK—Ar 9th, sch Georgie L Diake,
Steamer Enterprise, Race, East Boothbay—
Sproul; New Vork; St David. Lyons, do.
Skollield. New York.
Alfred Race.
At HiogoMcli 3d, ship Eureka, Darrah, for
BALTIMORE—Cld Otli, sch Abblo bowker.
Sell Mary S Wonson, Gilbert, Boston—Berlin
New York.
Mills Co,
Perry, N orlolk
...

I

'omnunu’u

Saturday.

...

April. 6.
J‘•OVa
New 4s, reg
121%
do coup,
♦’»
reg.ll'8%
New
Hoy*
New 4’a coup <>..••••• *
Denver * R. G. 1st.1108
Erie gen .. 67
Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds. 61
Kansas & Texas pfd....
Mo
Kansas ra lfic Consol?.,102
1 its.lib
Oregon
Union Pacific. 19%
C osing uGdtations of stocks:

of

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
InPine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
R.
and
the
Penn.
R.
for
the
West
by
Freights
Pen pictures and shots with the camera at the men who wear the uniform of South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
1 Spain. Types of the soldiers and sailors our own forces may meet on the field of commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
rattle.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State SL. Flske Building, Boston,

..

of Bonus

<nfn>moHnn

JUIKECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

....

folio mg ware to-aay'?, closing quotations

Alhae

THE WAR SCARE IN PORTLAND.
Oli, yes, it’s here and there are people in Portland who are actually worrying
The
ibout what they shall do if hostilities make themselves felt hereabouts.
riMES has some comfort for the timid and some comment which will amuse the

..

Flint Si Pere Maro.
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R .161

IJ

market

_Liverpool

m.

I'm.

PORTLAND IN THE REBELLION.

Apr 1 7. 1698.—Oensols closed at
money and lllVi for account.

FROM

Sugar, ...
Cen Mans.’pfd.

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

American Bell.215
common.120
Sugar,
American

5.30 p.

Returning leave St. John and Eastport Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. (gg'-Freight received up to 4.00
p.

LONDON.
11-1 for
LIVERPOOL, April 7, 1898.—Cotton market
sales
is firm—American middling at 3 7-l6d;
10.000 bales, including 600 bales lor speculation and export.
yy*

Maine Central.

co commo

days at

RESERVE.

F uropean Marltet*.
;3v Telezraoh.

Union Pacific.
53Va
Union Pacinc pfd.

••

will te a fine vocal concert given by the
followed
best talent from 8 to 9 o’clock,
by a capital list of dances.

Cotton

steady; middlings 6 9-16c.
NEW ORLEA NS—Tne Cotronl market te-cay
was steady: middling 6 9-16c.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet: middling 63/*c.
savannah—i'h« cotton market to-day was
steady: middling 5 9-16:.

..

on

The coming Easter Monday ball to be
given under the auspices of the Irish
American Relief Association at City hail,
even
next Monday evening will prove
more popular than its predecessors. There

70 a2 90.

unchanged._
Cotton Markets.

Slants:.
Ths following! were 8 the
closia:
cr.otations of stocks atfloston:
Mexican Central ,4s. 62
Atehlson, Top. Si Santa Fe. R. new. 11 Vs
Boston & Maine.163

rtopld

NAVAL

Shall the State of Maine be behind her sister states in providing for this important branch of the common defence? pome matters of interest about it.

••

Browning April 12th and Michigan Central.16#
Minn & St Louis. 28
Rudyard Kipling April 18th, at the Sec- Minn St Louis pf. 80
ond Advent church. Mrs. Bellows is not Missouri iPacific. 27%
New .Jersev Central.,1)2
ouly a fire elocutionist in the generally New York Central.. m3/s
hut
word
she
brings Newi York. Chicago* St Louis 12
accepted sense of the
63
do of
taste.
to her task rare intelligence and
23%
Northern Pacific com
uo
<lo
pfd. 62%
The tickets will be eagerJy sought for.
[
Northwestern.119%
cio
pfd.-.172Vs
EASTER MONDAY BALL.
14%
given

19.000 bbls; wheat 81,000
bush;

hbls; wheat 193,000
■Shipments—Flour 13,000 oats
bush;

Colton steel

Lake

free

rve

May.
988

The

Wes-

uijWO bush; oats 206.000
bulTco?n
H 000 bush; barley 25.000 bush.

26%

roBK.

New Vor?t

small

Seed

l-OR-*

April

weak; Western

No 8 at 91®
Corn-No 2
Oats-No 2 at 25c; No 2 white fo b
at 29%C
at
27“A
o
b
f
29c; No 2
White
at 29%C■ No 3
1 FlaxrveatMc: No 2 Bariev f o b 30«45:No
at
2
seed
Timothy
at 1 19Prime
7p. Moss
5 15; short rib sides
at
Lard
»5.
9
at
80®9
pork
meats-shoulders 4%
at 5 00@6 30. Dry salted
6 36@5 46.
@4% ; short clear sides at
ll®18o.
Butter firm; cremry 16®2lc; dairy
firm; fresh at
Eggs
at
8®8%c.
quiet
Cheese

WHKAT-

Spring Arrangement.

47%.

Wheat—No^ spring wheat-c,
033*.
9SC No 2 Red at1 <>2% @1

Tuesday’s quotations.
Mcli.

_Lard

steam 6

CHICAGO—Cash quotations;

9 83
9 90

........

India Mess
firm; lamily—; city extra

3%@W4.
Hetroletm dull.
Rosin steady.
Molasses quiet.
Spirits Turpoentlne dull.

May.

Opening..

38BeeI

V"

••

would be ready

/*

Eastport, Lubeo, Calais, St. Jo n, N.B.,Halifax, N.Sand all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.

t”

*Cheesesteady—large wnlte7%*7_%o;
Eggs^firmfState and Penn 10®l0%e;
teTaUoewdu“ctty 3%; country, packages

May
29%
29%

31%

'■:po-»ing.. •••••«■••*
Oio in?.

••

telegraphs,
though it

uuiuui
afloat to rrrive; No 1 haul

Pork dull« mess
viz/ioof lac
fan.
at 17®22c
Butter firm: Western creamy
22c. state dairy at JO
tory do 12%«16c: Etgms

106

86
85

Open*na... •..
losing.«■••••••••

••

will be ready.
In regard to telephones and
the State House looked as

b

Steamship Co.

On and after Monday. March 21st, steamer
will leave Portland on Mondays and Thurs-

at 2

25»4 45; winter low

blT3^e!Pot00S^r,;bUf^reesir^0O10^

meal, when they went there beg Opening.
982
Closing.
He took some silverwar from the
dining room and then went upstairs and
Portland Dally Pro.. Stock Qoutatlont.
got the jewelry. While in Mrs. Galloupe’s
Corrected by Swan Si Barrett, Bankers, 186
room he heard some one (believed now to Middle street.
STOCKS.
have been Sexton Barnes), walking around
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
110
The noise caused him Canal National Bank.100
106
nn the floor afcove.
i02
100
Bank.100
to eave the house, as he thought, he said, Casco National
30
Cumberland National Bank. ..40
had
also
else
who
100
someone
t. at it was
Chapman National Bank.
88
10n
Bank.100
National
Fii
st
He
come there on a burglarious mission.
111
109
Merchants’National Bank— 75
97
98
said that he had seen Barnes about the National Traders’ Bank.100
102
104
Bank.100
Portland National
premises when he solicited alms there, Portland Trust Co.100
180
166
86
80
but did not know him, He denied that Portland Gas Company. 60
104
102
Water Co.100
the sexton had any hand in the robbery. Portland
130
186
Co..100
Portland St. ltailroad
128
130
Later, however, he somewhat changed his Maine Central lt’v.....100
61
SO
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R.100
discredit
oast
so
as
to
Barnes,
upon
story
BONDS.
is
believed.
statement
but his original
118
120
Portland 6s. 1907.
103
He declared emphatically that he knows Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 103
108
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
102
nothing of the second robbery, when the Bangor Os. 1899. R. R. aid.101
116
silverware was taken, but it is believed Bangor 6s. 1906.. Water.114
102
Bath 6s. 1898. R. R. aid .101
that he will yet confess it and plead guil- Bath 4Vss, 1907, Municipal.101
103
103
1921, Refunding.101
ty to both charges. Both Murphy and Bath 4s.6s.
102
1898. R. R. aid.101
Belfast
Howell are held at Police Headquarters, Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
106
102
as the detectives are still
working on the ( ala's 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding —100
107
1901.
Lewiston Gs,•
Municipal.10S
case.
They have been photographed for Lewiston4s, 1913. Municipal.108
105
102
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
the Rogues’ Gallery.
Maine Central R R 7s, i898. 1st mtglOl 101 Mi
••
135
7S. 1912,cons. mtgl33
THE NATIONAL GUARD.
•<
106
107
“4V2S.
•*
4s
cons.
106
.103
mtg...
Colonel William J. Maybury of Saco,
105
gus,i9oh,exten’sn.l04
106
Kirgeon geniral on Governor Powers”s Portland & Ogd’g gt)s,' 900, 1st mtgl04
103
■tail, was at the State House Wednesday, Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.... 101
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 lOtVa
placing the chests that contain the medi-

occasion require, and about
all have their private affairs in such a
condition that at a moment’s notice they

o

1812.

How the people rallied for the defence of the town and the wav in which the
'amous brig Enterprise prepared to protect Vaughan’s bridge, described by a local
llstorian.

146.280 bush; exports 63.492
Corn—recelu
358.000 bush
bus sales 826,000 bush; futures
c fob afloat
snot-spot weak-.No 2 at 35%

m

a

should tho

4

Gram

CHICAGO
Wednesday’s quotations.
WHkAr

PORTLAND IN THE WAR OF

58%@68%c fo
Bye steady-No 2 Western

f
‘

PORTLAND. April7.
The Western markets were rather easy to-day
tor grain, without material change In prices
Sugar firm and i-l6c higher. Provisions steady.

ging.

cal supplies of the National Guard in
condition for immolate me.
The officers of the guard are to a man
it is said, ready for immediate service

mills clear*

4

‘rrSJsasss®"109%

4

<j>dotation*.
BOARD OF Tfti

patents

WmMMSBM

passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Booms and Smoking Booms ontho promenade
deck. The Saloons and Staterooms are heated

STEAMERS.

International

AoriI 7, 1898.

rafs^io^hXtl^trasaMS
00®
grades
3

l'ci
■

nothing

clergyman’s house.

6 00; winter

!

FOR

THE

skins.50 to 80c each

two latter

given

Market*.

(By Telegrapn'

Royal.

for Port

April ,2. lat 37 03. Ion 02. ship John McDouald, from New York for Yokohama.

[ IN TIME OF WAR’S ALARMS.

.Sk

15,000; shee^

Hides.

Murphy’s

were

Stock Market.

Sheep-receipts
unshorn 4 6C&4 90; common 3 o0@4 00..lamis
6 00®tJ uO.

Mexican dollars 45.
< oveinment Bonds irregular
.road bonds firm.

Lamo

Philadelphia

CHICAGO. April 7. 1898.-Cattle-receipt,
3 90 4 6.
6.300; good demand; common at
at 6 00®6 40,
choice to prime shinping beeves
4 t0®4 75.
at
feeders
aud
Stockers
3 7(i@4 0e.
Hoes—reoenus 28,000; quiet at

Murphy of Newark, arrested William
The follow In? quotations represent the payMurphy, aged 20 years, of r46 Fairmount ing prices In this market:
........7 Vi
ib
17
and ox hides
Cow
avenue, and William Howell, aged
Bulls and stags.6V*c
years, of 117 1-2 Academy street. Sinco Ccaif skins, trimmed,...1 Cc
untrimmed... 9c
do
they were taken into custody Murphy has
confess that he committed 'the first robbery, and at the same time denied all
knowledge of the theft of the second
night. The detectives, however, expect
to fasten the second one upon him.
arrest and that of Howells

You Should Not Kiss Its Next Issue,

“TllXn line'

_

Cloth Market.
1898.—The
FALL IUVEK. Mass. April 7.
at 2 1-16.
t
dull
is
print coth market
< h rngo l.itr

TIMES.

RAILROADS.

At Yokohama Mcli 12, ship John R Kelley
OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
Chapman, tor New York.
Ar at Manila Macrh 17th. ship R It Thomas,
Blancard, Hong Kone. to load for United States.
Sid fm Honolulu Mch 30, ship Henry B Hyde,
Coleord. New York.
ROYAL MAIL STKAMEFA_
Ar at Rosario Feb 25. barque Tho3 A Godand Portland,
dard, Cook, Buenos Ayres.
Sid fm Montevideo Mch 11, baraue Annie
From
From
Lewis. Park. Rosario.
fort la nil.
Liverpool Steamship
Sid fm Point-a-Pitre Mch 31, Clias A Gllberg.
10 Mar.
26 Mar.
Californian,
Smith, Pascagoula.
Laurentian,
Sid fm Barbados Mch 11, sch Hattie P, Foun- 12 Mar.
24
Mar.
Parisian,
tain, St Kitts.
i Carthaginian,
Ar at Vera Cruz Mch 28, Elwood H Smith, 26 Mar.
7 April.
Numldian.
Drlsko. Sabine Pass.
14 April.
California.
Spoken.
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
from
sell
Fanny Arthur,
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
April 4, off Hatteras,
...

Print

Silver certificates 66g57.
Bar Silver 55%

oc-

are

7.

M.OIIK.
Snrlng patents. 5 30*5 90.
BO
Spring, ciearlana straight. 4 oO®5
Winter patents. 6 00j*6 65.
2.)
40
*
*0
Winter, clear and straight,
Extra and Seconds 00.
Pine aud Supers —.

tBy TelesraPh.)
NEW YCPK, April 7.
Money on call was steady 2g2% percent:
last loan at 2: prime mercantile paper 6%&6
Dr cen
sterling Exchange steady, with actual
business In bankers bills 4 83V4@4 83V2 for
tiemana and4 80%«4 80V4 for sixty days busied
r»ic s
0% g* 84%. 2 Coinn ercial J il.S

two

and

York Stock

SUNDAY

PORTLAND

-

Market.

1898—The following
ate.:
to-day’s quotations o£ Provisions,

[’BOSTON. April

l eadinjr Markets.

New

PToaucfl

Boston

(uotaticHs of Slade Prodaets in the

entered

by
church in Newark, N. J., was
of the family.
burglars during the absence
of silverware
The thieves took a quantity
and a jewel case with some rings belong'ihe sexton of the
ing to Mrs. Galloupe.
Barnes was ar
church Mr. Walter .1.
convicted of the
rested ard sent to jail,

affair.

<72

119*4
feUVs

Sugar common.116%
Western Union... StiVa

tives.

the

24->i

Puimau'Palace.170

DetecMysterious Case Cleared Up by

him with

42
3

Homestake,

if. W. PETEPiS, SupW

From Union Station
8 30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buckflcld. Canton. Dixfield, Rumford Falls.
From Union
8.30 a. ill., 1.10 anil 5.15 p. m.
Station for.Mecnanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis aud all stations on K. F.
& R. L. K. it.
Through TieUeis on Sale.
vv

E.

n

win

a

IVTIADTV

irnniuvav

Portland, Main®.
L. J-OVEJOY, Superintendent,
Eumford Falls. Maine.
jei8 dtf

Boston & Maine

R.

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Station, for Searbors
Trains leave Union
Crossing, 10.00 a. m.. 6.15, 6.20 D.m.j Scarbo
ro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 1C.00 a. m.. 3.SO,
6.16, 6.20 p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m„ 12.45, 3.30,
5.15, 6.20 p. m.; Kennsbunk. 7.00. 8.40 &. m.,
12.45.3.30. 5.16 ,6.20 p. m.j Kennebunkport,
8.40. a. in..
7.00.
12.45, ».S0, 5.16 p. m.j
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. m., 3.30. 6.15 P. m.j
North Berwick, Somers wot til, Dover,7 4.05,
12.45, 3.S0, 5.15 p. m.;
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
Rochester. 7-00. 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.20 p. m.:
12.46,
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
3.30 p. in.: Northern |>iv.. Lakeport. Laconia. Plymouth, 8.4o a. m.. 12.45 p. m.j
Worcester, via Somorsworih. 7.00 a. m.;
Concord, via
Manchester,
Rockingham
3.30
7.00 a. m.,
p.
m.j
Junction,
Junction, Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. +[+4.06,
3.30 p. m.
in., §12.45,
+3.40 a.
+7.00,
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a m., 12.50,
4.22. 7.25. p. in. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.5i>. 7.30. 8.00. 8.30 s. m.« 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
p. ro.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beach. Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Bindeford, Kennehunk. Wei is
Beucln, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell. Boston. 4.05 a. ni.. 12.56, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. in. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. in., arrive Portland 7.10 a. in.
EASTERN DIVISION.

For Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Riddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburypurr, bit lorn, Lynn,
+2.00, t9.00 a. ni.# §1.0u. +6.10
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. m., 12.50,
i). m.
for
Leave
m.
Boston,
4.16, 9.26 p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.80,
12.15.
11.60
.a.
m.,
Arrive Portland,
p. m.
4.30. 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAIN'S.
Portsmouth.
Newbury2.00 a. m*. 1.00
a. m.. 4.15 p. a.
9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
Arrive^ in Portland, 12.25,

Riddeford.

port{ Salem. Lynn. Boston.
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.67
Leave Boston for Portland,
p.
p.

m.
in.

tConnects with Rail Lines for Now York,
South and West.
+iDaily except Monday.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
L>. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
ifre*
GFO. H. THOMPSON. TloJ(#
laud.

NEW

Items

ADVEllTISliMlfiKTS TODAY.

New Wants. To Let, For Fait Lost. Found
and similar advertisements wm be found under
tlicir appropriate heads on page o.
“Mr». Winslow's s»ooscuzi|s

eyrup,

over Fifty Years oy millions of
their children while Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softeus the gums, allays Fain, cures Wind
best
Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the
from
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
For sal8 by Drugteething or other causes.
Be sure and
gists in every Dart of the world.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
a

been used
for

bottle

Fac simile signature of CHAS. IT. FLITTC^iCR
is on the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria*

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castotia.
When ehe had Children, she gave them Castoria,

When

/BRIEF JOTTINGS.
The regular monthly business meeting
of the W C. T. U. will be held at their
street, at
rooms this afternoon, 36 Oak
de2.30 o’olock. A full attendance is
sired.
The Veteran Firemen were recently
presented with a unique and handsome
a
present for their rooms. It consists of
miniature farmhouse and farmyard every
detail of which is perfect. It was made
Mr. Charles H. Parker and the only

by

were a
tools he used in its construction
jackknife and a hammer.
At the Iieeley Institute, 151 Congress
Et. drunkenness and morphinism is cured.

of yesterday,

good part
It was sunny
but the wind clouds would occasionally
from
gather and the breeze blow chill
a

the mountains.
The reading room of the Y. M. C. A.
and
railroad branch is filled every day
night Secretary Holt was

Wednesday

to refuse chamber accommodations
rooms
owing to the limited room. Other
will be furnished soon, and the institution
in a short time hope to be able to ac-

obliged

commodate all comers.

Yesterday was Holy Thursday and today
is ono of the most solemn in the history
of the church, Good Friday.
The usual Holy week communion service was held to tho First Parish church
last evening.
Members of the Ist-10th-2Sth auxiliary
important
ate requested to attend an
meeting to be hold with Mrs. Hodsdon,
106 Green street, Friday evening.
Alliance
Women’s
Unitarian
The
will meet this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Frederick S. Vaill has sold the resident
late Henry boring, 125 Spring
of the
to Mr. Charles E. Peering of Ru-

street,
fus Peering company.

Cream white halibut at the Congress
Square llsh market.
WEDDINGS.

#

PRICE-BROWN.
Miss Moilie H. Price and Mr. Frank L.
Brown were married Wednesday evening
by Rev. Henry McGilvray at the parsonAftor the ceremony
age on State street.
they departed amid a shower of rice and
olu shoes for their future home in Cape
the

Thu happy couplo have
Elizabeth.
best wishes of their many friends.
THE COMING FESTIVAL.

presence of Mr. Chapman in our
city revives enthusiasm in the coming
Musical Festival and symphony conceit.
The

At

tho

meeting

Wednesday morning,

/-■> I__f^Ll„,l
..

w

X’icked

Up

Along

The steamer St. Croix reached here lato
yesterdny afternoon. In a few weeks this
steamer will go off the route to he repaired. She will run between Boston and
St. John direct the coming summer and

Card o. Thanks.
Alaska.

Has

Interest

Shore.

Owen. Moore & Co.
J. li. I.ibby Co.
Fastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Lines Bros. Co.
\V. L. Wilson & Co.
Johnson & Lambert
A. F. Jliil & Co.

mothers

of

r-’-

plain his appreciation of Portland’s noble
e '"-rts
last
fall, and pleaded for the
»' l;e interest and co-operat.on of ail in
A meeting
.;e proposed grand concerts.
will be held at the Preble house .Saturday
8
o’clock
and
at
everybody inevening
are
terested
earnestly requested to bo
present. Mon are especially invited.

MECHANICS’

BOARD OF TRADE MANAGERS.

HARBOR NOTES.

PHESS.

THE

Mr.

Waugh of the Boeton Homo Journal
Speaks of the Falmouth Hotel.

Tlie

Annual

ASSOCIATION.

meeting

and

Election

ot

Officers East
Evening.

The annual meeting
of the
At the stated meeting of the managers
Maine
of the Hoard of Trado yesterday morning Charitable Mechanics’ association
was
there was a full attendance. The presi- held Inst night. Thera was an unusually
dent, at the opening, spoke of numerous largo attendance about seventy members
ho has received from dele- being in attendance.
letters that

President Georgo \Y. Gray, presided and
gates in attendar.ee upon the recent meeting of the Stato Board of Trade in this called tho assemblago to order at the
city, expressing great satisfaction and usual hour. John 13. Brown was elected
pleasure at the success of the meeting. a member of the association.
Treasurer Augustus F. Gerrish reported
He congratulated the members.
Receipts for tho year, $4,Messrs. W, Wallace Waugh of the Bos- as follows:
overhauled and
also to be thoroughly
ton Home Journal and Win. E. Wood of 373.92; balance on hand April lirst, 1897,
rooms.
state
with
additional
equipped
Greenfield, Mass., were present by invi- $370.85; total, $4,740.77. Amount paid out
The tow boat Joe Baker arrived here
tation of President Boothby and as they during tho past year, $3,910.31; balance
from the Saco river yesterday and will be
had just been looking over the Falmouth on hand at present, $830.48. The treasurer
repaired for the season’s work.
hotel, were invited to express their im- also reported a list of the investments of
Tho Island Belle came off the railway
pression its possibilities of being success- the association.
on
the
yesterday and will probably go
Secretary George A. Harmon reported
fully converted into a first-class popular
island route by Fast day.
hotel.
that there had been six meetings during
The Casco Bay Co.’s steamers are carryMr. Waugh said that having great faith tho past year, and six of the members of
ing a large number of people to and from in the
rapid increase of summer travel tho association had died.
tho islands on every trip now. The warm
to Portland, which he considered as posTho librarian, Charles IT. French, reweather is not far off and the cottages are
sessing attractions and beauties as a sum- ported that there wore 13,0S7 books in the
boing repaired.
mer resort unsurpassed by any other sec- library and the library had 1099 regular
Captain Nat Haskell who owns the tow tion of the ;
country, he believed that the patrons.
boat C. A. Dickey was once a pilot on the
Falmouth hotel in its substantial founAntoine Dcrticos reported that there
Boston boats with the late Captain Snowdation, and model superstructure, with had been three drawing classes conducted
and
who
died,
yesterday
recently
man,
such improvements as are now contem- during the past year and these had been
out of respect to his memory tho flag of
plated by the Brown estate, will make a continued for four months, three evenings
the C. A. Dickey was at half mast. Many
house thus modernized and furnished, a week. Tho attendance had been large
other boats in the harbor also had their
equal in attraction to that of any other and great interest had been shown by the
flags at half mast out of respect to Capt. Sew
England city. He did not regard pupils, many of whom were public school
in Snowman.
the temporary closing for repairs and re- pupils.
Commission
The captain of the Fish
Tho treasurer of the Boody fund resonooner orampus, which .inneu josicaits future successful opening, for it can- ported receipts $425. <6 and tne amount on
into
tho
oalled
be
auxiliary
day, may
not fail of popular success in good hands.
hand at present is $266.£6.
been
navy in event of war and he has
Mr. Wood of Greenfield, a gentleman
The election of officers followed and renotified to hold himself in readiness for
expert in Rood Hotel management, en- sulted ns follows:
such a call.
dorsed fully all that Mr. Waugh said of
President—William M. Marks.
The schooner Stephen Bennett has arVice President—James N. Read.
the possibilities of the Falmouth.
rived here from Salem to be repaired.
Corresponding Secretary—W.H. Averill.
A letter was read from Osborne Howes,
the
Recording Secretary—George A. HarThe lighthouse tender Lilac is in
of Boston, proposing an address be- mon.
Esq.,
harbor.
fore this board on Canadian reciprocity,
Treasurer—Augustus F. Gerrisb.
About the only freight that is now arTrustees for Three Years—George E.
was referred to tho president and
which
of
the
Woodman, Robert B. Swift.
riving for tho English steamers is
secretary.
perishable kind, and there is a marked
Tho following namtd gentlemen wore
PROPOSALS RECEIVED.
dropping oil in freight traffic. There are
proposed and elected members of the
These proposals were received by Major
and
arrive
to
steamers
more
only eight
board: John J. Lynch, M. G. Drink
Hoxte, U. S. Engineers at his offioe yesthose now here are on their last trips to
Daniel B. Smith, Charles I. liiggs,
water,
terday:
Portland this season.
Benj. Thompson, C. E. Odiorne, Jr.,
Thomas Laughlin Co., S8.000 pounds
The
shipping commissioner signed Moses M.
Geo.
S.
A.
C.
Weston,
Bailey,
beams and ohannels at two cents, $1,760;
crews yesterday for the Damietta and
M.
Win.
Marks, 1000 pounds rods, bolts and nuts, at five
Hobbs, Clarence Hale,
Joanna, bound to the Kennebec to load
Houghton, cents, $50; 6500 pounds splice plates at 4
Geo.
Henry L.
Tolman,
ice for New York, and for the Mattie J.
Lucius M. Clark, Abner W. Lowell, Au- 3-10 cents, $236.60; 900 pount 6 wall pint, c
Alles, bound to Blue Hill to load stone
D. Smith, Fred W. Powers.
gustine
at 2 1-2 cents, $22.50; total $2,069. Time
in
was
clause
The
war
for New York.
called attention to the
The secretary
sixty days.
the articles.
Mark P. Emery, one of the
death of
Megguire and Jones Co., £8,000 pounds
Schooner N. B. Stetson, which arrived
original organizers of the Merchants’ steel beams and channels at two cents,
a
made
with
good
lime,
pretty
Wednesday
and over since a member, and
$1,760; 1000 pounds rods bolts; and nuts,
She made a Exchange,
thing on her trip previous.
for many years was an active mem- at 4 1-4 cents, $42.50; 5500 pounds splice
who
to
trip from the Newfoundland banks
900 pounds
ber
of the Board of Trade, in which he plates at 4 1-4 cents. $233.75;
Boston with frozen herring, and oleared
the day of his wall plates at three cents. $27.00; totel
to
took great interest
A sister ship beTime
I60CO for her owners.
$2,063.25.
fifty-two days.
death.
longing to the same parties took a cargo
to Philadelphia recently which cleared up
MAINE SAVINGS BAKN.
about $7J00.
the
At a meeting of the trustees of
Material for the fortifications at PopMaine Savings bank, held yesterday, the
ham beach will arrive about the last of
following resolutions were unanimously
this week and work will be rushed.
Are gaiuing favor rapidly, roran,, a» ra be
adopted:
men and travelHOp11||K
Resolved, That in the death of our asso- Business
PROPOSED NAVAL BRIGADE.
E|
p Kj
ciate, Mark P. Emery, whoso assisting iers carry them in' vest 113
she will have fourteen additional stateconstructed on the hurricane deck.
While the St. Croix is oil the route the
Cumberland and State of Maine will be
The Cumberland is
the boats in service.

rooms

Hood’s

Plenty of Authority Which Geu. Richards
Overlooked.

hand has been connected with this institution for nearly a quarter of a century,
conservative
we shall miss the honest,
judgment so often tried and never want-

pockets, ladies carry them
in purses, housekeepers keep them in medicine
closets, friends recommend them to friends. ‘25c.

TO THE
LADIES
who live out of the city.
When you’re in town
take plenty of time to

ing.
Resolved,

546 CONGRESS STREET.

lilac

life-giving

power.

The

Orange

and
noted for its

Ceylon

Pekoe,

a

is

India tea,
rich, wine-like

body.

All grocers handle Chase
& Sanborn's Package Teas.

One pound makes

over

200 cups.

Black Dress Goods.

Illuminated
weaves,

Jf

Serges

and

Black Checked Poplins,
81.00 to 1.53 yard
Black Silk and Wool Brocaded

new
Suitings
75c
yard
68c,
—

$2.00 yard
B'ack German Fancies,
50c to §1.00 yard
Black Mohair Sicilians,
75c to $1,25 yard
Black Wool Matelasse figures,

Henriettas—new Armures,

75c, 88c yard

shades,

Cobalines—new effects,
90c

QUALITY

In materials and

Trimmings.

MATCHLESS

In

Designing.

JJg

In

mailing.

S''

In Prices.
Are combinations in

liigli grade

CLOTHING

g

NOW OFFERED BY

|

Checked

mC

yard

Poplins—very stylish,

Checked Cheviots, $1.00 yard

yard
Cords,
Whip
English
§1.50 yard

Etamines—all colors, 1.00 yard

Black German Henriettas,
75c to $1.25 yard

50c to $ 1.00

$1.00 yard

BRAINS
SKILL

^

500

Congress

Black

Black India Twills,

Travers, Novelty Suitings in
blue, brown, green and red,
$1,25 yard

^

I
Jjg

25c to 75c

Black English
Black

Bayadere Novelties, $1.50 yard
Singie and exclusive styles in

CO., I
Street.

&

A. F. HILL

S|

Crepons in Bayadere
Stripes,

yard

Diagonals,

$1.25 yard
Waterproof Craveneites.

$1,38 to 2.00 yard
Black Rain-proof Serges,
$1.00 yard
Black Cheviots—Priestley’s-—

dress patterns in new effects,
$7.50 to $12.00 pattern
and Trav-

75c to

§ 1.50 yard

Black All Wool Storm Serges,
50 to $1.25

ers

$14.00 and 15.00 pattern

description consisting of Plain
Serges—Poplin Valour—Storm Serges—Bicycle Suitings—Cheviot
Checks—Bayadere Stripes and Braid Effects—Vigoreaux Suitings,
29c to 50c yard
&c.. from
Lower

priced goods

of every

With every wool dress sold

we

give the best quality cambric

skirt lining free.

SILK DEPARTMENT.
Special

EASTER GLOVES.

Try

preparations
days leading

by

ARIZONA.

delicious

extra

pleased

1 “COPPER KING” 1

and

some

produce.

\

doors.

good values now, and your visit
whole
expense of your trip to the
of defraying the

offering

Colored Dress Goods.

Heart,”

they

our

!

eighth

“Gold

are

may be the means

Vicinity

|

flavor

We

_____

get

SEFOREtM PRISE ADVAKGES

I
f

at

and

control here,

leading

“The

Portland

Silk

deres, Wash Surahs, Ribbon
Stripes, Three-toned Stripes

together

Portland

good

features this week

Store.” New Checks, Stripes,
Wash Silks, Plaids, Baya-

supply

remarkably

Checks.

only

prevailing

STOCK.

Oolong remarkable

moment’s walk of
—FTJr?

We have many other shapes and
kinds of leather to satisfactorily fit and
please the most fastidious. Catalogue
from V. L. Douglas, Brockton, Mass.

i IS THE Till TO BUY 1

for its

city.
from the Union
Electric
and Grand Trunk stations
pass our store and suburban
'lines will land you within a
cars

OF

and

heart of the

the

^ ^ LINiNGj__^t—i2L_!2L_s25Lj£!L_^i_i^J

ir^own

makes them popular.
These Royal Gems of the
Kingdom of Tea are:
The Koh-i-noor, an English Breakfast tea, stimulating and invigorating.
The Orloff, a Formosa

Our store is situated
in

Portland

_

you’ve

fancy up-to-date
help

Easter,

careful

glove

boys

88c yard
New Swiss Taffetas—all the new French shades,
$1.50
Waists,
yard
Plisse Silks—for Fancy
$1-25 yard
Ribbon Stripe Silks—ail combinations,
Fancy Taffetas—Stripes, Checks, Piaids and Barre effects.
$1.00 to 1.50 yard

glove department
provided
experienced fitters, with
get exactly
right
properly puton.

75c to $1.25 yard
Foulards and India Silks,
Silks for evening wear—Satins, Velours, Poplins, Surahs, Taffetas,
$1.00 to 2.00 yard
gjc,,

girls.

jj;

!!

owm, MOORE & CO.

1313 Lexington Ave.Brooklyn,N.Y. |

EASTMAN BROS. & BfiWGROFT.
MADE IN MAINE.

’ALASKA.

WEEK

perfume see

^^lie Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy

Food

Buy,

Cook,

Digest.

At all grocerr.
2-lb. pkgs.only

j

I

commencing April
part
perfume
price.
price
positive

!’

I]

j

jijtine Crackers and

Fancy liiscniis.

TRY ODE “PORTLAND”
‘“PORTLAND” stamped

0

on

CRACKER.

every cracker.

ABSOLUTELY OF THE PUREST MATERIALS

perfume

Eat,

tiaker Oats

<

of
stock
black and colored dress
goods and silks.

SHOWN IN CUT HEREWITH, IS
A NEW CREATION ON WHICH.
WE MAKE TAN AND BROWN
VICI KID, FRENCH ENAMEL,
CALF AND PATENT CALF.
ALSO A CLOTH TOP SHOE
OF BROWN VICI KID, TOPS
TOP
MATCH, SILK
TO
TINTED
FACINGS AND

nruB
—

over

superb

our

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
3?
apr8d3t
That in his death we shall
lose the friend whoso presence was always
kindly and helpful.
Resolved, That our sympathy go out to
the relatives of our late associate in their
affliction.
nebec
Journal that the Governdr can
Resolved, That we attend the funeral
confirm
and
to
naval
services of our late friend.
raise a
brigade,
Resolved, That the secretary furnish a
that statement, he quotes from the Reof these resolutions to the family of
vised Statutes of Maine, chapter 123. sec- copy
the'deceased and that the same ha spread
tion 17, under tho head of “Insurrection upon the records of the bank.
ALPHEDS G. ROGERS, Secretary.
“When the Governor
Invasion:’’
and
Portland, Maine. April 7th, 1898.
it necessary to proand Council deem
tect the coast of the state from invasion,
The following resolutions on the death
they may procure, equip, officer and of Mr. Mark P. Emery havo been adopted
men, such armed vessels as they think by the First Parish church:
expedient, to cruise along the coast of
Since it hath pleased Almighty God to
tho state,for the purpose of protecting the take from us the accustomed presence of
we
Mark P. Emery,
inhabitants thereof; and fix the relative our dear friend,
to W.
L. WILSON &
would be submissive to tho Divine pleas- Will go
of
the
and
rank
officers, ure. Yet we fain would.give voice to our
compensation
sack
store
and
CO.’S
and the number and compensation of the grief as we recall:
buy an
Tho more than sixty long and faithful
seamen employed.”
of
sPrinff
years of interest and service for the welCommenting on this the Kennebec fare
of the First Parish, in which much
be
will
Patent
time
f>firo and
havft hpfin sn
Journal says:
Flour,
nnnfhnv
iwnArfoivt; IMofipP AT V fifl'I.
freely spent for its best preservation and
the
bread that Gold Heart will
with
thatseems
to
dardcallsattention
something
influence.
to have overlooked
The twenty-five years he has filled the
by the authorities.
It will make a beautiful
Section
17, chapter 123, R. S., provides office of deacon; and both by wise counsel
for just such a case as has recently arisen and gonerous initiative has guarded and
in Portland, causing considerable fric- kept the traditions of our religious insti- white Elastic Loaf.
t
and criticism in some quarters. It tution in ail
tion
purity and faithfulness,
it and be convinced.
life
is difficult to read this section in any having been most keen for its best
the deto
other way than to make it give the Gov- and growth.
We have made unusual
the North Dakctx Mills
Made
ernor and Council ample power to authoThe active efforts he has ever furthered
are
Easter
to
mand for Gloves which the
rize a naval brigade to man a monitor or for the association of our churches, both
up
any other craft lor coast defence that the in the state and in the nation giving of Association,
to
most
the
and our efforts
sure to
repreaprSdeodlin
exigencies of the situation may require bis wisdom and hi? work for the building
V. e recommend a careful reading or the up of the common religious life, for the
has ever seen
Gloves that
line of
It certainly throws welcome administration of the funds of beneficence
article.
successful.
and the organization of just and proper
have been
light upon a disputed subject.
measures for Christian ends and aims.
makes which we
Of the well known
The high and striking
ozamplo of
PERSONAL.
Christian manhood which through him
includes
not
and
all the standard
our stock is enormous,
has been revealed in our city’s life; the
illserious
tones
in
whose
the
costumes
but all the
Hon. A. A. Strout,
shades to match
exemplary ’business career through sixtyness has teen reported, was
holding his three years of honorable negotiation with
whatever
so
colors too,
seen or heard
“3Kfci.es*
his fellow men; a domest’c life of unusual
own
yesterday and perhaps was a little
joy and felicity; a uobie character marked
find
it
in
our
stock.
of in a Kid Glove way you may
better.
by poise of purpose, most persistent inin the
will be
Extra
Despatches received from the family of dustry and an old ago of Christian peace ii
Strout yesterday indicated and hope.
Hon. A. A.
whose
skilled
till
from now
that he was more comfortable.
to
sure
sort
are
the
assistance you
Mr. Willis L.Knovvlton, for a long time
Strictly live cod and haddock at the
at
the
works
it
have
and
employed in.the pattern shop
of
Congress Square fish market.
| This Stock has gone from S to lO
of the Portland Company, will move his
U cts., lO to 20, 20 to BO cto. in less fj
for men.
Gloves
to
U
soon
will
than
go
9 months,
j]
family to St Johnsbury, Vt., where he PORTLAND
SUFFRAGE
$1.00 per share; Has now 4000
EQUAL
and
for
Gloves
will enter the employ, of the Fairbanks
5 stock holders. A limited number hi
CLUB.
shares now offered at SOcts. per Hj
of
\
Scale company.
and full
•• share.-Writ© for prospects
A meeting of the Portland Equal Sufparticulars, to
j
at
the
live
blueflsh
Congress frage club will be held at lOMellen street,
Strictly
E. K. MOOSE, Fiscal Agent,
on Saturday, April 9th at 3.30 p. m.
A
Square lish market.
dlw
full attendance is requested ns important
apr2
SAID TO HAVE LEFT TOWN.
business, pertaining to the National conrt-iw
aprS
connected with
It is said that a man
«/'ia)G'«*
wwitf'wW & J'WfeWifr
ference, will he transacted. Mrs. Nelson
Cv'
the shoe business in Portland has run will
repeat her paper, “All Men Are
about
into
debt
and
borrowed
$Gll Created Equal,”
heavily
given recently before tho Xo
Sc Uncertainly.
of jewelry from a Fcderal'street W. L.
Prospecting.
worth
U., and discussion will follow.
Some well known Mining and Electrical
jeweler, promising to return it the next
Engineers owning very valuable mining properday, hut nothing lias been seen since of
incorporated a company 10 work
of lives ties have
“Little
colds.”
Thousands
in the Sunrise district of Alasita.
claims
man or jewelry.
They
sacrificed every year. Dr. Wood’s Nor- now want 2(1 robust ana steady men with sooi)
Pino Syrup cures little colds, cures each to go with them to share equally in the
way
CLUB.
PORTLAND PROHIBITION
Hydraulic Machinery that can
proceeds' from
big colds too, down to the very verge of do
Each man gets his
tlie work of 300 men.
At the annual meeting of the Portland consumption.
passage, food, mining outfit and house to live
,
are
a small
offering
The
officers
hi.
Company
Prohibition club the following
quantity
of their stock at 50 cents on the §1, wliicu gives
4th we
were elected:
Daring the week
the public that cannot go to Alaska a good
chance of sharing m the enterprise.
President—Rev. Samuel F.Pearson.
at
of
oar
stock
a
shiil! offer
large
The Treasurer of the company is a well
Vice President—E. H. Doughty.
Trust Company.
known
two-thirds
about
■
Secretary—W. H. Hobbs.
to
Write or call for particulars and prospectus ta
cut
sale to reduce
Treasurer—S. A. Skillings.
This is a
SHAW, 211 CUMBERLAND
ST., PORI’.
BAND,
ME., or to ABRAMS &00., tSucEQUlTto
over from last season.
stock
carried
#
ABI.E BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS, aprsdat*
THE ENGINEER DETACHMENT.
is gone, it is a
If your Christmas
to
The detachment, from the battalion of
A
CAES 6).
chance to till np. See our windows Monday.
to
engineers at Willet’s Point, which is on
To our many kind friends and neighbors tor
the tokens of love and resneet and tile kindly
duty at Fort Preble is composed as folwords of sympathy in the hour of sorrow anil
lows: Sergt, Mayer, Corporal Houghton,
bereavement, and especially the kind friends
for the floral emblems, we wish to extend our
privates Hersey, Gaghen, Lindholn,
heartfelt thanks.
Sincerely,
Muehienflend
Loucks, Long, Norwood,
MRS. F. L. CRAM AND FAMILY.
in
it*
and Miller.
apr3
Mr. Anson M. Goddard, a bright young
lawyer.of Augusta, has been looking up
the law in relation to the powers of tho
Governor in time of war. Among other
things ho is quoted as saying by tho Ken-

I

great estab-

our

lishmeut and look

“Ideal” Last

our

sentative

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas

visit

styles for spring and summer,
many of them new, and worthy of
your examination.

bring,

Women experience the
keenest enjoyment from a
perfect cup of tea.
The delightful flavor of

llCUXUauuife

MlUWlIlg

good

j

H.H.M&¥N7MiiflleSt.
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